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Achieving excellence in
mineral and metallurgical innovation

As a global leader in minerals and
metallurgical innovation, Mintek
provides world-class R&D
expertise, testwork, and process
optimisation for all mineral
sectors at interntional level.
The activities range from
initial bench-top investigations
to full process flow sheet
development, pilot- and
demonstration plant design
and optimistaion of industrial
plants. Mintek employs about
700 staff, which include qualified
and experienced engineers and
scientists who are leaders in their fields
of specialisation.

ABOUT THIS
REPORT

This is the first Mintek Annual Integrated Report. The Annual Financial
Statements and Sustainable Development Report, which are also
incorporated as part of the Annual Integrated Report provide information of
specific relevance to certain stakeholders.
This Annual Integrated Report was approved by the Mintek Board on
29 July 2015.
The material focus areas that are dealt with in the Sustainable Development Report were
determined by considering Mintek's strategic intent and objectives, and how Mintek shall
strive towards attaining the strategic intent. The strategic objectives were agreed upon
between the Mintek Board and the Department of Mineral Resources through the signing of
the Shareholder Performance Agreement.
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INTRODUCTION

COMMOn VISIOn, SHARED VALUES AnD CULTURE
The mandate of Mintek is to serve the national interest through research, development,
technology transfer; to promote mineral technology, as well as to foster the establishment and
expansion of industries in the field of minerals and products derived therefrom.
The vision is to be a global leader in mineral and metallurgical innovation.
The mission is to serve our stakeholders by adding value to the mineral sector through research,
development and technology transfer, in support of national priorities and sustainable growth.
In order to obtain our strategic intent, we operate and strive to
• Enhance our visibility and credibility to all stakeholders;
• Research and develop efficient mineral processing technologies and value added products and
services;
• Promote the mineral-based economies of rural and marginalised communities;
• Uphold good governance practices; and
• Build world class R&D excellence.
The shared values define what Mintek stands for as an organisation and determine the way in
which Mintek interprets and responds to business opportunities and challenges. They also establish
expectations about how staff work with their fellow colleagues, clients, suppliers, government
departments and the communities that they serve.
Teamwork

Results Orientation

We are proactive, interventionist,
involved, integrated and work
together towards a common vision.
We are not too restrictive in terms
of roles and responsibilities and we
give ownership of value chain to
members of the team where this
is earned.

We focus on outputs, results
deliverables, and recognise the
excellence when it is there.
But we understand that not all staff
produce final outputs and we appreciate their inputs. We differentiate and recognise contributions.

Creativity
We focus on continuous
improvement and out of the box
thinking. We also emphasise
a focus on value for money
in creativity and ensure that
innovators understand and
respect the right to recourse.
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Integrity
We speak freely, with respect, but
not afraid of reprisal. We are also
accountable for our own actions
– we do what we say we will do,
when we say we will do it. We
have professional integrity and
trust is a consequence.

Respect & Dignity
We value the rights and dignity of
others, both individuals and the
community. We appreciate diversity,
we listen and hear others and
welcome alternative points of view.
We debate the issue and not the
person.

CORPORATE PROFILE AnD ORGAnISATIOnAL STRUCTURE
MINTEK, located in Randburg, Johannesburg and founded in 1934 to assist the mining industry to
operate more effectively and profitably, has achieved international recognition for its contributions. The
local mining and minerals industry has been very innovative and many notable advances in extraction,
refining, and manufacturing technology that originated in South Africa have impacted on the minerals
industry worldwide.
Minister of
Mineral Resources

Board Committees

Board of Directors

President and CEO
Abiel Mngomezulu

GM: Research
& Development
Dr Makhapa Makhafola

GM:
GM: Finance
Finance
Sakhi
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Evolution of Research at Mintek
Mintek was established to assist in ensuring the sustainability and growth of the South African minerals and metals
sector, with the industry stakeholders determining the scope and nature of research. By the early 1980s, even though
contract research and licenses made a small contribution to the organisation’s income, Mintek was still essentially a
100% State-financed organisation. After the passing of the Mineral Technology Act in 1989, Mintek was able to expand its
revenue from non-State sources by generating income from providing consulting services, sale of products to local and
international clients as well as ‘stand-alone’ activities. Mintek concentrated on promoting research as well as training and
development of personnel in various scientific and engineering fields associated with mineral processing and metallurgy.
Currently, the strategic approach to research at Mintek
is dependent on key drivers such as: (i) support of
state priorities, (ii) maintaining the competitiveness
of our minerals production, (iii) the development of
appropriate technologies for minerals resources that
are not being exploited or are under-exploited, and (iv)
cross-cutting themes (such as minimising the use of
energy and water). The integration of these drivers into
a coherent strategy requires a complex balancing of
competing priorities.
Mintek balances long-term, break-through research
(where the payback in terms of implementable
technology may be 10-20 years) with short-term,
incremental research which is suitable for rapid
implementation.
The specific key performance objectives, programmes,
measures and indicators to be attained by Mintek in
fulfilment of its mandate are annually agreed between
the Accounting Authority and the Executive Authority
and captured within the organisation’s Shareholder
Compact. Oversight responsibility is provided by the
Mintek Board of Directors.
Mintek’s research and technology development
activities are oriented around the fulfilment of five
strategic objectives:
• Enhancing our visibility and credibility to all
stakeholders by implementing an integrated
marketing and communications function;
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• Researching and developing efficient mineral
processing technologies and value added
products and services in order to, amongst others,
strengthen our position as a global supplier of
environmentally-sustainable mineral processing
technologies, equipment, process design and
control-optimisation systems;
• Promoting the mineral-based economies of rural
and marginalised communities through technical
assistance and skills development by developing
technologies appropriate to the local jewellery,
artisanal and small scale mining (ASSM) industries
with the aim of expanding the industry, and of
lowering the entry barriers;
• Upholding good governance practices that comply
with all applicable national and international
regulatory frameworks and standards, maintaining
fiscal discipline, and enhancing organisational
efficiencies; and
• Developing human capital and organizational
skills to build world class R&D excellence whilst
transforming our internal and external business
processes and the workforce profile to ensure that it
is in line with the socio-economic realities of South
Africa today, and ensuring broad representation of
diverse cultures and peoples.

Products and Services

Client Base

Mintek’s products and services encompass the following
areas:

Mintek’s client base comprises of other state

• Laboratory-, pilot- and demonstration scale testwork,
for the purposes of developing and evaluating
various technologies applied to new projects and
optimisation of existing operations;

junior mining companies, engineering contractors and

• Contract research and development;

Mintek operates in a global environment, servicing

• Transferring innovative technology to industry by
licensing, sale or in exchange for project equity;
• Design and fabrication of specialised plant and
equipment for the minerals industry;
• Production and supply of specialised mineral and
metal products; and
• Provision of specialised consultancy, training and
advisory services to the minerals industry.
Contract research
Mintek’s R&D supports state priorities through the

enterprises, large multi-national mining companies,
SMMEs – both locally and internationally.
Competitors

a multi-national industry. Therefore, clients have the
option to source similar services from competitor
facilities in Australia, Europe, North- and South
America, China and Russia. The choice of institution
is often based on the reputation of the technical
experts and the quality of the facilities. Mintek has
the competitive advantages of excellent, large-scale
facilities, a reputation as a “one-stop shop” and an
enormous information database developed during its
81 years of operation. Its greatest challenge remains
sourcing and retaining world-class expertise.

effective allocation and utilisation of the parliamentary
state grant and earmarked funding which is received
from a number of government departments and
agencies. Mintek submits research proposals for
earmarked funding to various government departments
in support of a number of national research
programmes. These proposals may be the result of
a direct request from the departments to Mintek,
or in response to open public tenders issued by the
departments, or unsolicited proposals developed by
Mintek and submitted to the departments for their
consideration.
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MInTEk’S InTEGRATED MInInG VALUE CHAIn
Technologies and Services developed by Mintek
Exploration & Mining

Concentration

Hydrometallurgy &
Biotechnology

Pyrometallurgy

a. Comminution/ Flotation

 Atmospheric and pressure leaching;

 Pelletisation and briquetting;

 Mineral/ore characterisation;

 Bench scale testwork;

 Pre-heating and pre-reduction;

 Certified Reference Materials;

 Pilot plant facilities;

 Bioleaching (refractory gold and
base metals);

 ASSM technology;

 Ultrafine milling; and

 ASSM training assistance; and

 Bulk sample preparation.

 Mining inputs economic studies.

b. Physical separation

 Reagent development and evaluation;

 Gravity, magnetic, electrostatic and
dense-media separation; and

 Gold recovery by CIP/RIP;

 Pneumatic jigging.

 Uranium processing;

 Geochemical sample analysis;

 Solvent extraction and ion exchange;

 DC arc process development and
piloting;

 Electrowinning;

 Modelling and simulation;

 Process simulation;

 Submerged-arc furnace (SAF) control
strategy;

 Activated carbon regeneration;

 Fluidised bed and condenser
technologies;
 Refractories performance
investigations;

 Cyanide measurement,
monitoring and auditing; and

 High-temperature solid state and
phase equilibrium investigations; and

 Leach circuit control.

 Ore, slag, matte and alloy
characterisation.

*
*

*
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GOLD

PGMS

FERROUS METALS

BASE METALS

INDUSTRIAL
MINERALS &
DIAMONDS

URANIUM

PROCESS
CONTROL
STRATEGIES

EqUIPMENT &
TECHNOLOGy

ECONOMIC
AND REGIONAL
STUDIES

*

Value addition

Refining

 Gold refining and value-added
products/chemicals;
 Pyrometallurgical refining of
zinc (PWG to SHG), and offgrade ferro-alloy; and
 Titanium chlorination
technology.

 New industrial applications for
gold: Catalysis; Biomedical; and
Nanotechnology;
 “Smart” materials and sensors;
 Low-nickel stainless alloys;
 Jewellery fabrication;
 Gold and platinum jewellery
alloys; and
 Identification of downstream,
metals-based, economic
development opportunities.

General

 Ore characterisation, analytical
and process mineralogy;
 Certified Reference Materials;
 Materials characterisation,
testing and development;
 Engineering design,
manufacturing, installation and
commissioning;
 Project management services;
and
 Regional minerals-based
studies.

*
*

Base Metals
 Bioleaching of copper, nickel, cobalt, zinc and
polymetallic concentrates.
 Heap bioleaching of low-grade chalcopyrite-bearing
materials.
 Integrated circuit design for metal recovery and
purification by leaching/heap leaching, precipitation, ion
exchange, and SX/EW.

rare earth eleMents
 Physical beneficiation – comminution, flotation, gravity,
and magnetic separation, sensor based sorting.
 Concentrate cracking and refining flowsheet development
and optimisation.
Process control strateGies
 Advanced process control and optimisation strategies
for milling, flotation, and leaching circuits, and
submerged-arc furnaces.
 Online cyanide measurement and control.
 Heap leach operator guidance software and in-heap
instrumentation.

*

*

Ferrous Metals
 Iron ore beneficiation.
 DC arc smelting processes for chromite, ilmenite, nickel
laterites, magnetite, magnesium metal production, and
metal recovery from slags and dusts.
 Materials characterisation (physical, mechanical and
corrosion properties), and failure investigations.

uraniuM
 Ambient, pressure and heap leaching, solvent extraction,
fixed bed and countercurrent (NIMCIX) ion exchange,
resin-in-pulp, and ADU precipitation.
 Mintek is registered as a uranium testwork facility with
South Africa’s National Nuclear Regulator (NNR) and the
Department of Mineral Resources.

**

*

PGMs
 Design and optimisation of integrated comminution,
flotation and smelting circuits.
 Design and optimisation of base metal recovery and
PGM refining circuits.
 ConRoast smelting technology for high-chromium lowsulphur PGM materials.
 Catalyst development for automotive, fuel cell, and
industrial applications.
 Novel PGM-containing alloys, and powder metallurgical
processes.

IndustrIal MInerals & dIaMonds
 Physical beneficiation - comminution, flotation, gravity,
dense media, electrostatic and magnetic separation, and
optical sorting.
 Kimberlite indicator mineral investigations. Alluvial
diamond provenance studies.

MInTEk’S GLOBAL ACTIVITIES

**

Gold
 Evaluation and design of recovery circuits for refractory
and non-refractory mineralisation.
 Diagnostic leaching and comparative testwork on various
comminution, concentration and recovery options.
 Cyanide speciation monitoring, online cyanide
measurement and control, cyanide destruction.
Assistance with ICMI gap or full certification audits.
 MinfurnTM technology for granular activated carbon
regeneration.
 MinataurTM all-hydrometallurgical gold refining process.
 New industrial uses for gold - catalysis, biomedicine, and
nanotechnology.

*
***

**
*

equiPMent & technoloGy
 MinfurnTM regeneration furnace for activated carbon in the
gold processing, water treatment, and food industries.
 MINATAURTM gold refining process.
 DC arc furnaces.
 AtomijetTM atomiser for base and precious metals.
 SAVMINTM process for acid mine drainage purification.
econoMic & reGional studies
 Regional commodity-based mineral economic studies.
 Resource-based technology strategies.
 Sustainable mineral development studies.
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STRATEGIC PERFORMANCE

CHAIRPERSOn’S OVERVIEw
THE MINING SECTOR’S COMMERCIAL ENvIRONMENT continues to be characterised by reduced
activity in project development and exploration. This results in significantly less work from new capital
projects. The Board and management, at their joint strategy session, anticipated this scenario and
consequently shifted the organizational strategy to support existing mine operational improvements
rather than technologies aimed at new projects. The sector slowdown is expected to bottom out in
late 2015 and an increase in investment, exploration and project development from 2017 onwards.
Management will maintain and develop capacity to handle this expected upturn and will also
continue with strategic, long term technology development for new resource opportunities such as
the Bushveld titaniferous magnetite, Springbok Flats coal/uranium, Karoo uranium and Rare Earths.
The
he strategy shift also placed more focus on state-funded and
collaborative research. As such, I am delighted to report that Mintek
performed well in 2014/15, benefiting from technologies and services
that continue to generate income long after their being developed.
In addition, the cost reduction and efficiency improvement measures
that were implemented by management contributed to better-thanexpected performance.
Mintek’s technological innovations are not only making a difference
to the mining industry, but are also making a difference to the
lives of ordinary South Africans who participate in our small
scale mining and economic development initiatives in rural
and marginalised communities. During the financial
year 2014/15, Mintek launched five new businesses
in pottery, glass beads and jewellery-making. A total
of 116 jobs were created in the ventures. Mintek’s
strategy is to provide support for a period of a
minimum of three years, in an attempt to ensure
that the businesses are sustainable. As a result,
all 6 businesses created in 2013/14 and 67% of
those created in 2012/13 were still in existence
by the end of the financial year 2014/15. In
the next financial year, management will seek
partnerships with all the relevant government
departments in an attempt to establish a basket
of support services to be provided to these
businesses for sustainability.
The Board, at its strategic session requested
management to place similar emphasis to the
previously marginalised groups amongst its employees.
I always believed that the most important investment that
an organisation should make is its people, particularly those
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that were previously marginalised. The minerals industry
is seeing an increasing level of women participation
in operations of mining and metals projects and at
management levels.
Mintek has also undertaken to improve on its current
levels of women representation such that it is comparable
to the demographics of the Gauteng province, where
Mintek is located. The medium term objective is to
achieve 45% representation by the end of the MTEF
period. For this reason, I am pleased that for the first
time in its history, the organisation will host a “Womenin-Mintek” Indaba which is but one of the many critical
endeavours that the organisation will pursue over the
short to medium term to increase women representation.
In this Indaba women are expected to raise issues that
impede their progress of reaching the higher heights of
the institution. I am hopeful that the Mintek environment
will be conducive for women to thrive and lead the quest
for becoming a global leader in mineral and metallurgical
innovation. Women in senior positions at Mintek have
been challenged to mentor young professionals so that
they attain the best levels possible for themselves in
Mintek.
During the 2014/15 financial year Mintek attained a
critical milestone of being in existence for 80 years. The
80th celebrations coincided with 20 years of democracy
in South Africa and I would like to thank all those who
have celebrated our 80th birthday with us on the 4th of
July 2014, led by the Honourable Minister Ramatlhodi,
a day after the actual Birthday of Mintek. I am certain
that the next two decades will bring about breakthrough
research and development as this proudly South African
research institution enters into a century of world-class
technological innovation.

principles. My sincere gratitude to them for the oversight
role they have fulfilled and a special thank you for my
deputy, Professor Francis Petersen, who resigned from the
Board to pursue his new role of deputy vice chancellor
at the University of Cape Town. On behalf of the Board,
I wish him all the best with this new challenging and
exciting position. I certainly look forward to having the rest
of the Board on my side again as we enter the final stretch
of our three-year term.
On behalf of all at Mintek, I would like to thank the
Honourable Adv. Ngoako Ramatlhodi, Minister of Mineral
Resources and the Deputy Minister of Mineral Resources,
Honourable Mr Godfrey Oliphant, for their continuous
support during the year.
In conclusion, I would like to point out that this is our
first annual integrated report which includes our annual
financial statements and our sustainable development
report.

Adv Linda Makatini
Chairperson

On behalf of the Board, I would like to express
my gratitude to the President and CEO, Mr. Abiel
Mngomezulu, and his team for the leadership they have
provided and to each and every employee for their
contributions throughout the year. your commitment
and loyalty is admirable, the calibre of your work is
exceptional and this will have a major impact in guiding
this organisation’s work in the years to come.
My fellow Board members who are extraordinarily
generous with their time and wisdom, and they ensure
that we remain committed to our mission and guiding
mintek annual integrated report 2015
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CHIEF ExECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
THE CURRENT STATE OF THE WORLD ECONOMy has shown a decline in commodity demand and prices in
recent years, with a concomitant drop in project activity, and this is expected to continue into 2015. Against
this background, Mintek has similarly experienced a continuous drop, 4.1% year on year in commercial
revenues, which illustrates the importance for a science institute to have a mix of diverse revenue streams
which can support the continuity of long term research in a cyclical and volatile market environment. The
quieter commercial environment has allowed Mintek to apply its resources in increased R&D, putting
Mintek in a good position to support the industry commercial upturn, expected to start in 2017.
As the requests for operational efficiencies increase, Mintek continues to respond
in a manner that will see it continuing with its mission to serve its stakeholders
by adding value to the mineral sector, through high-calibre research and
technology development and transfer, in support of our country’s national
priorities and sustainable growth.
Mintek continued to collaborate in a number of efforts in the global space
while continuing to expand its operations. Several collaborative projects were
established when Mintek played host to the first International Symposium
on Macro-and Supra-molecular Architectures and Materials (MAM) on
African soil, which was attended by international delegates from more than 30
different countries.
Mintek also played a key role in South Africa’s first hosting of the
21st quadrennial meeting of the International Mineralogical
Association (IMA) – IMA2014. The event attracted over 800
delegates from 50 countries.
Mintek focused considerable effort to increasing its
participation in international collaborative research
programmes, particularly those of the European Union.
South Africa, in general, and Mintek, in particular, has an
excellent reputation in the EU and Mintek is regarded
as being a desirable partner in collaborative research
projects. Mintek is currently participating as a
partner in four collaborative research programmes
and is endeavouring to extend the extent of this
interaction. Additionally, Mintek is participating in
the German-South African collaborative threeyear project, “Applied Mineralogy for the Resource
Efficiency of Platinum Minerals”.
Mintek also regards collaboration with other African
countries as being very important. Thirteen (13)
officials from Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) countries were hosted
in a training programme that was aimed at addressing the skills gap
in the minerals beneficiation value chain in NAM member countries.
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In addition, a Ministerial delegation from Sudan visited
Mintek as part of that country's efforts to collaborate with
South Africa.
On the local front, the agreement between Mintek and
Anglo Platinum to demonstrate a novel smelting process
to recover nickel from slag and atomise the resulting ironnickel alloy was concluded with all the technical objectives
of the project being met. Mintek has also designed
and constructed a Metal Dusting Simulation Rig and is
currently offering PGM-based alloy development services
to Johnson-Matthey and SAPREF using this rig.
A MillStar anti-roping strategy was developed to extend
the effectiveness of the Cylas Cyclone underflow angle
detection device. This strategy leveraged the Cylas to
help minimise roping. A successful demonstration of
the electrode metering validator was completed on an
industrial furnace, meaning that Mintek can now provide
assistance to ferro-alloy producers regarding their
metering systems prior to furnace start-ups. Previously
these problems only became evident up to two weeks
after start up, resulting in significant damage to the
electrodes and costing hundreds of thousands of Rands in
lost production.
Mintek completed the commissioning of the FloatStar
Grade Recovery Optimiser (FSGRO) for flotation control.
The FSGRO makes use of PGM grade measurements
supplied by the South African developed BlueCube Mqi
slurry analyser and this is the first implementation of
FSGRO using the BlueCube Mqi on a PGM plant.
Mintek also plays a very important role in state “flagship”
research programmes, mostly initiated by the DST.
Examples include the Advanced Metals Initiatives (AMI),
the Ferrous Metal Development Network (FMDN) and the
Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Programme (HySA).

anticipated budgeted amount of R541.9-million. The reduced
revenue is due to a fall in the commercial income resulting
from the current world-wide depressed mineral sector where
the company has seen a definite decline in the demand for
mineral technology work.
In addition, we received an insurance claim settlement
amounting to R6-million for the incidents in Bay 2 in the
2013/14 financial year. This settlement was not budgeted
for. As expected the actual revenue for the last quarter
was close to forecast in that the state grant execution
recovered to align closer to the planned levels whereas
the commercial revenue remained low due to lower
demand in the market. However, we anticipate that the
sector economic outlook will improve during the 2016/17
year.
Mintek maintains a strong balance sheet position with
assets of more than R600m and a liquidity ratio of 2:1
with a strong cash flow. However, of serious concern is the
slow growth in total revenue of 5.8% year on year with
costs that are generally increasing above inflation. This will
require Mintek to look at its financial model going forward.
Technical highlights
The MTEF-funded Northern Cape Gemstone project,
aimed at increasing the value that can be derived from
gemstones found in this relatively poor, undeveloped
area, in particular employment opportunities, launched
two training and beneficiation centres during the year.
The first Centre, in association with the National youth
Development Agency (NyDA), was launched in Prieska
while the second Centre was launched earlier in Upington.
The Upington Centre has been established in partnership
with the ZF Mgcawu District Municipality, Khara Hais Local
Municipality together with the support of the Mining
qualifications Authority (MqA) and the Rotary Club of
Upington.

Financial highlights
This year, Mintek achieved a surplus of R17.9million, which is an improvement of R8.5-million
on the budget of R9.4-million, and a marginal
increase of 0.6% on the previous year’s surplus.
This year’s financial achievement was made
possible due to the execution of several pilot plants,
technology licence fee payments and the increased
MTEF allocation. However, despite the surplus, our
total income of R466.7-million was lower than the
mintek annual integrated report 2015
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This year, Mintek has been successful in developing an
innovative product for rural communities in the form of a
furnace that uses coal as a source of energy. The furnace
was transferred to a group of potters in the area of
Letebejane of the Sekhukhune district municipality in the
Limpopo Province to help increase productivity and quality
of the products. Mintek developed this novel furnace
subsequent to investigating alternative energy sources for
pottery manufacturers to fire their wet products especially
in areas where limited electricity is available.

with an eventual vision for a central South Africa refinery
that can facilitate the development of REE mines in
Southern Africa as well as downstream high technology
REE manufacturing enterprises.
The launch of the National Cleanroom facility situated
at Mintek’s Nanotechnology Innovation Centre (NIC)
has been scheduled for the 2015/2016 financial year.
The facility will allow researchers to control moisture,
temperature, pressure and particles in the laboratory
while manufacturing test kits for the rapid diagnostics of
communicable diseases. This world-class infrastructure is
expected to significantly increase the capacity to discover,
test and develop new methods of material and device
fabrication.

Mintek for the first time successfully processed 1.2
tons of e-waste (shredded circuit boards) as part of
the MTEF-funded project focusing on “Urban Mining”
(a term increasingly used world-wide to describe the
recovery of metals from urban
Mintek has concluded a
waste). Mintek and industry
manufacturing agreement
are working on developing
The Mintek Client Dissatisfaction
with an international chemical
appropriate technologies to
Frequency Rate (CDFR) has been
producer to produce its
process e-wastes in various
reformulated as a Client Satisfaction Nicksyn™ reagent, which
forms. Mintek plans to be a
Frequency Rate (CSFR) and the target improves nickel recovery, on an
“business incubator” in this
industrial scale. A mine project
set at 90%.
area, assisting start-ups in the
feasibility study, which includes
early stages of their business
use of Mintek’s proprietary
cycles.
Nicksyn™ reagent, is currently underway.
Mintek is managing the implementation of “derelict
Commissioning of Mintek’s world-leading furnace
and ownerless mine” rehabilitation programme under a
controller, FurnStar Minstral, was completed at Glencore’s
contract with the DMR. The three-year contract, with a
Lion operations near Steelpoort. Minstrals are now
value of R165 million, was concluded between the parties
installed on all four of Lion’s state-of-the-art ferrochrome
on 06 June 2013. Mintek has completed a total of four
furnaces.
projects this year in the provinces of Kwa-Zulu Natal,
Northern Cape, Limpopo and Eastern Cape.
The Mintek-developed SAvMINTM technology to treat
acid mine drainage has the potential to cost-effectively
remove heavy metals and sulphate from acid mine
drainage. A large pilot plant was completed and is
being operated in association with veolia, one of
the world’s largest water treatment companies.
If successful, the technology will be investigated
for incorporation in the process operations of
operating gold and coal mines.
The construction of the MTEF-funded Rare Earth
Elements (REE) pilot plant has been completed.
The facility will significantly improve the capability
of Mintek to evaluate REE mine opportunities,
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also has a work-integrated learning (WIL) programme for
diploma students and an artisan learnership programme
implemented in partnership with the Mining qualifications
Authority (MqA). At school level, Mintek continues
to promote science, technology, engineering and
mathematics through its national science competition for
grade 12 learners known as Minquiz. At the end of this
calendar year, Mintek spent over R 5 million on training,
which was 2.2% of payroll, and exceeding our target of 2%.

Safety, Health, Environment and Quality (SHEQ)
Mintek successfully passed the surveillance audit against
ISO 9001:2008 (quality), ISO 14001:2004 (environmental
management) and OHSAS 18001:2007 (safety and health)
standards, again this year. The lost time Injury Frequency
Rate (LTIFR) at the end of the year was maintained at 0.5
(from the previous year) which is well below the target of
1. Mintek suffered four lost time injuries during the year.
Significant emphasis on health and safety in the workplace
is a high priority for Mintek.
The Mintek Client Dissatisfaction Frequency Rate (CDFR)
has been reformulated as a Client Satisfaction Frequency
Rate (CSFR) and the target set at 90%. The CSFR measured
96% at the end of the year. On the Public Dissatisfaction
Frequency Rate (PDFR) Mintek has not achieved its target
of below 1 with the current rate being at 3. Incidents
that resulted in Mintek not reaching its target were
maintenance-related equipment failures which are now
being continuously addressed. However, it is worth
noting that this has improved from last year’s rate of 4.
Mintek will continue to implement the noise monitoring
programme to enable it to detect noise levels prior to
noise complaints. There were no major environmental
incidents which occurred over the preceding 12-month
period resulting in an Environmental Incident Frequency
Rate (EIFR) of 0. The Health Incident Frequency Rate (HIFR)
remained below target at 0.1.

The skills shortage risk has become more complex and
is no longer a universal concept across the minerals and
metals sector. As the industry advances, we will have to
seriously consider the existing skills and invest in those of
the future, especially women and people with disabilities.
Therefore, as Mintek we will maintain and continue
to develop capacity to handle the expected upturn in
2016/17, not forgetting the lessons learnt from the last
upswing as we plan ahead using a more holistic framework
entailing, strategy, governance and sustainability that
involves all our stakeholders with a view to create more
value.
Looking ahead
Accessing water and energy is an essential part of
operations for most mining projects, and is becoming
more challenging as companies face not only unreliable
power supply from the grid and rising energy costs
but also water scarcity and sustainability issues. It is
therefore critical, that Mintek continues to increase its
focus on strategic areas of energy and water efficiency,
environmental impact and waste treatment not only for
industry but the Mintek campus as well. For this reason,
concerted efforts will be invested in the new MTEF funded
projects to address, amongst others, the shortages of
water and electricity in the minerals processing sector,
aspects of energy usage in furnaces, energy usage during
crushing and milling, underground processing, waterless
and low water processing.

People development
Mintek continued its efforts of improving the lives of its
employees by offering more bursaries for part time studies
compared to full time bursaries for students. During the
year, a total of 150 bursaries were awarded to employees
for both undergraduate and postgraduate studies. Mintek

Abiel Mngomezulu
President & CEO, Mintek
2015
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STRATEGIC PERFORMANCE

kEy PERFORMAnCE InDICATORS (kPIs)
Strategic objective 1: Enhance Mintek’s visibility and credibility to all stakeholders
PROGRAMMES

MEASURES/OUTCOMES

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

TARGET

ACTUAL

COMMENTS

Integrated
marketing and
communications
functions

Annually updated
marketing and
communications
plan approved and
implemented

Annually updated
marketing and
communications
plan approved and
implemented

1

1

Target achieved

# of technical articles in
credible publications

32

27

Target not achieved due to a delay
in the publication of the MAM-14
conference papers in the journal.

# of conference
presentations and posters

68

94

Target exceeded due to higher
participation of Mintek staff at
conferences.

# of Patents filed

6

6

Target achieved

Mintek promotion

# of IP license agreements

1

2

Target exceeded as a result of a
project that transitioned into an IP
faster than expected.

# of discoveries (IPRA)

10

15

Target exceeded due to realisation
of more projects than initially
envisaged.

Annual Customer
Satisfaction Rating Index (%)

90

96

Target exceeded due to focused
attention given to towards meeting
customer needs.

IP creation and transfer

Enhancing the
visibility and
credibility of Mintek

Attained annual customer
satisfaction target

Enhanced media exposure

Enhanced relations with
oversight bodies
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# of media references for
Mintek

720

921

Exceeded due to significant
media coverage at Mintek’s
80th Celebrations and the welladvertised MAM-14 International
Conference.

Technical assistance to the
DMR (upon request)

1

1

Target achieved

Annual presentation to
Parliament on impact of
Mintek’s work and role

1

3

Target exceeded due to a change in
the Parliamentary program

Timely submission of
Shareholder’s Compact

1

1

Target exceeded as Compact was
submitted on 30th January 2015

Timely submission of
quarterly reports on the
attainment of targets in
the scorecard

4

4

Target achieved

Strategic Objective 2: Research and develop efficient mineral processing technologies and
value added products and services
PROGRAMMES

MEASURES/OUTCOMES

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

TARGET

ACTUAL

COMMENTS

# of methods

11

15

# of samples

50000

56105

Target exceeded but on low value
samples

Rand value (Rm)

45.6

39.2

# of internal reports

45

87

# of new technologies

0

3

# of prototypes
evidenced by reports

6

5

# of reports

16

14

Rand value of control
system sales (Rm)

25

20.1

Rand value of Certified
Reference Materials
(CRM) sales (Rm)

4.0

2.7

Commercial investigations and
feasibility studies

# of external reports

123

Provision of Mineral Economics and
Strategy advice

# of internal reports

8

9

# of internal reports

12

20

# of external reports

170

205

# of internal reports

8

10

# of internal reports

5

15

# of external reports

3

6

# of internal reports

11

16

# of external reports

4

5

# of internal reports

9

14

The waste management and recycling
technologies were expanded to include
e-waste, leading to a higher output

# of external reports

1

1

Target achieved

# of sites

4

4

Target achieved

Develop analytical and
mineralogical methods and supply
of services

Develop new technologies under
Science vote funding
Competitive
technologies,
products and
services for optimal
mineral resource
utilisation

Beneficiation
to value added
products and
services

Sales of products, plant and
equipment

Develop applications for
precious-, ferrous- and base
metals in the areas of:Biomedicine (HIv, cancer, malaria)
- Catalysis (chemical processing,
fuel cells, environmental)
- Nanotechnology (water, health)
- Physical metallurgy R&D and
metallurgical industry support
Develop metallurgical processes and
products for base, light- (titanium,
magnesium) & ferrous metals
Develop water efficient processes
and flow sheets to optimise water
consumption and enable processing
of ore bodies in water stricken
areas

Green technologies

Develop energy efficient
processes, flow sheets and control
technologies that minimise energy
consumption and carbon emissions
Develop waste management and
recycling technologies for treating
and recycling waste in order to
extend mineral resources
Rehabilitate derelict & ownerless
mine sites

Targets exceeded due to increased
performance and completion
of research at a faster rate than
anticipated
Due to hardware malfunctions of
the final prototype the target was
not achieved

175

Poor economic conditions resulted
in lower levels of commercial
activities and thus targets not
achieved

Target exceeded due to an
increased demand for commercial
work in some commodity areas
Target exceeded due to slight
increase in demand for the service

Targets exceeded due to higher
than anticipated demand
for projects from the Metals
Technology Centre

Target exceeded due to additional
funding that was secured after the
targets had been finalised.
Collaborative research work
resulted in the completion of flow
sheets from the previous year and
the over achievement of targets
Targets exceeded as a result of the
submission of reviews for work that
was not planned for
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STRATEGIC PERFORMANCE

Strategic objective 3: Promote the mineral-based economies of rural and marginalised
communities
PROGRAMMES

MEASURES/OUTCOMES

Development
of technologies
and strategies
relevant to rural
and marginalised
communities

Establish technologies and
strategies relevant to small
scale operators, for transfer
to rural and marginalised
communities

Economically
sustainable
businesses
created in rural
and marginalised
communities

Training and skills
development
interventions
in rural and
marginalised
communities
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Develop and support
economically sustainable
rural and marginalised
communities

Provide accredited training
relevant to rural and
marginalised communities

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

TARGET

ACTUAL

COMMENTS

# of technologies
adapted or developed

2

2

Target achieved

# of feasibility reports

12

16

Target exceeded due to more
enquiries for the analysis and
evaluation of minerals related to
small scale mining

# of new businesses
created

5

5

Target achieved

# of jobs created from
new businesses

60

116

Target exceeded due to new jobs
created from projects in Prieska
and Upington and from the MqA
Learnerships

% of businesses still in
existence after 1 year

95

100

Target exceeded as all 6 businesses
created in 2013/14 are still in
existence

% of businesses still in
existence after 2 years

76

67

Target not achieved as only 41/61
SMMEs are in existence after 2 years

# of people trained

140

141

Target exceeded as more people were
trained on projects in Prieska and
Upington and others through MqA
Learnerships

Maintain accreditation

Maintained

Maintained

Full accreditation status maintained
till 10 Feb 2018
Target achieved

Strategic objective 4: Uphold good governance practices
PROGRAMMES

MEASURES/OUTCOMES

PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

BEE procurement as a % of
total discretionary spend
Strengthened Internal
Financial Controls
Sound Debtor Management
Enhanced fiscal
discipline and
the effective
management of
resources

Enhanced
organisational
efficiencies and
energy efficiency

Enhanced Quality,
Environment
and Safety

Compliance with
national and
international
regulatory
frameworks, and
applicable standards

Enhanced business
integration and
organisational
effectiveness

TARGET

ACTUAL

COMMENTS

% BEE Spend of total
discretionary spend

58

88

Target exceeded due to
increased focus on the support
for BEE suppliers

Unqualified audit

Unqualified

Unqualified in
2013/14 Audits

Target achieved

% Debtors write off of
total revenue

<0.5

0

Average Debtors Days

<65

54

Targets achieved

Total Income

Rand value (R’000)

541 965

503 273

Target not achieved due to lower
than anticipated commercial
income as a result of weakened
economic climate

Net Result (surplus)

Rand value (R’000)

9 420

17 610

Target exceeded due to a culture
of cost containment

Optimal yield on Investment

Rand value (R’000)

15 000

26 483

Target exceeded due to additional
cash available for investment

Total Capital Expenditure

Rand value (Including
Funding) (R’000)

48 866

37 154

Unforeseen delays with
procurement processes resulted
in target not achieved

Maintained balance between R&D and Commercial
Revenue streams

Ratio of Research / Total
Revenue expressed as
a%

55

61

Target achieved

Maintained balance
between TCTC Salary Bill/
Total Expenditure

Ratio of TCTC Salary
Bill / Total Expenditure
expressed as a %

55

62

Lower than anticipated revenues
had a direct impact on other
expenditure

Enhanced Liquidity Ratio

Liquidity Ratio

>2

2

Improved cash flows from
operations

Cash generated from
operations after working capital (excluding
movements in deferred
income) (R’000)

>2 000

15 814

Targets achieved

Productivity Ratio

Recoverability %

85

88

Energy Efficiency

Power factor correction

<1.0

0.96

Maintain Mintek
accreditation status

Maintained

Maintained

Achieved Target for
fatalities

0

0

Achieved Target for LTIFR

≤1

0.5

Compliance with
appropriate standards,
regulations and legislation

% achievement of
compliance checklist

100

100

Target achieved

Internal Audits conducted

No. of audits

16

26

Target exceeded due to an increase
in the number of requests for
audits by Management

Implementation of ICT
Master plan

1. Achievement of 60%
server virtualization
2. Upgrade of e-mail
system to Exchange
2010

1. 60% servers
virtualized
2. E-mail system
upgraded to
Exchange 2010

Server
virtualization
achieved and
email system
upgraded

Upside/availability of
critical facilities

90%

90%

SHEq standards maintained
and enhanced

Monitoring of critical
facility availability

All targets achieved

All targets achieved
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Strategic objective 5: Build world-class R&D excellence
PROGRAMMES

MEASURES/OUTCOMES

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

TARGET

ACTUAL

WSP Compliance Report

1

1

Total spend on training expressed
as a % of payroll

2.0

2.2

Number of partnerships in place

5

5

# of partnerships with
previously disadvantaged
Higher Education Institutions

2

2

# of Graduate Recruitment Programs
and other Science Events

12

12

Annual Minquiz competition

1

1

# of under-graduate bursars

45

23

% Under-graduates Absorption Rate

100

100

# of post graduate bursars

15

16

% Masters Graduates
Absorption Rate

100

100

% PhD Graduates Absorption Rate

100

100

# of under-graduate bursars

40

65

# of post-graduate bursars

51

85

# of Candidates employed

60

167

Target exceeded - MqA made
more funding available resulting
in more private businesses
absorbing more interns

% Trainee Absorption Rate

5

8

Target exceeded as the calibre of
candidates was such that more
than targeted could be absorbed

# of Employees Enrolled

8

9

% Retention

100

100

Development Programmes for
recent graduate scientists &
engineers

Graduate Development
Programme

Full
implement

Full
implement

Development programme
for mid-level professionals,
including researchers, scientists,
engineers and technicians

An approved strategy for a midlevel Professional Development
Programme

1

1

Report on compliance with
Department of Labour (DoL)
regulations

1

1

Target achieved

Overall % achievement of
Employment Equity targets

100

99

Target not achieved by one
percentage point due to the
difficulty of attaining EE targets
in highly technical divisions

One report per Division on
staff participation in structured
interactions between specialists
and mid-level professionals

Full
implement

0

Target not achieved. However, the
framework has been approved by
EXCO and full implementation will
take place in Fy2016

% Performance Contracts done
and signed (for each employee)

100

100

% Performance Assessment done
and signed (for each employee)

100

100

Enhanced Skills Development

Enhanced relationships with
Institutions of Higher Education
and other similar organisations

Science, Technology, Engineering
and Maths (STEM) Promotion

Effective Full-time Bursary
Programme

Training and Skills
Development
Effective Part–time Bursary
Programme

Work-Integrated Learning,
Studentships and Internship
Programmes

Artisan Learnership Programme

Transformation of the Mintek
Organisation

Organizational
Development

Structured mentorship programme
to transfer skills & knowledge from
specialists to mid-level professionals

Compliance with Performance
Management Policy
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COMMENTS

Targets achieved

Target not achieved for
undergraduate bursars due to the
tough economic climate

Targets achieved

Targets exceeded due to a greater
uptake of studies by staff

Targets achieved

Targets achieved

Strategic objective 5: Build world-class R&D excellence (continued)
PROGRAMMES

MEASURES/OUTCOMES

Enhanced Experience Profile of
“SCIENTISTS”

Organistional
Development

ACTUAL

COMMENTS

3.5

7

Target exceeded as employees
stay longer in the organisation

Average age of “Scientists” at
Mintek

36

35

Target not achieved but within the
target range

Proportion of Researchers to
Total Staff

Proportion expressed as a %

40

33

Proportion of staff with MSc &
MEng

Proportion of staff with MSc &
MEng expressed as a %

7

12.5

Target exceeded as more staff
with Masters are staying with the
organisation

Proportion of staff with PhD

Proportion of staff with PhD
expressed as a %

7

4.8

Target not achieved but 10 employees
are currently studying for PhD so this
figure will improve over time

Staff Turnover rate

10

10

Target achieved

% Staff Turnover of Professionals
in Mintek core Divisions

10

3.6

Target exceeded – turnover of
professionals in core divisions
was less than targeted, this may
be due to a conducive Mintek
environment

% of management trained on
coaching and mentoring

80

0

Target not achieved. However,
training against new framework
has been approved and roll out will
now begin

% of other staff coached and
mentored

100

0

Target not achieved – Full
implementation will take place in
Fy2016

Effective Leadership
Development Programme

# of employees benefiting
from Leadership Development
Programme

35

31

Target not achieved as some
employees subsequently
withdrew their applications

Upholding of Mintek values

Performance assessment report

Monitor
adherence

Monitor
adherence

Target achieved – performance
appraisals are monitored for
adherence to values

Enhanced induction programme

Number of feedback sessions

4

4

Target achieved

Conduct skills audit

Skills gap analysis report

1

0

Target not achieved due to
capacity constraints

# of Employee Wellness
Programme interventions

4

11

% of Working days lost due to
absenteeism

0.40*

2.6

# of days lost due to strike action

0

0

% compliance with obligatory
annual medical assessment

100

100

95% accuracy of data

100

94

quarterly data quality control
audits by HR Division

4

4

95% accuracy of time and
attendance data

100

100

% coverage of the electronic
leave management system

90

0

Enhanced Staff Retention &
Succession

Enhanced Employee Health and
Wellness Programme

Data verification and cleaning
Effective human
resource systems

TARGET

Average years of Mintek
experience in industry of Mintek
“Scientists”

Target not achieved. To enable
achievement of this target,
collaboration and partnership
initiatives have been instituted
with research and academic
institutions

Enhanced Coaching and
Mentoring

Employee Health
and Wellness

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

Time and attendance

Targets achieved and some
exceeded – absenteeism was
lower as there was a great focus
on this and timely interventions to
address absenteeism trends

The data accuracy is within the
target range while the other
targets were achieved
Target not achieved as the project
was put on hold

* The target was erroneously indicated as 0.4% instead of 4%.
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Governance and Remuneration

The Board of Directors
The Board is responsible for the strategic direction and ultimate control of the company according to the Mineral
Technology Act and the Mintek Board charter. Amongst other duties, the Board identifies strategic objectives, related key risk
areas and performance indicators.

Non-Executive Directors
Adv. Linda Makatini
LLM International Law;
BA Law (LLB)

Prof. Francis Petersen
BEng (Chem), MEng
(Metal) and DEng

Khomotso Mthimunye
BCom; BCompt (Hons);
Higher Diploma in
Tax Law; Chartered
Accountant (SA)

Adv. Derick Block

Dr Vuyelwa Toni Penxa

B. Iuris, LLB, H Dip Tax

PhD in Public Affairs; MSc
in Science Education; BSc;
P.D.E; BEd

Member of the Board
and Chairperson of
the Human Resources
Committee

Member of the Board
and Human Resources
Committee

Advocate Derick
Block is serving a
second three-year
term on Mintek’s
Board of Directors.
An Advocate of the
High Court of South
Africa, Adv Block
has been involved
in law since 1994
and is a specialist
in commercial law,
procurement and
contracts. He has held
various executive
management
positions. He has
served on the boards
of the Medical
Research Council,
National Regulator
for Compulsory
Specifications, the
Council for Built
Environment and
the Johannesburg
Roads Agency and
is currently a board
member at the
Overberg Water. He
is also on the audit
committee of the Free
State Department of
Agriculture.

Dr Vuyelwa Toni Penxa is
the Managing Director of
IiNgcaphephe Metallurgical
Services (IMS), a company
that specialises in the
provision of chemical
analytical services to the
coal mining industry. She
is formerly the managing
director of Onderstepoort
Biological Products (a
State-owned company
mandated to research
and manufacture animal
vaccines and other related
biological products), CEO
of the Safety and Security
SETA (SASSETA) and Director
for Quality Assurance and
Development at the South
African Qualifications
Authority (SAQA). Dr
Toni Penxa has extensive
experience in science and
mathematics education and
training and she holds an
MSc degree and a PhD in
Public Affairs, focusing on
Policy Development and
Implementation.
She sits on various Boards
including the South African
Qualifications Authority
(SAQA); The Special
Economic Zones Advisory
Board (SEZAB); and the
Meat Industry Trust (MIT).

Role at Mintek
Chairperson of the Board

Vice-chairperson of the
Board and Chairperson
of the Technical
Committee

Member of the Board
and Chairperson of
the Audit and Risk
Committee
Expertise and experience

Advocate Linda
Makatini is the CEO
of Ngwane Mining,
former chairperson and
now member of the
State Diamond Trader
board and member of
the National Energy
Regulator of South
Africa. She is formerly
the chairperson of the
Petroleum Agency of
SA and legal advisor to
the deputy president of
South Africa from 1999
to 2005. Prior to that she
was the legal advisor to
the Minister of Minerals
and Energy. Adv Makatini
also chairs the Jacob
Zuma Educational Trust.
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Professor Francis Petersen
took office as Deputy
Vice-Chancellor at UCT
on 1 October 2014. He
previously was the Dean:
Engineering & the Built
Environment at the
University of Cape Town.
Petersen brings to
this position his
extensive experience of
management in both the
industry and academic
sectors. He has been the
executive head of strategy
at Anglo American
Platinum and head of the
Department of Chemical
Engineering at the Cape
Technikon (now the Cape
Peninsula University
of Technology). He is
a member of the UCT
Council and chairs the
board of the Cape Town
World Design Capital
2014.
• Board of the Council
for Scientific &
Industrial Research
(Chair)
• Board of the World
Design Capital 2014
(Chair)
• Pragma Holdings Director

Mrs Khomotso
Mthimunye is a chartered
accountant and the
managing member of
KR Mthimunye CA (SA)
where her responsibilities
include provision
of general financial,
accounting and auditing
services, analysis of
operational efficiencies
and evaluation of policies
and procedures. She is
also a part time member
of the National Energy
Regulator of SA. Her
corporate experience was
acquired at companies
including BHP Billiton SA,
where she was Manager:
Strategy and Business
Development, Gensec
Bank and ABSA, Southern
Bank of SA and Thebe
Investments Limited. She
also served on the boards
of both private and public
companies including
the State Information
Technology Agency,
Council for GeoScience
and the audit committees
of the Central Energy
Fund and Strategic Fuel
Fund.

In addition, the Board monitors operational performance, legislative compliance and corporate governance in terms of
the Mintek Act, the Public Finance Management Act and other relevant requirements of the King III Report on Corporate
Governance matters for South Africa.

Non-Executive Directors
Dr Chris Nhlapo

Nompumelelo Zikalala

PhD; MSc; Hons. BSc; HEd BSc Chem Eng

Imraan Patel
BSc Hons; PDM: PPDA

Executive Director
Cathy Leso

Abiel Mngomezulu

BTech in Business
Administration,
NDip in Information
Technology

BSc Hons (Geology), GDE

Member of the Board
and Audit and Risk
Committee

President and Chief
Executive Officer and
Ex-officio Member of
the Board, the Human
Resources Committee and
the Technical Committee

Ms Cathy Leso
is the Chief
Information Officer
at the Department of
Mineral Resources.
She is responsible for
business investments,
providing efficient
systems and overall
business enablement
as well as resource,
stakeholder
and overall ICT
management. She was
previously a Portfolio
Manager at Standard
Bank responsible
for implementation
of IT and strategic
projects. Ms Leso has
excellent strategic
leadership skills and
ICT, stakeholder
management and
solution delivery
expertise.

Mr Abiel Mngomezulu
is the current CEO and
President of Mintek, a
non-executive director of
the African Exploration,
Mining and Finance
Company, a nonexecutive director of
Merafe Resources and
one of the six finalists for
the title of the Boss of
the year 2009. He started
his working career in
1979 as an exploration
geologist where he
made a few discoveries.
He later worked on the
Wits Gold mines, both
as a mine geologist and
also as an exploration
geologist mainly on Deep
borehole drilling. He later
joined the Department
of Minerals and Energy
(the DME) as a Director:
Mineral Economics and
left the DME as the
Deputy Director General
for Mineral Policy and
Promotion in 2007. Abiel
is the past non-executive
director of the Council for
Geoscience, Mintek, the
South African Diamond
Board and the State
Diamond Trader.

Role at Mintek
Member of the Board
Member of the
and acting Chairperson of Board, Audit and Risk
the Technical Committee Committee and the
Human Resources
Committee

Member of the
Board and Technical
Committee

Expertise and experience
Dr Chris Nhlapo is the
Deputy vice-Chancellor
for Research, Technology
Innovation and
Partnerships at the Cape
Peninsula University of
Technology, a position he
has held since 2008. Dr
Nhlapo has held several
academic and executive
management positions
at various universities
and institutions
including as Manager:
SA/UK Networks, NRF;
Manager: Institutional
Research Development
Programme, NRF
and Manager:
Institutional Chairs for
Entrepreneurship. He
was also Deputy Dean
of the Faculty of Natural
and Agricultural Sciences
and Head of Chemistry
at the University of the
Free State. He was also
Commissioner of the
International Union
of Pure and Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC).
Dr Nhlapo is the Chair of
the Board of Cape Higher
Education Consortium
(CHEC), and Director
of the Board of World
Design Capital.

Ms Nompumelelo
Zikalala started her
mining career as a De
Beers bursar and worked
in various leadership
roles before becoming
the General Manager
at Kimberley Mines, a
position she occupied
prior to moving to a
similar role at voorspoed
Mine. She is currently
the Senior vice
President of De Beers
Sightholder Sales South
Africa. She serves as a
Director on the De Beers
Consolidated Mines and
Ponahalo boards. She is
also the Chairperson of
the Ponahalo/De Beers
Equal Allocation Trust.
She is passionate about
the empowerment
of young people and
women.

Mr Imraan Patel is the
Deputy Director-General
at the Department of
Science and Technology
responsible for socioeconomic innovation
partnerships. He
is charged with
establishing strategic
partnerships with other
national, provincial,
and local government
departments as well as
industry and science
councils with respect
to using science
and technology for
economic and social
development. He was
previously Programme
Manager: Research and
Knowledge Management
at the Centre for Public
Service Innovation
where he was tasked
with strengthening
knowledge and action
on innovation through
knowledge sharing and
management. Mr Patel
has extensive experience
in the management
of research and policy
processes.
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THE ExECUTIVE MAnAGEMEnT
MINTEK'S EXECUTIvE MANAGEMENT TEAM operates at the highest level of the organisation and has the day-to-day
responsibilities of managing the organisation. This team prepares and guides the development of the organisation’s
processes and business operations and handles, in particular, the organisation’s strategy, budget, major procurement,
major projects, structure and major policies.
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CORPORATE GOVERnAnCE REPORT
Governance framework
In line with global best practice, Mintek endeavours to ensure that business processes, systems and controls adhere to
governance principles while ensuring efficiency in business. As a science council, Mintek plays a critical role within the South
African landscape in respect of research, innovation, service delivery, development and growth.
Mintek operates within the framework of a variety of relevant legislation. These are:
 The Mineral Technology Act No. 30 of 1989;
 The Public Finance Management Act, which also governs Mintek and finance management related matters perspective as a
Schedule 3B Company;
 The King III Report which aims at promoting best practice in corporate governance across organisations and applies to public
entities and public enterprises that fall under the PFMA; and
 The Governance Protocol which provides guidance to the public sector and its entities operating within the politicaleconomic sphere. While the Protocol applies to Mintek it does not seek to supersede the King Code, but rather amplify
the requirements. According to The Protocol, Boards constitute a fundamental base of corporate governance, and as such,
Mintek must be headed and controlled by an effective and efficient Board appointed in terms of the Mineral Technology Act.
The Board
The Mintek Board believes that strong corporate governance is fundamental for the achievement of sustainable value for all
stakeholders. Accordingly, Mintek is committed to the principles of openness, integrity and accountability in all its dealings with
its stakeholders. It endorses the Code of Corporate Practices and Conduct as set out in the King III Reports and prescribes to
the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA). The Board as an oversight body firmly believes that the primary objective of the
corporate governance system is to ensure that both the Board and Management carry out their responsibilities ethically and
effectively.
The Board is committed to the sustainability and growth of the company and to this end, Board members carry out their
fiduciary duty with due diligence and care in all Mintek affairs while upholding the values and ethics of Mintek. The role and
responsibility of the Board and its committees is embodied in approved terms of reference and formal charters which are
reviewed regularly to ensure they remain relevant.
All of the current Board have been in office since 1 April 2013 and will complete their three-year terms on 31 March 2016, with
the exception of the vice-Board chairperson who resigned from the Board on 29 September 2014 to focus on his new role as
Deputy vice-Chancellor at the University of Cape Town.
Board members were appointed based on their business acumen, experience and knowledge as well as other skills. The
Board is expected to interact with the Minister of Mineral Resources and as a result a shareholder performance agreement
(Shareholder Compact) has been concluded between the Mintek Board and the Executive Authority. The Shareholder Compact
entails strategic objectives to be achieved and forms the basis for quarterly performance reporting to the executive authority
on these objectives. Mintek has a Board secretariat that is responsible for ensuring Board support to enhance maximum
Board functioning. To this end, the Board matters are given the necessary attention in line with various corporate governance
frameworks through this support.
The Board hereby considers Mintek’s annual financial statements to be a fair representation of its financial position at yearend in terms of the South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (GAAP) and as required by the Public
Finance Management Act.
Board committees and their functions
Three committees assist the Board in discharging its duties and responsibilities. These are the Human Resources Committee
(HRC), the Audit and Risk Committee (ARC), and the Technical Committee (TC). The functioning of these committees is
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guided by Board approved charters and terms of references which are reviewed annually.
The Board and committee meetings are held in an atmosphere of intellectual honesty of purpose, veracity and mutual respect,
requiring reporting of the highest standard by management and robust and constructive challenge and debate among all Board
and committee members.
The key activities of the Board and its committees during 2015 aimed at promoting the economic sustainability of the business
and on delivering on our mandate. To this end, the work of the Board and Committees ensured that our operations were
conducted with due regard to the expectations and needs of all our stakeholders, the safety and health of our employees and
the communities that we work in, and the development of effective systems which ensure proper access to and dissemination of
credible information.
Board committees, their objectives and highlights of activities
Board committee

Highlights of activities for the year

The Human Resources Committee (HRC)

 Approved the graduate development policy

The HRC reviews and determines the remuneration and
terms of employment for Mintek, and as part of this process,
considers the annual review of remuneration packages based on
independent surveys. The HRC also looks into HR policies, internal
controls, circumstances, conditions and activities that affect
material changes to policies and procedures and conditions of
service for all employees in compliance with demands and vested
interests of Mintek’s stakeholders.

 Approved the recruitment and selection policy
 Discussed the adequacy of Mintek’s HR systems and in particular the backend system on SAP
 Approved incentive bonuses and salary increases
 Approved the employee development and the recruitment policies
 Discussed the redrafted disciplinary codes and grievance procedures
 Discussed and reformulated the HRC charter
 Reformulated and approved the employee leave and leave administration
policy
 Approved the language policy and bursary policy
 Discussed and monitored reports on employee relations, staff appointments
and terminations, employee wellness, employment equity and human
capital development

The Audit and Risk Committee (ARC)

 Approved the ARC charter

The ARC assists the Board in discharging its duties relating to:
effectiveness and efficiency of operations, safeguarding of the
company’s tangible and intangible assets, compliance with
applicable laws, regulations and supervisory requirements,
reliability of reporting, the operation of adequate systems and
control processes and the preparation of accurate financial
reporting and statements in compliance with all applicable legal
requirements and accounting standards.

 Approved components of the shareholder agreement, viz. group financials,
risk management policy and risk implementation plan
 Approved internal audit plan for 2015/16 - 2017/18
 Discussed and monitored IT steering committee activities, internal audit
quarterly reports, tip-offs and theft and fraud quarterly reports
 Approved the procurement policy and information technology policy
 Discussed and monitored risk steering committee activities
 Approved the audited financial statements for 2014
 Discussed and agreed with the AGSA and approved the Mintek group
management report
 Discussed and monitored AGSA findings
 Discussed Mintek’s S&T policy

The Technical Committee (TC)

 Discussed research ethics model

The TC assists the board in discharging its duties relating to the
legal mandate of Mintek regarding its core business. It provides
a forum for discussing technical issues for consideration by the
board in informing strategy development and implementation in
Mintek. Furthermore, the TC advises on utilisation of expertise,
project proposals and financing thereof, looking into various cooperatives and related strategies and the possible expansion of
Mintek business within the said mandate.

 Approved all planned international visits
 Discussed intellectual property management
 Reviewed and considered corporate SHEq activities and safety statistics
 Noted the organisational performance against objectives for 2014
 Reviewed the skills pipeline to support Mintek’s technical mandate
 Amended TC’s terms of reference to include ethics
 Discussed the R&D Management Strategy
 Considered presentations by Management on SAvMIN and REE pilot plants,
sensor sorting, urban mining, gemstone cutting and polishing, and guidelines
on the credibility of scientific publications
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Board and committee meeting attendance of Board members
Name of director

Category

Board

Human Resource Committee

Audit and Risk Committee

Technical Committee

L Makatini

non-executive

4/4

-

-

-

F Petersen*

non-executive

2/4

-

-

1/1

K Mthimunye

non-executive

4/4

-

4/4

-

D Block

non-executive

3/4

4/4

-

-

v Toni Penxa

non-executive

4/4

4/4

-

-

C Nhlapo

non-executive

2/4

-

-

2/2

N Zikalala

non-executive

2/4

2/4

3/4

-

I Patel

non-executive

3/4

-

-

1/2

C Leso
A Mngomezulu

non-executive

4/4

-

3/4

-

CEO & Ex-officio

4/4

4/4

3/4

2/2

M Moalusi

independent

-

-

4/4

-

N Medupe**

independent

-

-

2/2

-

B Hlongwane***

independent

-

-

2/2

-

* Resigned from the board and technical committee on 29 September 2014
**Resigned from the audit and risk committee on 30 September 2014
***Appointed to the audit and risk committee on 01 October 2014 Internal control

Internal audit
Internal audit is established in terms of section 51(a)(ii) of the PFMA Act No. 1 of 1999 as amended. Mintek’s Internal
Audit (IA) is governed in terms of the Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing (SPPIA) as prescribed by
the Institute of Internal Auditors.
Mintek’s internal audit functions as an independent, objective assurance, designed to add value and improve Mintek’s
operations. It helps Mintek accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and
improve the effectiveness of governance, risk management and control processes. The audit and risk committee approves
the charter, audit plan and budget of internal audit to ensure it operates independently of management. The internal
audit function has direct access to the audit and risk committee and regular meetings are held with the chairperson of the
audit and risk committee. Comprehensive reports on internal audit findings are presented to the executive committee and
the audit and risk committee quarterly. Follow-up audits are conducted in areas where major internal control weaknesses
are found.
The internal audit function is required to undergo an independent quality review at least every five years. An external
audit firm will conduct a quality assessment review of Mintek’s internal audit function in 2017 to ascertain, inter alia, that
the internal audit function conforms to the standards of the Institute of Internal Auditors.
Internal control
Mintek maintains internal controls and systems, designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the integrity and
reliability of its financial statements, to safeguard, verify and maintain the accountability of assets, and to comply with
applicable laws and regulations. The directors are ultimately responsible for the company’s system of internal control,
designed to identify, evaluate, manage and provide reasonable assurance against material misstatement and loss.
The effectiveness of these controls is monitored by the internal auditors, who report to the audit and risk committee
frequently. The audit and risk committee requested management to review and evaluate Mintek’s existing internal
controls to further identify areas that can continually be improved upon. The board considered reports on controls from
internal audit, the external auditor and the compliance and risk management units.
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For the period 1 April 2014 to 31 March 2015, nothing came to the attention of internal audit to suggest that, as a whole,
the internal controls of Mintek are inadequate or ineffective. Thus, internal audit is of the opinion that, overall, the
internal controls including financial controls of Mintek are adequate and effective.
Risk management
The Risk Steering Committee (RSC) continually reviews the risk management process, internal controls, and significant risks
facing the organisation. The RSC provides the audit and risk committee with a risk assessment report at appropriately scheduled
intervals. Meetings are held on a quarterly basis or as required, and Mintek’s risk plan, risk management strategy and risk
management policy are updated as required. Mintek utilises the services of insurance brokers on an annual basis to analyse and
assess the risks associated with its assets, which are insured, together with public liability and professional indemnity, for the risk
assessed.
Attendance at corporate risk steering committee (RSC)
Name

Category

Attended

P Craven (Chair)

Executive: Business Development

4/4

M A Mngomezulu

Executive: President & CEO

3/4

A McKenzie

Executive: Technology

4/4

M Makhafola

Executive: Research & Development

3/4

S Simelane

Executive: Finance

4/4

G Nyanda

Executive: Acting Chief Operating Officer

4/4

S Bopape*

Executive: Corporate Services

1/1

M Mathose

Management: Internal Audit

4/4

H Pretorius

Management: Finance

3/4

P Gibbons

Management: Human Resources

2/4

H Venter

Management: Information Technology Services

3/4

M Ginindza

Management: Safety, Health, Environment & Quality

4/4

B Hewu**

Management: Engineering & Maintenance Services

1/1

O Mutloane***

Management: Engineering & Maintenance Services

2/2

*Joined the RSC on 01 December 2014
**Resigned from the RSC on 30 May 2014											
*** Joined the RSC on 01 September 2014

Fraud prevention
Mintek has adopted a fraud prevention plan that incorporates principles contained in the Public Sector Anti-Corruption
Strategy and aligned to the Protected Disclosure Act, and seeks to focus particularly on creating awareness and promoting
ethical business conduct. The Fraud Prevention Committee, which consists of standing members with roles in finance and
security as well as a neutral chairperson, is tasked with an ongoing review of the effectiveness of internal controls.
For some time now Mintek has operated KPMG Tip-offs Anonymous™, a service for all stakeholders to report anonymously
any unethical behaviour. The service is run totally independently of Mintek, ensuring that no one ever knows the identity
of any person reporting fraud or dishonest and inappropriate behaviour.
Code of conduct and business ethics
The Code of Conduct and Business Ethics is the defining document on Mintek’s values and ethics. Mintek is committed to a policy
of fair dealing and integrity in the conduct of its business and this Code outlines that framework. To that end, this Code clarifies
Mintek’s expectations of its employees’ conduct at all times when representing and conducting business on behalf of Mintek as
its employees. It applies to all employees engaged as employees of Mintek or representing Mintek in such dealings. The Code’s
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guiding principles are:
• conduct of Mintek’s business with honesty and integrity by all employees and contractors;
• display of acceptable and/or satisfactory behaviour of employees at all times;
• voluntary compliance with all applicable laws and good business ethics practices;
• fair dealings for mutual benefit in Mintek’s relationships with customers, partners, contractors, suppliers and other
stakeholders; and
• Mintek expects all its employees to share its commitment to this Policy.
Mintek Executive Management is responsible for ensuring that Mintek’s code is enforced and adhered to by all employees and
will investigate in the appropriate manner any breach of the code irrespective of the seniority of the offenders.
It is therefore obligatory for employees to report all actual or suspected contraventions of any section of this code to their
immediate superiors and no employees will be disciplined or otherwise victimised for raising a concern in good faith.
Mintek has various whistle-blowing communication channels that include text messaging, hotlines, emails and web facilities
which are administered by KPMG.
Management
Mintek is managed by a Chief Executive Officer/President assisted by five General Managers and an Acting Chief Operating
Officer. This team, in addition to the internal auditor, makes up Mintek’s Executive Management Committee which meets on a
weekly basis to review strategic and operational issues. This meeting is chaired by the Chief Executive Officer, who is responsible
for the execution of the company’s strategy and reports to the board. Executive management is supported by fourteen Divisional
Managers who are in charge of Mintek’s operating divisions and centralised support functions.
Operational performance
Mintek reports to the Department of Mineral Resources (DMR) and is also accountable to the Department of Science and
Technology (DST) for its technology-related R&D activities. various key performance indicators (KPIs), encompassing financial,
organisational, innovation and learning, human resources and transformation perspectives, provide Mintek with a basis for
evaluating its activities in the identified key performance areas.
Each KPI is supported by a set of identified measures, that provide a more specific and consistent base from which to assess
progress. There is also a framework for peer review should the need arise.
While Mintek’s Executive Committee meets on a weekly basis, the management committee convenes on a monthly basis where
business plans, financial results and policy updates are presented. The budget for the current year is reviewed in September by
executive management in order to keep track of and ensure overall sound financial management.
Safety, Health, Environment and Quality (SHEQ)
Mintek has been certified by accredited independent external auditors to meet the requirements of safety and health (OHSAS
18001), environmental management (ISO 14001), and quality (ISO 9001).
A legal compliance audit was conducted by LexisNexis (Pty) Ltd from 8-12 September 2014. Fifty-eight (58) non-conformances
were raised and all have been responded to.
The External Client Satisfaction Frequency Rate (CSFR) varied between 96% and 98% during the year and always above the target
of 90%.
At the start of the financial year in April 2014, the Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR) was below the target of 1 at 0.6. It
reached a high of 0.7 in October and ended on 0.5 at the end of March 2015, when only 3 out of 16 units had a lost time injury
score above 0.
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There were no major environmental incidents reported during the financial year, resulting in the Environmental Incident
Frequency Rate (EIFR) remaining at 0 throughout.
The Public Dissatisfaction Frequency count (PDFR) was 3 at the start of the financial year and ended on 2, still above the target
of 1. The Public Dissatisfaction Frequency count arose primarily due to complaints from the public on noise, which resulted from
the lack of proper equipment maintenance. The Health Incident Frequency Rate (HIFR) reached a peak of 0.2 and ended the year
on 0.1, well below the target of 1.
Going concern
The Mintek Board reviewed the Entity’s financial budgets for the period 01 April 2015 to 31 March 2016 and is satisfied
that adequate resources exist to continue business for the foreseeable future.
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REMUnERATIOn REPORT
Despite economic and operating difficulties, we strove to retain and motivate our employees using fair, robust and
appropriate remuneration and rewards for their respective contributions.
One of the duties of the Human Resources Committee (HRC) is to ensure that remuneration arrangements support the
strategic aims of our business and enable the recruitment, motivation and retention of employees at all levels, while
complying with all relevant regulatory and legal requirements.
The members of the HRC for the year under review were:
• Adv D Block (Chairperson and Non-executive Board Member)
• Dr v Toni Penxa (Non-executive Board Member)
• Ms N Zikalala (Non-executive Board Member)
• Mr A Mngomezulu (CEO and Executive Board Member)
• Ms G Nyanda (Executive Member – Acting Chief Operating Officer)
• Ms S Bopape (appointment effective 03 December 2014) (Executive Member – General Manager of Corporate
Services)
Remuneration Policy
Mintek’s Remuneration Policy promotes the remuneration of employees in a way that reflects the dynamics of the market
and the context in which Mintek operates. To that end, Mintek secured the services of a remuneration specialist to analyse
comparative markets and benchmark Mintek’s pay scales against those markets. The benchmarking exercise allows Mintek
to monitor its pay scales and ensures that they are maintained at levels that are within its budget while also maximising
staff retention.
The Remuneration Policy also advances the principles of fairness and equity in pay by promoting internal parity. As a
consequence, in the previous financial year, the annual remuneration analysis exercise included an analysis of internal
disparity. The study found that there was a need to normalise the pay curve for a small proportion of levels on the job
grading system. A process of normalisation was approved by the Board for implementation over a period of three years.
The year 2014/15 marked the second year of implementation, and a few employees’ salaries were adjusted slightly above
the inflation rate to bring them towards the salary distribution curve.
In all remuneration reviews, Mintek continually strives to maintain a balance between fair remuneration practices and
maintaining a healthy relationship between revenue and total company sustainable employee costs.
Other financial benefits
Over and above the direct payments to staff, Mintek has a basket of benefits that are aimed at improving the quality of
life of employees at Mintek and improving organisational performance. This basket includes a generous study package
comprising of comprehensive bursary scheme that includes transfer payments to academic institutions, purchasing of
study materials and books as well as leave provision for attending classes, preparation for exams and consultation with
supervisors for Masters’ and Doctoral students. Details of Board Members and Executive Management remuneration can
be found on pages 103 to 104 of the Annual Financial Statements.
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RESEARCH AnD TECHnOLOGy DEVELOPMEnT
AS ONE OF THE WORLD’S LARGEST AND LONGEST RUNNING INTEGRATED MINERALS TECHNOLOGy
FACILITIES, Mintek provides world-class R&D expertise, testwork and process optimisation for all
minerals sectors on an international basis. The activities range from initial bench-top investigations
to full process flow sheet development, pilot- and demonstration plant design and operation and the
optimisation of industrial plants.
Mintek also undertakes medium- and long term strategic applied R&D, which is aimed at building
the organisation’s science and technological base and developing new technologies and products
that will benefit South Africa. This activity is funded mainly by government grants and also through
supplementary sources such as bilateral agreements and other funding and donor agencies and is
aligned with the aims and priorities of the National Development Plan. It is common for projects in
this category to be undertaken as joint ventures or in collaboration with other research institutions or
partners.
During the year, the following activities across various sectors were undertaken by Mintek.

EnERGy MInERALS
Mintek has recently received numerous enquiries
for development of a refining process for separation
of rare earths elements (REE) from various Southern
African and international clients. Mintek received MTEF
funding (2012-2014) for the building of a REE refining
pilot plant and the development and demonstration
of the first stage of the REE refinery process, namely,
separation and production of mixed light (La, Ce, Pr
and Nd), middle (Sm, Eu, Gd) and heavy (Gd, Tb, Dy,
Ho, Er, Tm, yb, Lu, y) REE fractions. Additional funding
was then received for the establishment of the most
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viable process/combination of processes for separation
of individual targeted REE from these fractions. Mintek
is strategically positioned to be able to provide clients
with the optimum technology/approach for separation
of individual REE required to bring their rare earth
projects to fruition.
During the 2014/15 Fy, a successful pilot plant run to
separate REE into three groups was completed and the
official launch of this versatile pilot solvent extraction
facility is planned for the first quarter of the new
financial year.
(Letf & Right): Rare Earth Elements (REE) Solvent Extraction Plant.

The main focus of the work was on the separation of
REE from synthetic REE liquor. The Rare Earth Pilot Plant
was configured based on design criteria obtained from
both laboratory test work and process modelling. Mintek’s
growing reputation as a leading expert in REE (Th and U
processing) was further demonstrated by an invitation to
participate in a steering committee meeting to develop
a detailed scope for a coordinated research programme
on the use of High Temperature Reactors (HTRs). These
reactors are intended to provide process heat and/or
electricity for mineral development processes whilst
recovering and using the accompanying uranium/thorium
as nuclear reactor fuel for the HTR employed and/or
other Nuclear Power Plants. This is a programme of the
International Atomic Energy Agency in vienna.
For Lofdal REE deposit (in Namibia), flowsheet
development for low and high grade REE (Carbonatite)
Ore was conducted. Magnetic separation followed by
flotation and gangue acid leaching (GAL) has provided
good upgrading. Optimisation of each upgrading stage is
still required and further work to refine the flowsheet to
improve grades and recoveries for low grade ore (Febearing ore) will be undertaken.
An extensive programme evaluating processing options
for the extraction of uranium from the low grade Karoo
Sandstone deposits has commenced. The processing is
complicated by the high acid consumptions as well as the
presence of significant quantities of molybdenum. The
high acid consumption is being addressed by upfront
physical processing. Mintek successfully developed and
patented a novel technology to extract molybdenum
from the uranium leach liquor before uranium recovery.

In addition, Mintek finalised the development of a resin
concentration column for the resin transfer tank. A
prototype of this column was constructed and tested and
unfortunately produced limited success, but this test work
has germinated several new ideas that will be explored
during 2015/2016 financial year.
The MTEF funded coal sorting project has progressed
well during the year. The project, being undertaken in
conjunction with African Exploration Finance and Mining
Corporation (the state owned mining company) is aimed
at utilising sensor-based sorting technology to upgrade
low grade coal to meet the supply specifications for Eskom
and in addition to assess the feasibility of producing low
volume streams of high grade coal. These high grade
product streams have the potential to replace some
of the high grade coal and coke that currently need to
be imported into South Africa. The laboratory stage
assessment has been successfully completed during the
year and planning for the commercial scale demonstration
plant on a mine site is well advanced.
The programme assessing processing options for the
uranium bearing Springbok Flats coal deposits has
continued. Progress has been made in characterisation
of the material although access to adequate quantities of
suitable sample for process assessment is a challenge.

(Left): X-Ray Transmission (XRT) Coal sorting plant used to
demonstrate coal sorting technology at Mintek.
(Below): African Exploration Mining and Finance Corporation
(AEMFC) (SOC) LTD during their visit to Mintek to observe the MTEF
coal sorting test work in progress in the Minerals Processing Division
(MPD).
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BASE METALS
The direct cobalt electrowinning technology that
has been developed by the Hydrometallurgy division
is applicable to and could benefit Southern African
countries such as Namibia, Zambia and the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC), as the value of the cobalt,
copper and nickel products could be enhanced
significantly. Current projects could produce cobalt
product significantly more cost effectively due to
low reagent consumption. Furthermore, smaller
projects could become economically viable as a
result of improved process economics. The successful
implementation of this technology will lead to optimal
resource utilisation and hence maximising the value
of the metals of interest. This will have a positive
impact on economic growth. The promise shown by
the techno-economic evaluation of the direct cobalt
electrowinning technology, developed and patented
by Mintek, resulted in further work evaluating the
potential of applying this technology to the recovery of
nickel as well. The direct cobalt electrowinning process
was marketed to African copper and cobalt producers.
A large producer in the DRC has expressed serious
interest in this technology and has offered Mintek a test
site on one of their plants.

Mintek's direct cobalt electrowinning process was marketed to
African copper and cobalt producers.
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Mintek developed a high-intensity process for the
smelting of nickel laterite ores to produce ferronickel,
involving the use of a twin-electrode DC arc furnace.
This process has been implemented at Koniambo Nickel
in New Caledonia involving the use of two 80MW
twin-electrode DC arc furnaces, and the first metal was
produced during 2013. This US $6 billion project is one
of the world´s largest and highest-grade nickel laterite
deposits, and is the largest application to date of the DC
arc furnace smelting technology developed at Mintek.
The first licence fee for the use of the technology was
received from Koniambo in this financial year.
There has been development in the area of high
temperature measurements, a major research Thrust
for the Pyrometallurgy division. One of the specific
focus areas is improvement of operational efficiencies
and various measuring methods are being developed
and tested to facilitate this aim. As a direct outcome of
the research during this financial year an industrial slag
sample from Koniambo Nickel underwent resistivity
measurements and showed a good correlation to the
expected values.
Mintek secured a licence agreement with talc producer
Mondo Minerals for Mintek’s proprietary nickel
sulphide bioleach technology at Mondo’s vuonos
talc production site in Finland. A by-product of the
talc mining operations is a sulphide concentrate that
contains a valuable quantity of nickel and a small
amount of cobalt, but also contains arsenic. Mondo will
apply Mintek’s bioleaching process for the recovery of
nickel and cobalt from this side stream. The agreement
provides exclusivity to Mondo with respect to the
bioleaching of side-streams from talc production,
in return for Mondo’s financial and intellectual
contribution to the technology development. In terms
of the licence agreement, Mintek will provide on-site
support at Mondo’s facility during several stages of the
project implementation. This will include the provision
of the process start-up material, training of Mondo’s
operational staff as well as technical assistance during
plant commissioning. This licence agreement is the
culmination of a metallurgical test work programme
conducted at Mintek over the past two years in which
the application of Mintek’s technology to treat this
by-product from Mondo’s talc production process
was developed and tested. A feasibility study confirmed
that bioleaching, combined with a nickel- and cobaltprecipitation process, is an economically-viable option

for Mondo to derive value from this by-product. This will
be the world’s first commercial-scale implementation
of a bioleaching process for treating a nickel sulphide
concentrate. At full production, it is expected that the
plant will treat approximately 12,000 tonnes of nickel
concentrate per annum, producing about 1,000 tonnes
of nickel annually. The product is a mixed hydroxide
precipitate containing nickel and cobalt.
Mintek assisted a number of regional base metal
producers optimise their plant throughput as well
as progress a number of new development projects.
These deposits are largely located in the Zambian/
DRC Copperbelt. A definitive feasibility study that may
include Mintek’s proprietary synergistic Nicksyn™ reagent
is currently still in progress at a large international
Ni producer. Mintek had concluded a manufacturing
agreement with an international chemical producer to
produce the Nicksyn™ reagent on an industrial scale.
Mintek also signed a large contract with Lundin Mining
for the supply of a flotation stabilisation & optimisation
process control system for their new Ni/Cu Eagle Mine in
Michigan USA. There was also a significant contract signed
through local EPCM Company DRA, for the supply of a
FloatStar Level Stabilisation system to Kinsenda Copper
Company SARL in the DRC. The Kinsenda Project, being
developed by the local company Metorex, is ranked as one
of the world’s highest grade copper deposits. These sales
represent the first of Mintek advanced process control
system into the USA and DRC.

Technician sampling during a solvent extraction pilot plant run.

FERROUS MInERALS
During January 2015 a four-week DC arc pilot plant
furnace campaign was completed targeting at the
smelting of 140 tons of low-grade chromite concentrate
to ferrochrome using a new innovative smelting
technology developed by Mintek. A provisional patent
for smelting of low-grade chromite ores was filed in
June 2014 with this pilot plant project demonstrated
the technology successfully. Mintek successfully
negotiated a license agreement with a South African
based BEE Junior Mining company for the commercial
implementation of the technology.
Research funding focussed specifically on the design
and development of a new smelting technology for
application in the manganese industry as well as
developing know-how and methodologies to support
the ferromanganese industry in South Africa. This work
included development of mass and energy balances,
ore characterisations and refractory testing techniques.
The research investment resulted in Mintek providing
consultation and characterisation work for manganese
producers in the ferroalloy field. Initial work was done
to quantify electrical conductivity of electrodes.
The collaborative programme in conjunction with
Kumba Resources to assess viable processing routes
to extract value from iron ore fines stockpiles has
continued. Innovative process routes utilising newly
developed high density media in dense media
separation has led to promising process options for the
beneficiation of the extensive fines stockpiles that are
currently considered waste material. The processes
if successfully implemented will then also address
the environmental legacy associated with the fines
stockpiles. Kumba is currently evaluating the benefit of
the technology at their operation in the Northern Cape.
A number of iron and manganese ore laboratory
characterisation services based on Mintek research
have been commercialised and or now offered to
the industry. These address the processing of coarse
high density ore where the processing options were
previously limited.
Notwithstanding the current low iron ore prices,
Mintek has been involved in a number of iron ore
feasibility project assessments. These have covered
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(Above): Image showing a failed spur gear (295 mm in diameter)
from a Vibro-Hammer.
(Right): Image of the fracture surface of the failed bolts after
removing corroded product.

West African and European deposits. In the current
economic climate it is unlikely that these projects will
be developed in the short to medium term.
Mintek has also been involved in the development of
technology to unlock the iron and titanium resources
contained in the titaniferous magnetite deposits of
the Bushveld Complex. These deposits constitute a
significant proportion of the global titanium resources,
but currently there is no economically viable way of
treating them. The technology solutions that are being
developed have the potential, if successful, to unlock
these vast resources.
Mintek has developed and epitomized a technique
to measure steel cleanliness and is currently offering
technical services to the steel industry on Alloy
Cleanliness R&D (currently not offered by any other
supplier locally). Mintek is also offering technical
services to Transnet on mechanical property
optimization of wheel and axle alloys.
The Metals Technology Centre (MTC) is showing steady
growth and currently includes melting, casting and
rolling service projects from Eskom, Transnet, Hulamin,
grinding media quality control projects from Botswana
(BCL mine), Ghana, corrosion and wear projects from
Australia (FLSmidth), and other projects from India
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(Titan Company Limited) and Asia (Goldsmith Factory).
As part of the service to the ferrous and non-ferrous
industry Mintek conducted a six month project to study
the influence of zinc equivalent and heat treatment on
high strength yellow brass for the Protea Foundry. This
was successfully completed and the High Tensile yellow
Brass (HTyB) failures have been completely eliminated.
This service has enabled Protea Foundry to reaffirm
their client’s confidence and improve competitiveness
with other suppliers abroad.
The Foundry programme is in line with the DST’s
Competitive Supplier Development Programme (CSDP)
for the foundry industry which is translated into specific
action through the Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP).
The project seeks to enable local companies such
as South African Roll Company (SARCO) and Protea
Foundry to become competitive with suppliers from
abroad in terms of required product quality. The
specific objectives for the programme during the year
were:
• To research and develop novel and competitive High
Speed Steel (HSS) work rolls with improved mechanical
strength, toughness and wear resistance. This will
generate new IP that will be licensed to SARCO.
• To improve product quality of the dual phase brass
castings such as material strength and durability
and generate new Intellectual Property (IP) that
will be licensed to SMMEs and other South African
companies.
• To develop new hard materials with ZrN as the matrix
for use as cutting tool materials and also for high

wear applications. These materials are based on the
principle of the tungsten-carbide-cobalt (WC-Co)
system of liquid phase sintered materials.
The twelve-month project to perform metallurgical
characterisation of commercial high speed steel rolls
(HSS) for SARCO was successfully completed. Currently,
SARCO has expanded their technical and operational
staff due to the technical intervention or service
rendered. Mintek personnel managed to attend the
South African Roll Users Conference (SARUC) in order
to network and compare notes with European roll
manufacturers. The intervention also led to approval of
more funding from the National Foundry Technology
Network (NFTN) towards an alloy developmental R&D
project in support of technology assistance to a local
foundry company.
Research work addressing the recovery of PGM’s
from chromite tailings has continued. The focus is
on interstate chrome removal via gravity processing
followed by flotation. The process has shown significant
improvement in recovery and a number of operators
are evaluating implementing the technology. Mintek
is assisting in the evaluation process by undertaking
plant audit. Mintek installed a first prototype version of
its DC Arc-monitor system at Mogale Alloys on a large
local industrial DC furnace for evaluation. A successful

demonstration of the electrode metering validator
was completed on an industrial furnace at Assmang’s
Machadodorp, meaning that Mintek can now provide
assistance to ferro-alloy producers regarding their
metering systems prior to furnace start-ups. Previously
these problems only became evident up to two weeks
after start up, resulting in significant damage to the
electrodes and costing hundreds of thousands of rand
in lost production.
Commissioning of Mintek’s world-leading furnace
controller, FurnStar Minstral, was completed on the
second of the two new Glencore submerged-arc
ferrochrome furnaces at their Lion operations near
Steelpoort. Minstrals are installed on all four of Lion’s
state-of-the-art ferrochrome furnaces. These two
new furnaces are the first new ferrochrome furnaces
to be built in South Africa since the new furnaces at
ASA Metals were completed in 2009. They make use
of Premus technology which makes these furnaces
more energy efficient compared to the conventional
ferrochrome furnaces.

Alloy ingots cooling at Hernic Ferrochrome, North West Province,
South Africa. (Photo courtesy of Hernic Ferrochrome).
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InDUSTRIAL MInERALS

PRECIOUS METALS

A feasibility study was performed on a phosphate
project from Congo-Brazzaville. The objective was to
confirm that a product containing 32% P2O5, could be
produced at a 60-70% recovery, with sufficiently low
impurities for sale as feedstock to generate phosphoric
acid for downstream fertiliser production. The second
objective was to demonstrate that a robust process
could be developed to achieve these results. The work
showed that the performance was a function of both
the comminution and flotation circuit performance.
In working together with reagent vendors a suitable
process was developed for the client.

Mintek continued to manage a precious metals project
aimed at establishing Mintek as a leader in gold
processing both locally and internationally, In particular,
this project seeks to assist South African and Southern
African companies to solve operational issues as well as
to improve current gold recovery through investigation
of alternative technologies and processing flowsheets,
There were three major targets in the 2015 financial
year:

In addition, Mintek has also been involved in a
number of feasibility studies on Angolan and Namibian
phosphate deposits which are now progressing and
further testwork is envisaged.
Sampling campaigns were conducted at vergenoeg
fluorspar mine located in Mpumalanga province in
order to determine the mass balances around the
crushing and milling circuits to optimise the plant
performance.
Additionally, Mintek increased its work in the
mineralogical characterisation of such commodities
as iron ore, graphite, phosphate, fluorite, with major
projects undertaken for Okoruso, African Exploration
Mining and Finance Corporation (AEMFC) and BCL.
The Spiral vision System was tested at Tronox Namakwa
Sands and a second version that automatically
uploaded sensor data for subsequent analysis was
quickly developed and installed. This allows Mintek
to monitor the data without having to travel great
distances to the actual site.
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• The Advanced Leach Facility (ALF) laboratory
automation and development of new diagnostic
methods;
• Process flowsheet evaluation of different complex
gold ores (AuSimPro database); and
• Gold recovery from South African tailings facilities.
During the year, the advanced gold leach facility was
developed further by the integration and automation
of the five individual streams in the facility. The name
of the facility ALF has also been trademarked and
the revenue potential of this facility has once again
been demonstrated by requests for several test work
proposals from industry.

The Advanced Leach Facility developed at Mintek provides kinetic
data for a wide range of leach parameters and chemistry data,
which allows the understanding of the cyanidation process and
optimize response of the various gold samples.

In addition, an updated version of the gold process
advisor, AuSimPro, was released. The main
enhancement to this platform in this release included
the integration of a SqL database into the advisor. This
allowed the development and the implementation of
a neural network based interrogation engine for this
database in order to improve the predictive capability
of the process advisor. A number of test work
programmes on refractory gold ores have also been
completed during the year and data obtained from this
test work was used to train the neural network.
The establishment of the continuous autoclave pilot
facility at Mintek is complete and was commissioned
early in 2015 on a refractory gold sample from
Barberton, South Africa. Laboratory test work on a
commercial sample in preparation for continuous
pilot scale test work for a large international client
is complete and the process design criteria from this
work was used to set up the pilot plant for the pilot
campaign.
A simple yet innovative process was invented to recover
gold lost due to resin and carbon breakage during
Carbon-in-Leach and Resin-in-Leach processing. In
order to protect this IP, a provisional South African
patent for the recovery of gold from activated carbon
and resin fines had been filed.

Sibanye Gold is spearheading an initiative to enhance
the sustainability of mining operations through better
management of tailings. This Megatails Project aims
to produce tails containing less than 40 ppm uranium
and a sulphide content of lower than 0.3%. Mintek
was selected by Sibanye as the sole test provider for
this project and the Gold Group in the Hydrometallurgy
Division is currently managing a multidisciplinary team
to provide the data for this feasibility study.
In terms of technology demonstration and transfer,
the first set of newly developed Carbon Concentration
(C2) Meters was commissioned at AngloGold Ashanti’s
Mponeng Plant. There was also a first installation of a
Cynoprobe and LeachStar in the RandGold organisation
at the Loulo gold mine in Mali.
Mintek’s Minfurn is used to regenerate the activated
carbon using direct resistive heating with historically
more than 30 installations in the gold industry. The
Pyrometallurgy Division was tasked with managing
this product and significant effort has been put into
revitalising this product and re-establishing the product
brand name. Recent developments include increasing
the capacity of Minfurn, technological improvements,
improved control and operational philosophies and a

(Right): The 75kg/h Minfurn in a gold mine.
(Below): The image shows the regenerated carbon from Minfurn.
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move towards new markets and applications. The water
and food industry being the primary focus areas, but
work was also conducted on generation of activated
carbon from waste nut shells and olive pips. The results
from the tests were very promising.
Mintek has also actively re-engaged with older
installations in the gold industry to support the older
units and also recently re-commissioned the installation
at Rietvlei’s water treatment plant, a one of its kind
installation in the water treatment industry. During
the past year, successful test work on spent carbon
from the gold and food industry has been done and
new standard methodologies have been developed
to evaluate the quality of the carbon regenerated.
Development work is also ongoing to increase the
Minfurn capacity from 75 kg/h of spent carbon to 150200 kg/h.
After a dearth in the PGM projects, the last year
showed a marked increase in the number of requests
for work, allowing Mintek to draw on its vast expertise
in PGM ore characterization and processing once more.
Key projects were initiated with Ivanplats, Northam,
Zimplats and Glencore.
Benchscale comminution test work was conducted to
provide information for design of the comminution
circuit for the Platreef PGM project located in Limpopo
province. Flotation and hydrometallurgical optimization
testwork was also performed on Platreef samples.
This work had been ongoing from previous years but
further work was required to improve the robustness
of the process and to confirm or eliminate the use of
some non-standard flotation parameters found to be
necessary for good performance in earlier stages of
the work. There is an industry led request to develop
a hydrometallurgical process to replace smelting for
small Platreef deposits. A development programme
has commenced and although a technical solution is
possible, at this stage it is doubtful that it can compete
economically with smelting. Notwithstanding this
developments are continuing in an attempt to develop
a cost effective hydrometallurgical option.
A large pilot plant project was undertaken on South
African Merensky ore to determine how to deal with
increased throughput from an additional shaft. The
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aim was to compare the effect of increasing the
plant throughput to the existing plant with minor
modifications to the existing plant versus building a
new plant to process the material from the new shaft
separately. The testwork demonstrated that there was
no need for the client to build a new plant.
The agreement signed with Anglo Platinum to
demonstrate, over a two year period, the novel
smelting process to recover nickel from slag and
atomise the resulting iron-nickel alloy has been
concluded. Funding for the capital investment
component of this project was secured through the
MTEF. Mintek and Anglo have agreed to granulate
all the remaining ingots on site via a third party
to facilitate conclusion of the project. Overall, the
technical objectives of the project were met, although
the overall plant throughput was significantly lower
than targeted. The lower than expected throughput
was primarily a result of equipment failures and
inefficiencies. The two largest contributors were the
drying plant and the power supply to the furnace.
Mintek’s cutting edge Automodeller tool was used
on a local platinum concentrator plant to produce
plant models for control. The Automodeller is able
to fit models to process variables that are practically
impossible to derive by manual experiments, and
has continued to show effectiveness when applied
to industrial plants. An Adaptive Single Input, Single
Output (SISO) module improves the quality of control
that Mintek can provide. The SISO continually adapts
controller tuning parameters to adapt to changing
operations conditions and maintains optimum
controller performance over a long term.
The Hydrometallurgy Division has also created a PGM
process advisor prototype platform that will use data
mining techniques and expert rules to provide rapid
answers to PGM processing questions without relying
on expert staff.
Under the HySA/Catalysis programme continued
optimization of the HySA-V40 and HySA-K40 catalysts
has resulted in significant up scale of the bench scale
production to 6 times what it was previously. With
improved metal accounting this milestone has paved
the way for the batch process to be migrated to a

pilot plant where the Pt-based catalyst production
will be scaled to semi-commercial kilogram batches.
Improvement of fuel cell catalyst performance is a
goal of HySA and here the development of corrosion
resistant catalysts and advanced platinum-alloy
catalysts is pursued. Early formulations show improved
corrosion resistance but notably lower activity and
the work is on-going. Excellent progress was achieved
in the development of advanced platinum-cobalt and
platinum-nickel catalysts with 2 – 3 times the activity
of platinum only catalyst, where it was demonstrated
by high resolution transmission electron microscopy
that the sought after platinum-shell/base-metal-alloycore nano-structure of the advanced catalysts was
maintained at a large bench scale production in the
laboratory. In related work under the Advanced Metals
Initiatives – Precious Metals Development Network
The CyLas helps to monitor the performance of a cyclone by providing
a continuous measurement of the discharge angle of the underflow.

High resolution electron microscopy images with EELS elemental
mapping showing the platinum shell of a single nano-particle in
a scaled up advanced Pt-Ni alloy catalyst. (Image obtained at the
NMMU HRTEM facility)

(AMI-PMDN) programme, a series of palladium
catalysts have progressed through laboratory scale
development and are now ready for stage 2 scale up to
kilogram quantities in the coming year.
A MillStar anti-roping strategy was developed to extend
the effectiveness of the CyLas Cyclone underflow angle
detection device was tested at an industrial site. This
strategy leveraged the CyLas to help minimise roping in
cyclones.
Nanoscience and nanotechnology
The Nanotechnology Innovation Centre (NIC) is a
national facility established at Mintek in 2007, by
the DST, with the aim to address national priorities
highlighted by both the national nanotechnology
strategy and national research and development
strategy.
The DST/Mintek NIC, comprising of 4 research units
including biolabels, water, sensors and nanominerals
have made significant contributions over the last
financial year. These include:
• Synthesis of Fluorescein-GNPs Conjugate; which
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is gold nanoparticle-based biomolecule with
improved properties to target cancer cells.
• Nanotechnology-enabled Soap; This is a type of
soap in which silver and zinc oxide nanoparticles
have been incorporated to give it antibacterial
properties, to protect against ultra violet rays and
has body cleaning properties (i.e. as a deodorant).
• Monoclonal Antibody-AuNP Conjugate-1; a gold
nanoparticle-based biomolecule with an increased
sensitivity. This will be used in the lateral flow
products (i.e. rapid diagnostic kits) for early
detection of HIV-1.
• Chromatographic Malaria Electrochemical Sensor;
an enhanced malaria detection system that will be
used in the improved malaria rapid diagnostic tests
kits.
Further to this, HIV test kits developed under the
MinDiagnosticsTM label were successfully demonstrated
during the Mintek Wellness Week in May 2014. Other
product and services work in nano-toxicology and sales
of customised nanogold solutions have also generated
revenue for the organisation.

Eco-efficiency
Mintek has a vast array of activities addressing Ecoefficiency, These include the subfields of energy and
water efficiency as well as environmental technologies.
Aside from the specific MTEF funded projects listed
below there are also generic activities addressing:
• Sensor-based sorting, dry ore processing and preconcentration, aimed at minimising the amount of
water and energy consumed by the unnecessary
processing of waste.
• Underground ore processing to minimise the
amount of material that is hoisted to surface for
processing and in addition allowing for waste
material to be directly disposed of underground.
• Recycling and reuse of process water to minimise
the amount of fresh water that is required for
processing, and in addition the treatment /
remediation of process water so that it can be
safely disposed of with minimal environmental
impact. This includes the use of seawater for
processing.
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• Enhanced technologies and processes for the
treatment of tailings to maximise the recovery of
water and residual elements and minimise the
environmental impact.
Mine Effluent Project
Some of the largest impacts on the environment caused
by the mining and metallurgical industries are generally
associated with water pollution and solid waste
disposal.
During the year, the mine effluent project has shown
steady progress in the following areas:
• The development of a small photo-catalysis
prototype combined with an absorption reactor demonstrating the successful stabilisation of Cr+6
from waste waters.
• The removal of Mn, As and Cr from effluent water
using a range of innovative technologies.
• The recovery of residual metals from tailings
streams using ion exchange fibers and resins.
• The recovery of uranium from acid mine drainage.
• The recovery of processing reagents from waste
effluents and their reuse during processing.
Urban Mining Project
Urban mining is the process of reclaiming compounds
and elements from secondary sources, including endof-use scrap and waste material, and waste dumps
generated during processing. It involves the systematic,
goal-oriented management of anthropogenic resource
stocks in view of long-term environmental protection,
resource conservation and economic benefits. Mintek
successfully processed e-waste (shredded printed
circuit boards) to produce a copper-bearing alloy
as part of the Urban Mining project. Mintek and
industry are working on developing technologies to
process e-wastes in all its forms via a suite of technical
solutions. A sound start has been made to develop
a feasible and economical smelting technology for
electronic-wastes with a view towards supporting a
local recycling industry in South Africa.
Mintek received funding from the National Treasury to
position South Africa as a strategic player in the global
market for “urban mining” initiatives. Two types of
waste are currently targeted for re-processing:

 Industrial waste: electronic waste, autocatalysts and
foundry waste.
 Mining and processing waste – waste rock and
process tailings originating from gold and uranium
operations.
Electronic waste
Electrical and electronic waste, often termed e-waste,
is a rapidly growing problem globally and in South
Africa and e-waste volumes are expected to increase
significantly in the near future. The waste contains both
valuable metals (including gold, silver, platinum group
metals, copper and cobalt) and hazardous elements
such as lead, cadmium, chromium and mercury.
Consequently, this waste has to be processed rather
than dumped.
Mintek’s focus is currently on developing a small,
modular smelting process through which a wide
range of e-wastes can be processed in a furnace with
flexible process chemistry. To this end, test work
was conducted on a 200 kvA DC arc furnace in which
printed circuit boards (PCBs) were successfully cosmelted with copper oxide, to recover the contained
precious metals in an alloy containing in excess of 80%
copper and less than 10% iron. Waste slag residual gold,
palladium and platinum contents were also seen to be
extremely low at below 0.1 ppm.
The furnace product (metal based) requires further
treatment via a hydrometallurgical route, to allow
economic separation of the valuable metals from the
primary furnace product. In addition, the flexible nature
of the smelting unit will also allow for re-treatment of
residues (from downstream treatment) and treatment
of the fumes from the process to generate a slag that
would be safe to dispose. The unit is envisioned as a
container based plant.
Large volumes of e-waste plastics are annually
landfilled. While plastic recycling is not a new
phenomenon, recycling of type-7 e-waste plastics has
proven very difficult, mainly due to the presence of
flame retardants. Mintek is therefore looking at treating
and recycling of the problematic plastics to produce
secondary products of economic value. These could
include products such as roof tiles, fence poles, benches
etc. The study will include a market survey.

Another arm of the project is to evaluate the potential
to produce jewellery and/or other products from the
e-waste. Both the projects on plastics and jewellery
lend itself to establishment of small businesses. This
will therefore also address Mintek’s focus area that
speaks to “the contribution to economic growth
through SMME development."
South Africa does not have a single waste data base or
more recent waste characterization data and reliable
e-waste statistics are lacking in the country. This type
of data is important when developing processes for the
treatment of e-waste. As part of the project, materials
flow analysis for printed circuit boards in the Gauteng
area has been completed. Similar information will be
collected for the Western Cape and Kwazulu-Natal.
Mintek is also a partner in a European funded project,
EWIT. A number of European and African cities are
involved in the project, where the ultimate objective
is to establish a web-based e-waste implementation
toolkit, which will be available to local authorities,
municipalities, other stakeholders as a tool to
assist with drawing up and implementing e-waste
management plans. The involvement in the project will
contribute to data collection, networking and learning
from case studies in Europe.
During the course of the project, contributions have
also been made to the DST Roadmap on Solid Waste
Management and collaborations have been established
with the E-waste Association of South Africa (eWASA).
Contact has been made with a number of stakeholders
such as recyclers, refurbishers, the City of Johannesburg
and Pikitup in an attempt to establish collaboration and
awareness.
Treatment of gold and uranium-containing tailings
Mining operations that recovered gold from the major
goldfields in the Witwatersrand basin left a legacy of
millions of tons of mine waste deposits. There are more
than 500 gold mine dumps in the Witwatersrand region
alone with average gold grades of about 0.7 g/t covering
a total surface area of more than 18 000 hectares.
Increasing urbanisation and industrial developments
are growing closer to these historic gold mine dumps.
In the best interest of the public’s health and to avert
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further adverse environmental impacts and long term
environmental liabilities associated with acid mine
drainage formation, relevant government departments
expressed the need to find solutions to problematic
issues associated with the gold mine dumps.
During the first phase of the project, process flowsheets
for the treatment of the dumps has been identified.
The process proposed in the flowsheet have the ability
to treat and remediate the dump sites, which would
reduce dust, physical space and acid mine drainage
potential. The idea is that the cost of the treatment will
be covered by the recovery of the gold and potentially
uranium, contained in the dumps.
Based on the current bench scale results, a second
phase of work is planned for the 2015/16 financial year,
which includes evaluation of the selected flowsheet
on a pilot plant scale at Mintek. Desktop economic
analysis of the process will be done. The longer term
goal for this project is to demonstrate the flowsheet at
an actual mine site and to facilitate the construction of
a modular treatment plant which could be moved from
one project or site to another.
In addition, a document giving guidelines for treatment
of dumps when it is sold or handed over to operators
have been produced. The objective of this report is
to serve as a “guidelines” document that could assist
(Left & Right): SAVMINTM water treatment pilot plant at Gold 1 site,
Randfontein commissioned by Mintek to demonstrate the viability
of SAVMIN as a treatment for AMD.
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any new dump project or dump owner by sharing
information and advice as gained by investigation and
experience at Mintek’s Randburg campus.
Re-use of foundry sand
The objective of this project is to assess the impact of
the waste generated by the foundry industry on the
environment, benchmark the foundry waste according
to the world class, help identify if the waste generated
by the foundry is hazardous and above all find
alternative uses for the waste generated by the foundry.
This will help reduce the dumping cost currently
incurred by the South African industry.
Foundry sand waste after treatment, if found not toxic
will be used to replace a portion of the fine aggregate
sand in a concrete mix. This sand will then be used
to manufacture building bricks. Waste foundry sand
dumping on the landfill sites will be reduced by reusing
the waste sand.
SAvMINTM Project
Acid Mine Drainage is one of the single most significant
threats to South Africa’s environment and future
availability of water. Mintek’s SAvMINTM process is
a promising solution to this major environmental
problem.
The implementation of Mintek’s SAvMINTM process
will have a positive and enhanced impact on economic

growth. Mintek is currently collaborating on SAvMINTM
with veolia, one of the world’s largest water treatment
companies.
Rehabilitation of derelict and ownerless mines
Mintek is managing a programme of rehabilitation
of derelict and ownerless mine sites under contract
to the Department of Mineral Resources (DMR). The
programme, funded to the value of R 165 m over
a period of three years, started in June 2013 and is
scheduled for completion on 31 March 2016.
Three asbestos sites were rehabilitated this financial
year - Mahlatjane and Dithabogong in the Mafefe area
of Limpopo Province and Klip River near Msinga in KwaZulu Natal. Additionally, a protective wall was erected
around the high wall of a quarry near Lusikisiki in the
Eastern Cape.
Design and procurement activities are underway on a
number of other sites and Mintek plans to fully commit
the contract value by March 2016.

SMALL BUSInESS DEVELOPMEnT
Mintek supports the SMME sector through research
and development of appropriate technologies, and by
providing training and support so that development
can be as sustainable as possible even though based on
limited resources.
Mintek’s Small Scale Mining and Beneficiation (SSMB)
division’s contribution to the country’s upliftment of
the previously marginalised individuals in rural and
peri-urban communities is manifested in its mandate
to:
• Contribute towards poverty alleviation, job creation
and upliftment of historically marginalised South
Africans, through the exploitation of the country’s
mineral wealth;
• Engage local community involvement and
development;
• Beneficiate mineral resources into commercial
products and ensure long term sustainability;
• Provide training and skills development;
• Bring rural indigenous crafters and emerging
jewellers into the mainstream of the precious metal
jewellery industry; and

(Left): Women working on the rehabilitation project in Mang-leMang, Limpopo.
(Right):Contractors design fanicular system to access hard- to-reach
areas during the rehabilitation project in Mang-le-Mang.

• Market the end product on behalf of the
beneficiaries.
The objective of the SMME Incubator Process is to
support the entrepreneurial process by providing
assistance to ensure the survival and success of the
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businesses identified for support. The resources and
services provided to these SMMEs include amongst
others, administration, business management,
mentorship, training & skills development, marketing
and monitoring. The time of the incubation process
may vary depending on the type of business and this
could be a few months to a few years. The model deals
with challenges by bridging the skills gap through
training and providing infrastructure and technology,
which are rarely available to rural occupants. By
bridging the gap between the rural occupants and
the market, SSMB ensures that they are able to reach
lucrative markets, which on their own they would
not have been able to penetrate. The quality of the
products is also thus ensured.
Marketing strategies are developed for the individual
SMMEs and they are taken through the processes of
marketing and assisted through these processes to
enable them to sell their products. Market research
on products, competitors, trends and pricing is done
for each group. The strategy has over the years
utilised local and international platforms to promote
the products of SMMEs. Products are displayed
at functions, workshops, local and international
exhibitions, corporate foyers and tourist attraction
venues.
The marketing interventions conducted for the
beneficiaries has had an impact on income generation
for some of the SMMEs as well as contributed to
product development and quality of the SMME
products. SMME sales have increased and are
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continuing to increase but are not at a level that
makes them completely viable and sustainable. The
development of a comprehensive marketing strategy
and the introduction of a warehouse and sales outlet
will greatly contribute towards ensuring that the
SMMEs incubated by Mintek are sustainable and that
each of the employees within the business earns an
income that can support both themselves and their
families.
Small scale mining activities in rural and marginalised
communities
Mintek continues investigating alternative energy
sources for pottery manufacturers to fire wet products,
especially in rural areas where there are no threephase electricity supplies. A furnace that uses coal as
source of energy was successfully developed at Mintek
and transferred to a group of potters in the area of
Letebejane of the Sekhukhune district municipality
in Limpopo Province. The furnace is able to reach
temperatures in excess of 500oC with modest amounts
of coal and has helped increase both the productivity
and quality of the products of this particular group of
potters.
Research for potable water was carried out during
the year and a filter was developed using sand, clay

(Left): Glass slumping fruit bowl made by SMME trainees.
(Below): Recycled bottles slumped into a snack platter.

and activated carbon for purifying contaminated
water resources. The filter was successfully tested
on contaminated water from the Mapuve and Elands
Rivers and it was purified to acceptable drinking water
standards.
Mintek’s iGoli, mercury-free gold extraction process
was well received at a Sudanese workshop on
“Environmental and Health Hazards of Artisanal Gold
Mining” held in Khartoum, Sudan. The process focuses
on the use of mercury, and recommended alternative
solutions and technology to replace mercury gold
extraction processes currently used in Sudan.
The Mining qualifications Authority (MqA) completed
the audit of the SSMB training school and awarded the
school full accreditation till 2018. The accreditation
covers jewellery setting processes, jewellery
manufacturing and small scale mining.
Gemstones Project

while the second centre was launched earlier this year
in Upington at “The Mill”.
The Upington centre has been established in
partnership with the Premier of the Northern Cape,
ZF Mgcawu district municipality, Khara Hais local
municipality together with the support of the Mining
qualifications Authority (MqA) and the rotary club of
Upington. These centres aim to create opportunities
for the local community of the Northern Cape
Province. The centres will allow for communities to
learn new skills with which to develop the province’s
mineral potential by creating valuable beneficiated
products locally and to contribute toward an increase
in employment in the region. The centres will serve to
train local women, youth and people with disabilities in
programmes such as semi-precious gemstone cutting
and polishing, jewellery design and manufacturing,
glass bead manufacturing and pottery.

This project on gemstone beneficiation in the
Northern Cape Province, seeks to alleviate poverty
in the province through training and job creation, in
promoting domestic beneficiation of South Africa’s
resources.

Mintek successfully concluded the mapping and grading
of Tiger’s eye deposits in the Prieska area, towards
identifying sustainable gemstone source material for the
Prieska beneficiation hub that was launched by Mintek.
The exercise also aimed at helping small scale miners to
exploit these deposits more efficiently.

The project has entered its third year of
implementation and has launched two training and
beneficiation centres over the last year. In June 2014,
the first Centre, in association with the National youth
Development Agency (NyDA), was launched in Prieska

(Left): The launch of the Upington Training & Beneficiation Centre
held in Upington.
(Below): Jewellery products manufactured by the learners using
semi-precious gem minerals found in the Northern Cape Province.
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OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE

COLLABORATIOnS AnD SCIEnCE
PROMOTIOn
A key event in the last financial year was the promotion
of the mineralogy discipline through South Africa’s
hosting of the 21st quadrennial meeting of the
International Mineralogical Association (IMA2014,
which attracted over 800 delegates from more than 30
countries, and included a programme of 58 scientific
sessions, eight plenary and 36 keynote talks, six
workshops, 20 field trips, six laboratory visits and a
comprehensive trade exhibition.

Mintek successfully concluded the mapping and grading of Tiger’s Eye
deposits in the Prieska area.

The ongoing laboratory characterization work
on kimberlitic ore for De Beers and Debswana is
continuing. This is aimed at assessing new orebodies
as well as epitomizing current operations. Mineral
processing characterization testwork on Malawian
heavy mineral sands has continued and 4 stages
of testwork addressing both bulk processing and
variability assessments has been conducted. The
results suggest that an unconventional process
flowsheet including flotation might be required.

MAM-14 is an International Symposium on Macroand Molecular Architectures and Materials. The
2014 edition of MAM conference was meticulously
and successfully organised by Mintek through its
Nanotechnology Innovation Centre (NIC). Over 200
lectures were given in 28 parallel sessions. A total of
400 international delegates participated.
Mintek hosts the Ferrous Metals Development Network
(FMDN) funded under the DST’s Advanced Metals
Initiative (AMI). The objective of the programme
is to fulfil the mandates of localisation through
competitive improvements of existing industries,
the creation of new industries and human capital
development through collaboration with local Higher
(Seated): Nobel laureate: Prof Robert
Huber, Mr Abiel Mngomezulu, Nobel
laureate: Klaus von Klitzing, Hon.
Minister Naledi Pandor, Prof. Kurt
Geckeler
(Top row): Ms Gugu Nyanda, Mr Sakhi
Simelane, Prof Kattesh Katti, Mr Peter
Craven, Dr Makhapa Makhafola, Mr
Alan Mckenzie
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Education Institutions that include the University of
Cape Town , the University of Pretoria , University of
the Witwatersrand, the University of KwaZulu-Natal,
iThemba Labs, Northwest University – Mafikeng,
the University of Limpopo and the University of
Johannesburg. The Advanced Metals Initiatives Ferrous Metal Development Network programme
started in 2009/10 and has been extended by another
six years to 2020. Mintek is collaborating with the local
petro chemical and foundry/steel industries.
Geometallurgy is a strong research focus for Mintek’s
Mineralogy division, and the past year saw the initiation
of an international collaboration with five German
institutions and an industrial partner. The collaborative
three-year project, “Applied Mineralogy for the
Resource Efficiency of Platinum Minerals”, involves a
geometallurgical study of a chromite operation in the
Bushveld Complex, with specific focus on the platinum
group minerals contained in the ores. The German
partners are The Helmholtz Centre Potsdam (GFZ), the
Helmholtz Institute Freiberg, the Federal Institute for
Geoscience and Resources (BGR), the Leibniz University
of Hannover, and the Natural History Museum in Berlin.
Cronimet Resources is the industry partner.
Mintek also participates as research partner in four
international European Union collaboration projects –
EWIT, BIOMORE, MIWARE and BOFLUX. In total, Mintek
is collaborating with 46 partners from 14 countries in
these 4 projects.
EWIT is a two year initiative between Africa and Europe
focusing on the development of a web-based e-waste
implementation toolkit to support the recycling and
the secondary raw material recovery strategies in
metropolitan areas in Africa. The toolkit will offer
guidance and practical support to African municipalities
for the design and development of e-waste collection
and recycling systems, which will result in increased
recycling opportunities for entrepreneurs, generating
new jobs and improving the environment and health
protection of local communities. The aim of BIOMORE,
is to eliminating or drastically reducing the amount
of ore hauled to the surface by utilising chemical and
biological means to extract the valuable metals from
deep resources in-situ.

MIWARE is an ACqUEAU labelled project, aimed at the
development and demonstration of robust solutions for
the treatment of acidic metal-laden mine waste waters.
The project consortium includes research organisations,
SMEs, large technology providers and end users
from Finland, South Africa and Sweden, who will all
contribute to the development and piloting of these
new integrated processes.
BOFLUX is a Mintek-led project investigating the
benefits of adding boron to ferrochrome smelting.
The Gauteng Department of Sport, Arts, Culture
and Recreation have continued collaborations with
Mintek and extended their current artisanal Glass
Beads programme to include glass slumping - the
melting of glass into/over a ceramic or metal mould,
to form the shape of the desired product. The Gauteng
Enterprise Propeller signed an agreement with Mintek
to collaborate on the setup of “manufacturing hubs”
consisting of production units trained in the art of glass
bead making, jewellery, pottery and cultured granite.
On the regional development front, Mintek participated
in a number of activities aimed at developing capacity.
Mintek hosted a Non Aligned Movement Science and
Technology Centre internship programme. The interns
represented 9 countries and spent 3 months at Mintek
undertaking on-the-job training and work experience
in the various fields of mineral beneficiation. Mintek is
also actively involved in a World Bank funded project
to develop the laboratory facilities and staff of the
Geological Survey of Tanzania. In addition to the above,
there have been a number of projects and activities
assisting African countries to develop skills in the
minerals sector.
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SUSTAInABLE DEVELOPMEnT
 Recognising Mintek’s sustainability focus
areas

05

 Performance against sustainability focus
areas
 Investing in Mintek's people
 Safety, health and wellbeing of Mintek's
people
 Responding to environmental challenges
 Supplier development
 Corporate social responsibility
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SUSTAINABle DEVELOPMENT
Mintek operates in an open global environment, servicing a multi-national industry. Customers
include state enterprises, conglomerates, junior resource companies, engineering contractors and smallscale enterprises – operating both locally and internationally. In such an environment, the imperatives
of remaining competitive and credible in terms of reputation and facilities is widely acknowledged and
appreciated. As such, Mintek remains committed to ensuring the long-term financial health performance
and credibility of the organisation through the effective management of revenue and on-going compliance
to governance structures.

Mintek’s material Sustainability focus
areas
The Mintek Board and management team convenes
annually for Mintek’s Annual Planning Process, with the
view to develop the Annual Plan for the following year
and the aligned Corporate Scorecard. The revised Annual
Strategic Plan developed in 2014 was the foundation
document for the Annual Planning Process in 2014.
The workshop process with the Mintek Board and
management team focused on the following key areas:

The strategic intent and objectives are (a) maximising the
utilisation of finite ore resources, (b) alleviating poverty
and creating employment, (c) adding value to mineral and
metal products, and (d) promoting the transition from
a resource-dominated economy to a knowledge-based
economy.
In order to attain its strategic intent, Mintek shall strive
towards:
• Improved visibility and credibility amongst
stakeholders;

• Assessing progress against the 2014/15 Plan;

• The research and development of efficient mineral
processing technologies and value added products and
services;

• Reconfirming the high-level Strategic Framework of
Mintek in light of the situational analysis;

• Promoting the mineral-based economies of rural and
marginalised communities;

• Ensuring balanced Strategic Goals and Objectives - that
consider the full scope of the work of Mintek, and
sketch a longer term view of desired impact as per the
Mintek mandate;

• Ensuring good governance practices; and

• Assessing the environment in which Mintek operates;

• Outcomes – real statements of the end product or
service delivered by 2018;
• Indicators – that are realistic, measurable and relevant;
• Targets – that speak to the indicators; and are specific,
achievable, realistic and time-bound;
• Considering the resource prioritisation and
implications of the 2015/16 plan.
The key strategic objectives derived from this process and
agreed upon by the Mintek Board and the Department
of Mineral Resources are listed and explained on page
8 of Section 1 of this report. These strategic objectives
serve as Mintek’s material focus areas and are aligned
to Mintek’s strategic intent and objectives which are
closely aligned with national imperatives and priorities.
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• Developing human capital and organisational skills to
build world class R&D excellence.
The above strategic objectives gave impetus to Mintek’s
continued focus on the five priorities below in the short
term, in order to realise its medium- to longer-term
objectives. Mintek always reviews its strategic objectives
and its corresponding priorities at its annual planning
sessions and where necessary refocuses its activities to
ensure that its most critical deliverables are actioned and
entrenched. All the priories below require longer-term
consideration.
• Investing in Mintek's people;
• Ensuring safety, health and wellbeing of employees
and service providers;
• Responding to environmental challenges;
• Supplier development;
• Corporate social responsibility.

PERFORMAnCE AGAInST MInTEk’S SUSTAInABILITy FOCUS AREAS
The table below lists Mintek’s most material sustainability focus areas and summarises its progress in addressing these
areas.
How Mintek performed in 2014/15 FY
• Spent 2.2% of payroll spend, amounting to R6.2million on training and development interventions for
its employees. Training was related to Mintek’s core/
technical business (60%) and on soft skills (40%).
• Allocated 39 full time and 150 part time bursaries
towards feeding its bursary pipeline and for the
recruitment and retention of critical skills.
• Lost 2.6% of working days due to absenteeism and 0
days lost due to strike action.

Investing in
• 31 employees benefited from effective leadership
Mintek’s people
development programmes.

• Achieved 8.3% unplanned staff turnover rate against
a target of below 10%. The staff turnover rate of
professionals in the core divisions was well within the
10% target, measuring 3.6%.

What Mintek is committed to
• Develop the capability and increase the ability of Mintek to attract
a broad spectrum of young graduate scientists and/or engineers.
• Establish and implement best practice workforce planning.
• Integrate graduates into the Mintek environment.
• Increase innovative activities centred on graduate mentoring and
training of mentors.
• Focus more on training components such as on-the-job core
technical training, integration into the Mintek environment, formal
short courses and feedback seminars for graduate training.
• Enhance coaching and mentoring for management.
• Increase the proportion of staff with MSc and PhD degrees.
• Transform the organisation and reach all employment equity
targets.
• Roll out more women and people with disabilities empowerment
strategies.
• Have a structured mentorship programme to transfer skills and
knowledge from specialists to mid-level professionals.
• Continue efforts to build a values-driven high-performance culture
across all of the operations.

• There were 0 work-related fatalities during the year.

Ensuring
safety, health
and wellbeing
of Mintek’s
people

• Conducted 184 medical surveillances for current staff,
58 entry medicals, and 44 exit medicals
• Uranium results for staff were all below the target of
0.1 μ/L.
• A total of 33 staff members were trained on basic
radiation protection during the year.

• Increase audiometry and ENT initiatives amongst employees to
determine where there is hearing loss due to noise.
• Continue efforts to have zero harm in all areas of safety, health and
wellness.
• Continue efforts on HIv/AIDS awareness and support in this area.

• Transaction reports on nuclear material and graphite
possession were submitted to the Department of
Energy.

• To increase fire risk assessment activities and implement additional
firefighting equipment as per audit findings.

• No major environmental incidents were reported
and Mintek’s Environmental Incident Frequency Rate
throughout the year was 0 against a target of 1.

• To comply with the April 2015 gazetted National Atmospheric
Emission Reporting Regulations. This is to regulate reporting of data
and information from an identified point, non-point and mobile
sources of atmospheric emissions to an internet-based National
Atmospheric Emissions Inventory System towards the compilation
of atmospheric emission inventories.

• The Public Dissatisfaction Frequency count was 2,
which is 1 more than the set target of 1.
• Mintek’s recycled waste has been submitted in
accordance with SANS 10234.

Responding to
environmental
challenges

• Continue blood donation drives, TB screening initiatives and
weightless maintenance programmes.

• A total of 21,8 tons of paper and plastic was recycled.
• A total of 64,4 tons of scrap metal was recycled.
• Total greenhouse gas emissions 27 863 t CO2e.
• Dust and SO2 concentrations were below the
emission limits set for the process.
• Annual water usage is about 132,000 kL (at an
average of 11,000 kL/month).

• Further investments and increased investigations to reduce
atmospheric emissions and improve ambient air quality in
Randburg.
• Establish a water footprint framework.
• To continue to monitor and control the contamination of Mintek’s
borehole water for possible use in irrigation.
• Increase staff awareness and continue with the ongoing water
efficiency drive.

• Annual cost is about R 2.5 million for water, R 1.8
million for sewerage discharge and R 1 million for
effluent discharge.
• Achieved a Level 2 BEE Status.

Supplier
development

• BEE procurement as a % of total discretionary spend
for the year was 88%, compared to a target of 58%.

• Continue efforts to develop and support black-owned small
businesses.
• To continue efforts to achieve the highest possible BEE Status
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INVESTING IN MINTEK’S PEOPLE
Overview
One of the biggest challenges currently facing
Mintek is the availability, attraction, training and
retention of skilled and suitably qualified scientists
and engineers. Measures need to be put in place to
ensure that the human resource profile of Mintek is
of the calibre, quantity and diversity required to fulfil
the organisation’s equity requirements and mandate
obligations. In support of national programmes, Mintek
will endeavour to promote parity in the participation
of South Africans in science, engineering, technology
and innovation (SETI) research, acknowledging the
focus that is still required to increase the number of
women in the sector. Further, in recognition of the
importance of promoting national R&D competitiveness
in the mineral sector, the attainment of higher degrees,
notably MSc and PhD, is an organisational priority. To
support a workforce that is more mobile and youthful
in character, programmes should actively attract,
develop, mentor and retain staff in both technical
and management-related positions. One constant is
a need for employees with a sound basis in science,
engineering principles and analytical capabilities.
In this regard, Mintek will continue with its bursary
programmes to maintain its graduate pipeline over
the long-term. At the same time, the graduate
development programme and coaching and mentoring
programmes are designed to provide a more structured
approach to nurturing and advancing the skills and
capabilities of both new graduates and existing
employees in Mintek. The former will emphasise onthe-job technical training supplemented with formal
supervisory and management training, while the latter
programme will promote a culture of continuous
learning and growth within Mintek.
Employee statistics
On 31 March 2015, Mintek had 688 permanent
employees. This comprised of 418 males and 249
females and included 21 foreign nationals. The biggest
occupational level was that of skilled technical,
academically-qualified, junior management and
supervisors with a total of 352. This was followed by the
semi-skilled occupational level with 147 employees and
then professionals, specialists, and middle management
with 99 employees. Except for 2015, Mintek has been
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able to achieve higher than the EE targets set over the
last 5 years.
FY

EE Target

Actual

2015

90%

88%

2014

84%

89%

2013

80%

87%

2012

80%

84%

2011

80%

83%

Mintek’s human capital development interventions
include inward focused skills development, training and
development of employees, as well as interventions that
have an external focus. Externally focused programmes are
aimed at developing Mintek’s future pipeline of science
and engineering candidates by providing undergraduate
and postgraduate bursary programmes for full-time
study and internships supported by mentoring. These
interventions are driven through the organisational
development unit of the human resources division.
This unit also facilitates access to various research
and development grant and infrastructure funding
opportunities for Mintek’s operating divisions. At school
level Mintek promotes science, technology, engineering
and mathematics through special programme such as
Minquiz, which is a national science competition for grade
12 learners.
Training and capacity development interventions
Funding received for capacity development and training
interventions are accounted for through either the state
grant, contract research grant, SETA grants or grants
received from commercial partners. Most DST and DST/
NRF funding are categorised under contract research.
Full time and part time bursaries are funded through the
state grant, whilst funding received from the MQA-SETA is
categorised and expended under products and services.
Employee development programmes
These programmes include soft and technical skills
training. Mintek’s total spend on training and development
is a good indicator of its commitment to employee
development. The total amount paid to service providers
for training during the financial year was R6 226 285.

LOnG SERVICE AwARDS
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RECOGnITIOnS
Mintek researchers Dr Robert Tshikhudo and
Dr Raymond Hewer continue to bring research
pride to Mintek after they were honoured with the
Biotech Fundi Capacity Builder Award 2014 during
the Gauteng Biotech Awards excellence awards
held at the innovation hub in Pretoria towards the
latter part of 2014.
The Biotech Fundi award acknowledge efforts to develop capacity in the field of biotechnology in South Africa and is awarded annually
to an individual that excels in empowering others by imparting his/ her knowledge and skills. They were presented with these awards
respectively for their contributions and efforts in contributing to Biotechnology in South Africa whilst empowering others by imparting
their knowledge and skills.
Tshikhudo who is the Head of Nanoscience at Mintek received the award for his contribution in nanobiotechnology. He has been
instrumental in building and leading gold nanobiotechnology research and infrastructure capacity at Mintek. He has trained students
and researchers in this area and also forging strategic local and international collaborations to expose students and Mintek researchers
to the international laboratories. These efforts have enhanced Mintek’s global competiveness, innovation and importantly empowered
trainees to become well rounded scientists.
“This award is a result of team effort and I give credit to the NIC researchers. I believe that the future for nanobiotechnology looks
bright and Mintek should take a leading role in this area particularly in addressing innovation and commercialisation aspect of this
important sector in line with NIC vision 2025” said Tshikhudo. Dr Hewer was presented with the award for the quality of training
he provided, number of individuals trained as well as his commitment and dedication to training. To him, the award appropriately
represents Mintek as an organisation committed to capacity development andemployee training. Both recipients were awarded with a
trophy, certificate, personal cash prize and a project funding contribution.
Taskeen Adam heads to the University of Cambridge on a scholarship to pursue an
MPhil in engineering for sustainable development. She’ll be bringing together two
of her passions: her love for technological innovation and her love for community
development.
Adam (24) who worked in the Measurement & Control division, is an electrical
engineer who is on the brink of launching her brainchild – a solarpowered
classroom - as part of a project she initiated and is now carrying forward with a
team of like-minded individuals.
The innovation is a low cost, energy efficient, sustainable one, aimed at helping
underprivileged schools in South Africa gain access to computers and a range of
other educational resources.
Adam is spearheading the project under the umbrella of United 2013, an
organisation of which she is a founding member as well as the head of education.
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MInTEk'S APEx AwARDS
Category: Development - Direct Co Electrowinning.
HyDROMETALLURGy DIvISION (HMD. Development of a patented process for direct Co Electrowinning. This innovation is
based on the use of direct electrowinning of cobalt as an alternative to cobalt recovery.

Winners from left: Ndinanwi Mulaudzi and Ephraim Mabusela.

Establishment of the Advanced Leach
Facility.
HyDROMETALLURGy DIvISION (HMD). Establishment of the
Advanced Leach Facility (ALF) is aimed at increasing the knowledge
of cyanide leach chemistry in ‘real time’ to assist with the choice
and /or optimisation of the selected plant operating conditions.

Winners from left: Sonestie Janse van Rensburg and Sazini Mashaba
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Demonstration of nicksyn
reagent for recovery of ni
and Co.
HyDROMETALLURGy DIvISION (HMD). Successful
demonstration of Nicksyn reagent for recovery
of Ni and Co, whilst limiting co-extraction of Mn,
Mg, and Ca from lateritic leach liquor.

Winner: René du Preez.
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MInTEk'S APEx AwARDS...continued
Category: Technical Innovation - Enhanced Percolation Leaching of
Refractory Uranium Ore.
BIOTECHNOLOGy DIvISION (BIO). Uranium ores that are being considered for heap leaching are those of low uranium
content, requiring a low-cost treatment process such as heap leaching in order to be economic.
The approach taken by the nominated team to enhance the heap leaching of refractory uranium ores has been to focus on
the one unit operation on a heap leach plant where process manipulation can be effected relatively uniformly to the entire
ore mass, namely in the agglomeration/curing step.
The team demonstrated how the optimal particle size, acid dosage and curing time could be determined with the minimum
sample requirement within a single campaign.

Winners from left: Ali Seyedbagheri, Nontobeko Nxumalo, Neo Motlhake and Petrus Basson

Category: Technology Transfer - Commercialisation of the Carbon
Concentration Meter.
MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL DIvISION (MAC). Commercialisation of the Carbon Concentration Meter. The redevelopment
of the original Mintek-Debex carbon concentration meter, which is no longer supported, focused on eliminating the weak
points of the original instrument.

Winners from left: (Back row) Bart Groeneveld and Stefan Smit; (Front row) Dominic Jordan, Pierre Mynhardt, Tshepo Ramatheko, Vikash Arjun
and Ruphus Rabulanyana.
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This represents 2.2% of payroll spend and is slightly above
the 2.1% achieved in the previous financial year. Mintek
spent approximately 60% on core/technical training and
the balance on soft skills training activities.
Mintek worked closely with the MQA and through their
funding and support was able to train a total of 13
employees on the on-site Artisan Learnership Programme.
In addition, a number of employees were afforded
opportunities to complete other certificate programmes
as well as a large base of part-time undergraduate and
postgraduate degree/diploma programmes. More than
100 out of a total of 688 employees enrolled for the parttime bursary programme.
Through a partnership with Wits Business School, 31
employees are enrolled for management development
and new manager programmes. These programmes
started in February 2015 and end in August and
September 2015 respectively.
Pipeline development programmes
The pipeline programmes accommodate Mintek’s
bursaries, internships, graduate development,
professional development, work-integrated learning
activities.
Mintek supported a total of 31 full time bursars during
the financial year. Of the 18 undergraduates, 10
graduated and Mintek absorbed 9. One undergraduate
bursar chose not to commence at Mintek to complete
her service tie-back commitment and Mintek is
recovering this bursary debt. The balance of the
full-time undergraduate bursars is continuing with
their studies at postgraduate level. Mintek absorbed 3
masters and doctoral bursars and continue to support
22 full-time bursary students (9 undergraduate and 13
postgraduate) for their 2015/2016 studies. Mintek’s
strategy to focus on reaching female student engineers
and student scientists, as well as African students
continues. Of the 22 full-time bursary students, 59%
are female and 91% are from previously disadvantaged
groups.
The Graduate Development Programme (GDP) was
first piloted in January 2012. Participants are absorbed
into various Mintek divisions upon completion of the
programme. This year there were 13 participants in the
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programme. After a review, the programme duration
has been extended from 12 months to 15 months.
Mintek also implement a number of internship
programmes aimed at providing young people with
an opportunity to learn, gain work experience and/or
improve their skills. These are provided in partnership
with different organisations.
The DST/NRF Internship programme is an annual
programme facilitated by the DST through the National
Research Foundation (NRF). Currently there are 9
interns on a one year contract. The Professional
Development programme is a critical initiative, aiming
to address the shortage in the number of students
registering for full-time post-graduate studies. The
programme is implemented in partnership with DST/
NRF and it entails the hosting of full-time doctoral
students at Mintek on a fixed-term contract basis such
that the students conduct their research using Mintek
equipment and resources. At the end of the financial
year, there were 5 fellows in the programme.
Mintek partnered with the MQA, in a work experiential
scheme, known as Work Integrated Learning (WIL) to
offer practical learning to students from Universities
of Technology. The practical learning forms part of the
assessment to qualify for a National Diploma. There
were 167 learners active in the programme during the
financial year. The programme provides an opportunity
for Mintek’s technical divisions to assess these learners
for future absorption into full time employment at
Mintek whilst they are gaining in-service experience.
In addition, through this partnership, Mintek
implemented the MQA/HET programme which is
aimed at providing opportunities for gaining industry
experience to unemployed graduates. At the end of the
financial year there were 38 interns in the programme.
Mintek also accommodated 1 graduate in its
Information Technology Services unit through the
SAASTA Youth Service Programme. This internship
programme focuses on offering training opportunities
to unemployed graduates.

SAFETy, HEALTH AnD wELLBEInG OF
MInTEk’S PEOPLE

• acquisition, processing, use and transportation of
uranium and thorium.

• Occupational health and wellness

The Radiation Protection Programme (RPP) has been
incorporated as part of the overall safety, health,
and environment programme, and an internal audit
schedule has been implemented to ensure that the RPP
remains relevant and is updated as approved by the
NNR. The DoE and the NNR have done audits on the
3rd February 2015 and going forward, the DoE will do
six inspections per year. For auditing purposes, Mintek
falls under the weapons of mass destruction category.
Some of the areas audited by the NNR were review
and approval of procedures including radioactive
waste procedures; radiation monitoring of staff and
workplace; radiation protection training; and radiation
safety assessment of Mintek.

• Internal and external audits (ISO17025) and legal
compliance audits

Employee Wellness

Employee and service provider safety
Mintek views the safety of its employees and service
providers that enter its campus as crucial and has
increased its efforts to ensure that zero harm or
damage is done to its employees, service providers
and the buildings and infrastructure. Mintek had
4 corporate safety and health meetings during the
past year and the standard agenda for safety aspects
included inter alia:
• Progress against safety and health targets
• Lost time safety and health incidents and frequency
rates

• Fire risk assessments
• Progress on radiation protection, and nuclear
material management
A fire risk assessment was conducted by the Fire
Protection Association, prompting Mintek to create
a management programme to address issues raised
from the assessment. Ensuring that Mintek holds true
to its objective of zero harm, the following notable
improvements and corrections were made:
• The link between buildings and its security control
room has been repaired;
• Installation of additional firefighting equipment
such as fire extinguishers and fire hydrants was
carried out as per the recommendations;
• Installation of compliant emergency signage; and
• Implementation of major items such as ventilation
and sub-dividing of buildings, which is still in
progress.
Mintek is registered as a uranium and thorium test
work facility with the National Nuclear Regulator (NNR)
and the Department of Energy (DoE) and has been
issued with the following authorisations from the DoE:
• exportation of uranium and thorium;
• importation of uranium and thorium;
• possession of uranium and thorium; and

Mintek’s employee wellness programme is a
comprehensive programme that includes occupational and
primary health management provided under the auspices
of the Mintek Clinic, as well as the Employee Assistance
Programme (EAP). Mintek provides and monitors
occupational and non-occupational health care.
Occupational Health Care
Spirometry tests were conducted on a quarterly basis.
Spirometry is a common office test used to assess the
wellness of lungs by measuring air intake, the amount
exhaled and the rate of exhaling. Spirometry is used to
diagnose asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) and other conditions that affect breathing.
Spirometry tests were omitted in those employees with
medical conditions contraindicating in the Spirometry
screening e.g. severe hypertension, recent surgery,
pregnancy and severe respiratory tract infections.
Audiometry tests, which test hearing levels, are
conducted to measure if there are any employee
incidents associated with Noise Induced Hearing
Loss. In cases where the PLH > 10%, employees will
be referred to the Audiologist for full diagnostic and
ENT assessments to determine if the hearing loss is
attributed to Noise Induced Hearing Loss.
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Employees working on projects involving uranium
and thorium are required to submit monthly urine
specimens for uranium analysis. In cases where there
is high urine-uranium levels recorded, employees
are required to go to hospital and in severe cases,
employees are referred to NECSA to undergo full body
retention count scans.
Non-Occupational Health Care
Mintek provides Primary Health Care (PHC) for
employees which are often attributed to seasonal
factors. These include tract infections, gastro-intestinal
tract infections and muscular-skeletal problems. There
are approximately less than 50% of employees that
require PHC on a quarterly basis. Associated reasons
are often due to non-compliance to medication and
diet regimen during holidays causing instability in the
control of chronic conditions. Mintek also provides
an HIv/Aids programme which focuses on preventing
new infections through awareness and education,
and access to testing, counselling and treatment. In
addition, Mintek provides support services to HIvpositive employees and their families through an HIv
management programme.
Employee Wellbeing
Mintek promotes employee wellbeing through
programmes such as weight-loss maintenance
programmes, TB Screening and HIv Prevalence Surveys.
Throughout 2015, the Mintek Clinic offered to support
those employees that participate in the annual Biggest
Loser Competition. This competition is aimed at
promoting and maintaining a healthier lifestyle. The
competition provides employees with weight-loss
monitoring cards, regular weight measurements, meal
plans and 3 month free gym membership in an attempt
to encourage employee wellbeing.
Mintek believes that Screening for TB infection and
providing treatment to prevent progression to active
disease are important in the ultimate elimination of
tuberculosis. Therefore, free TB Screening was provided
for employees. However, employees were first given a
TB screening questionnaire and only those cases with
suspicious symptoms were referred for TB Screening.
Mintek has also conducted an HIv/AIDS and wellness
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prevalence and KAPB (Knowledge, Attitudes, Practices
and Beliefs) survey on 25th and 26th November
2014. Nearly 500 employees including contract
and permanent workers were scheduled for this
intervention. To ensure confidentiality of results,
an anonymous, linked, cross-sectional study design
is used. This study design is widely used and is
recommended by the US Centres for Disease Control
(CDC) and the World Health Organisation (WHO). No
personal identifying information (such as name or
numbers) were asked or recorded. Employees were
invited to participate and sign a consent form prior to
participating. Those wishing to participate completed a
questionnaire in private and also provided a finger-prick
blood drop onto an HIv dry blood test. The KAPB and
the dry blood tests were linked by a bar code.
Some of the key findings of the survey were:
• Half of the employees participated in the survey;
• HIv prevalence was 7.8%;
• Women were more likely to be infected than men;
• General knowledge of HIv is good, although half of
the employees did not know that circumcision could
protect them from HIv transmission; and
• A third of employees believe that they can contract
HIv from eating utensils, which is a risk for
increased stigmatisation to HIv+ employees.

Staff training in the area of workplace safety.

Basic education levels were found to be good but
more detailed education knowledge is lacking. It was
recommended that Mintek holds an annual HIv testing
campaign, linking HIv+ employees to treatment and
care. It was further recommended that the campaign
should be part of a full wellness testing campaign, as
HIv should be just one part of wellness testing. The
final recommendation was that Mintek holds regular
education sessions that are incorporated into a goalorientated wellness programme.

RESPOnDInG TO EnVIROnMEnTAL
CHALLEnGES
Mintek’s waste management activities
Waste recycled at Mintek during the year consisted
primarily of white paper, cardboard, newspaper and
common mixed board, and to a lesser degree of milk
bottles, mixed plastics, colour paper, cold drink bottles
and cans.
Scrap metal waste recycled averaged around 5 500 kgs
per month with a high of 9 000 kgs collected at the
beginning of the year. The total amount of scrap metal
recycled for the financial year was 64.4 tons.
Many innovative ideas generated by staff were
implemented during the year. Some of these ideas
include: the regular collection of paper, cardboard
and boxes for recycling; the double-sided printing of
all reports and documents, distribution of company
newsletters and bulletins electronically as far as
possible and more access to online library reports and
scientific papers instead of printed documents.
Energy Reduction
The last financial year has been plagued by continuous

load shedding activities and for this reason Mintek’s
focus was to connect 80% of its power supply to that of
a backup generator. This exercise is still on-going.
Mintek has initiated an Energy Control Centre project,
the project started during the course of 2014 and has
since progressed to the planning phase. Mintek aims
to save approximately 10% of energy at any given time
using load shifting through the efficient control of users.
Recently, a tender was awarded for metering electricity
usage which will help with monitoring the demand of
electricity. Further to this, energy saving lights have
been rolled out to replace the existing lights.
Mintek’s water footprint
In light of the urgency to protect South Africa’s water
resources and the adverse effects of climate change,
the National Water Resources Strategy, second edition
of 2013 (NWRS2) indicates that water conservation and
water demand management should be top priority.
Awareness around climate change and scarcity of water
in South Africa has been growing for decades.
The implementations of the National Water Resource
Strategy aims to ensure that national water resources
are managed towards achieving South Africa’s growth,
development and socio-economic priorities in an
equitable and sustainable manner.
Mintek has been exploring the suitability of recycling
its effluent for irrigation, after appropriate treatment.
Mintek has conducted a study to determine the
maximum allowable values for irrigation water quality
standards.
A comparative study was undertaken to determine
gaps in Mintek's water testing regime. Tests have been
identified to determine the suitability of the effluent
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water as irrigation water. The suitability for use as
irrigation water is often a site-specific of:
• the soil quality;
• crop type to be grown;
• the water that is applied; and
• period of application.
In the short to medium term, Mintek has put together a
programme to test its effluent water for all determinant
elements of irrigation water quality. Tests on the soil
quality around its campus will also be carried out to
determine their properties, as the plant availability of
many elements is determined to a great extent on the
properties of the soil.
Long-term goals include;
• dissipate all the potentially harmful elements on site
with a carefully designed sink containing selected
plant species;
• construction of a small-scale on-site test programme
to monitor the activities and provide regular
analysis to this affect.

A typical water system that creates drinking water.
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Water footprint for Mintek would consist of the sum
of the water footprints of the different business units.
Once the water footprint is measured, a strategy and
action plans can be developed to reduce water usage
and pollution or emissions.
A water footprint framework will be done during 2015
and this will be the first water footprint for Mintek,
which will form the baseline for water inventory against
which the carbon footprint for subsequent years can be
compared.
The overall aim of both carbon and water footprint
assessment studies will be to measure, understand and
report on Mintek’s footprint with a long-term view to
effectively manage its usage and emissions.
Mintek’s carbon footprint
In recent years there have been significant
developments on the international carbon accounting
and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction front.
Most notably, the Kyoto Protocol and mandatory
carbon trading expired in 2012. At the 2009
Copenhagen Conference of Parties ("COP17"), South
Africa made an undertaking to curb 34% of greenhouse
gas emissions by 2020 and a further 42% by 2025.

Mintek’s core research efforts require operations
similar to that of a mineral processing plant. For this
reason, there is a need for significant amounts of
electrical power as well as other energy and process
inputs. The processes generate several unavoidable
emissions. Being mindful of its potential carbon
footprint, Mintek has consequently decided to monitor
the carbon emissions every 2 years since 2011, well
before legislation was drafted that requires formal
reporting. The carbon footprint in 2013 showed a
significant improvement since the baseline assessment
conducted in 2011 with actual data mainly from the
Pyrometallurgy division showing lower figures of energy
consumption and process emissions than previously
estimated. The next assessment will take place towards
the latter part of 2015.
Some specific changes have been recorded in Mintek’s
operations in the period between the baseline carbon
footprint of 2011 and the last update of 2013. Mintek
has changed its entire vehicle fleet, although the
number and type of vehicles have essentially remained
the same. The most notable change, however, was that
Bay 2 has become operational and that real data on
the consumption of process and energy inputs as well
as outputs was available for the 2013 reporting period.
This data was only available at planning level in 2011.
Other factors, like the four large diesel generators on
site, the number and size of cars and amount of air
travel have remained essentially the same. The change
in electricity consumption is mainly attributed to Bay 2
energy requirements. As required by the GHG Protocol,
an “operational boundary” was implemented during
the first emission quantification process in 2011 and
this boundary has remained the same for the 2013
report period. Mintek’s operational boundary is drawn
around its Randburg Campus and includes all emitting
activities on the campus.
In comparing the carbon footprint measured in 2011
and 2013, it is clear that the major difference has
been the overestimation of process emissions and
electricity use attributed to smelting operations in
Bay 2. Subsequently, real data has now been obtained
for these factors and therefore, the relative impact
of Bay 2 electricity consumption in relation to total
electricity consumption at Mintek can be quantified.
Direct diesel used for on-site power generation has
also vastly decreased because of fewer power outages
experienced in 2013.

Summary of changes per carbon accounting scope for
Mintek: 2011-2013
Scope

% change 20112013

Notes on reduction /
increase

Direct emissions

- 43

Less emissions from Bay 2
than anticipated
Less diesel used in
generators

Electricity related
emissions

- 33

Less Eskom energy used by
Bay 2 than planned

Indirect emissions

- 38

Less total air and road
travel by car

For the calendar year ending 31 December 2013, Mintek
emitted approximately 28 000 t CO2 eq. This is about
25% lower than the emissions baseline reported in
2011. Mintek emits less CO2 than most large retail chains
and much less than any mining and mineral processing
operation in South Africa. There is no other research
council that processes minerals and uses the same
thermodynamic processes, so a direct comparison remains
elusive.
The primary data for process emissions and input
consumption from Bay 2 operations in 2013 versus the
estimated values of the baseline year have reduced
Mintek’s overall carbon footprint. The 2013 carbon
footprint figure is deemed more accurate than the
baseline conducted in 2011.
Although the exact impacts of the imposition of the
carbon tax are yet to be determined, the South African
mining industry will likely be adversely impacted by the
tax through higher electricity and diesel prices that will
ultimately reduce the industry’s profitability. Mining
companies that are exposed to the trade environment
do get additional rebates from the tax programme and
they operate in a global environment where this form
of taxation is already implemented in various locations.
Smaller, local companies with limited markets and who
are not able to pass their increased tax cost through to
consumers are more likely to feel the effects of the tax
more harshly.
Mintek does test work in its furnaces and smelters and
this work is important for the continued service offering
to the research fraternity and mining industry. While the
direct tax impact is relatively small, the pass-through effect
on increased electricity cost is significant and possibly
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unavoidable. Going forward, Mintek will continue to
monitor its emissions carefully on an annual basis and
align this reporting with the taxation reporting calendar. In
addition, Mintek will engage with DEA to ensure that the
emissions factors are reported in the correct manner. This
will avoid problems later, when reporting levels are likely
to be adjusted downwards and Mintek also finds itself
within the mandatory reporting framework.

Stacks emissions measurement survey
During January 2015, Mintek contracted an ISO9001:2008
certified company to carry out a stack emission
measurement survey in terms of legal compliance. The
aim of the survey was to determine the particulate

emissions from the baghouse stack on Mintek’s
premises. A baghouse is utilised for pollution
abatement. The company was also requested to
measure sulphur dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO),
oxygen (O2), carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen oxide
(NO2) emission concentrations of the baghouse stack.
The sampling position located, was deemed to be the
most practical position to perform measurements
within the requirements of ISO 9096:2003 and the
limitations of the plant design. In addition, quality
assurance was guaranteed for sample identification in
that all samples were labelled uniquely. Furthermore,
a chain of custody form was filled in each time the
samples proceeded from one laboratory to another.
Also, procedures were put in place to ensure that
all potential mass gains were accounted for. Finally,
equipment was properly calibrated and the SO2
analyses were carried out by an internal ISO 9001:2008
certified laboratory.
The results indicated that dust and SO2 concentrations
were well below the emission limits set for the process.

Supplier development
Mintek views broad-based black economic empowerment
(B-BBEE) as a national and business imperative. At the end
of the financial year, Mintek had spent 88% (target 58%)
on BEE procurement as a percentage of its discretionary
spend.

In April 2015, Muthelo-BEE assessed and verified
Mintek with the B-BBEE Act No. 53 of 2003 and the
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final BEE Codes of Good Practice 2007 (Adjusted
Scorecard). Mintek was assessed to have achieved a
Level 2 BEE Status, an improvement on the 2013 Level
4 Status. The B-BBEE Procurement Recognition Level
was verified at 125% for the financial period. Scorecards
that were assessed and verified included management
control, employment equity, skills development,
preferential procurement, enterprise development
and socio-economic development contributions.
Going forward, Mintek intends scoring even higher in
especially the categories of employment equity and
skills development which carry considerable weights in
the assessment scorecard.
Mintek achieved Level 2 Broad-Based Black Economic
Empowerment (B-BBEE) Contributor status, an
improvement on the previous Level 4 Contributor
status. Other than in 2012, Mintek has been able
to achieve higher than the agreed target for each
subsequent year.

Corporate social responsibility
Mintek’s Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
strategy espouses the organisational value of teamwork
and building a common sense of purpose amongst all
Mintekkers. The strategy is anchored is based on two
key tenets the mobilisation of employees to do good by
their fellow citizens and a corporate programme that
largely focuses on education and training initiatives
within the mineral processing and metallurgy fields.
In Honour of Nelson Mandela

Over the last twelve months, Mintek honoured the late
former President of South Africa, Nelson Rholihlahla
Mandela, by supporting a non-governmental organisation
that provides care and support to abused or abandoned
babies and children, as well as abused women. The
organization - Community Provision and Social Services
- known as Compass Homes operates children’s homes
around Gauteng and required assistance with providing
food, clothes, toys and learning material for babies,
toddlers and children. It was to this need that Mintek
responded by mobilising staff to bring any form of
non-perishable foods, clothing and toys that were later
handed over to the Edenvale branch of Compass Homes.
Mintek has been actively involved in supporting Compass
Homes community mobilisation initiatives since 2009,
and members of staff have consistently contributed from
the onset. In total, groceries, toys and other materials
collected and handed over in June 2014 were enough to
fill three delivery vans, much to the joy of the Edenvale
Compass branch.
Fighting Cancer

Building a nation through science

Mintek has been actively involved in promoting science,
technology, engineering and mathematics through an
annual national science competition for grade 12 learners,
Minquiz. The competition has taken a firm position in
the national science calendar and is one of the flagship
programmes that has continuously raised the profile
of Mintek amongst Grade 12 learners, universities and
the science community in general. Mintek makes an
annual allocation for the programme, with staff members
participating in marking of written tests, score keeping
during the live quiz, invigilating and marshalling.
Science research
Mintek continued its contribution to the
Minerals Education Trust Fund (METF),
which is a public benefit organisation
that rallies the mining industry towards
supporting mineral education at higher education level.
The METF was established with a main purpose of
supporting, promoting and advancing the interests of
Minerals Education in South Africa and, in particular,
sustainable tertiary education.

An equally successful initiative in 2014 was the support
to the Cancer Association of South Africa’s (CANSA)
12th Shavathon week. CANSA started the campaign
12 years ago as a drive to get people to rally around
the fight against cancer. During the Shavathon week,
Mintek encourages and promotes participation amongst
members of staff in the event supporting the fight against
Cancer. The event was held in March 2015 at Mintek with
employees either shaving their hair or colouring it and
making a financial contribution towards the fight against
cancer. A total of R 27 930 was donated and paid out to
the CANSA.

METF uses donor funding to
• Attract, retain and develop undergraduate teaching
staff;
• Create academic centres of excellence;
• Focus on departments that deliver in terms of quality
• Foster collaboration
All of these objectives are aligned to Mintek’s own
strategic objective of human capital development. A
financial contribution of R 37 388 during the 2014/15
financial year, which took the entire contribution made
since 2010 to R 168 138.
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Chief Financial Officer’s review
The objective of this overview of financial performance is to explain and comment
on Mintek’s financial performance, asset base and other relevant issues. Certain information
given is additional to that set out in the annual financial statements.
Earnings

Short-term investments

Mintek ended the year with total income amounting
to R 503 m. This income generated a net surplus for
the year of R 18.0 m which is 42% higher than the
2013/2014 year. The following significant events
occurred during the current financial period under
review and affected the surplus for the year;

Short-term investments held by way of fixed deposit
investments increased by 31% from R333.2m to
R437.8m. This increase can be attributed mainly to the
increased amount of deferred income (40%) and the
investment of surplus cash resources from the previous
year.

• Total revenue increased by 6% from R 441.1 m to R
466.7 m as there was a significant increase of R 35.8
m in State Grant income. This is largely attributable
to the MTEF funding received for the period.
• Operating income increased by R 6.4 m mainly as
result of receiving R 6 m proceeds from insurance
claims.
• Interest income increased by 58% from R 16.8 m in
2014 to R 26.5 m.
• Employee costs increased by 12% from R 283.8 m to
R 318.2 m.
• Operating expenditure decreased by 9% from R 103 m
to R 96 m.
Despite a significant decline in the amount of work
generated from commercial customers, Mintek still
managed to surpass the half billion mark for revenue
and maintain a higher surplus.
Capital Expenditure
During the financial year under review Mintek invested
R37.1m in capital expenditure, of which R32.8m from
external funding were utilised to acquire these assets.
This amount is significantly below the budgeted
amount of R48.9m. Many of these capital acquisitions
were delayed due to uncertainty as to the generation
of commercial revenue. Construction of the DST cofunded Cleanroom facilities were completed as well
as phase 1 of the SavminTM water treatment plant
constructed in Randfontein. Phase 2 of this facility has
commenced and is expected to be completed during
the 2015/2016 financial year.
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Financial stability
Mintek is financially stable with a Net Asset Value
of R454.5m. However, the continued fragile mining
sector economy in South Africa does not abide well for
a sustainable commercial revenue stream for Mintek
on the local front. This is further compounded by
the effects of electricity shortages. However, Mintek
has been fortunate in achieving significant increasing
foreign revenue from various parts of the globe to
compensate for the shrinking local work opportunities.
I am pleased to be able to report that we have seen a
stable working capital performance this year compared
to last year, and we generated R81.6m in working
capital during the year. This performance was achieved
through an increase in the collection of debt, reducing
debtor days and optimal payment of creditors.
At the balance sheet date, the Group had capital
commitments amounting to R5.8m, some 25% higher
than the prior year. Following the decline in commercial
operations it is anticipated that capital expenditure will
be lower in the coming year.
The Group also had minimal contingent liabilities. I can
also confirm that the information provided in previous
reports has t been restated with the exception of the
provision for disputed labour contracts to the value of
R4.8m, as disclosed in the notes to the annual financial
statements.

PERFORMAnCE HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2015
MINTEK delivered a solid financial performance despite the relatively depressed business
environment of the mining industry. This shows the resilience of Mintek’s strategy and
the excellent work that Mintek has done in mineral and metallurgical innovation. Mintek’s
performance over the last three years has been consistent and largely attributable to the
effective management of factors within Mintek’s control.
2015

2014

Financial
Total revenue

Rm

466

441

Net surplus / (deficit)

Rm

17.6

12.6 (restated)

%

84

68

days

54

61

Research revenue / Total revenue

%

60

62

Operating profit margin

%

6.7

4.0

ratio

2:1

2:1

Government grants / Total revenue

%

50

46

Contract research revenue / Total revenue

%

11

18

Commercial revenue / Total revenue

%

39

38

number

688

704

Rm

318

284 (restated)

Salary Bill (TCTC) / Total expenditure

%

60

59

Salary Bill (TCTC) / Turnover

%

65

63

Management of resources
BEE proportion of total discretionary spend
Average debtor days
Selected efficiency ratios

Liquidity

Employee-related information
Total number of employees
Employee costs
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AUDIT AnD RISk COMMITTEE REPORT
REPORT OF THE AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE – as required by Treasury Regulations 27.1.7
and 27.1.10 (b) and (c) issued in terms of sections 51(1)(a)(ii) and 76(4)(d) of the Public
Finance Management (PFMA) Act 1 of 1999, as amended by Act 29 of 1999.
Audit and Risk Committee members and attendance
The ARC consists of the members listed hereunder. During the financial year under review the audit and risk committee held four
meetings and appropriate feedback was provided to the relevant Accounting Authority on matters that were within the mandate
of the ARC.
Name

Qualification

Category

Attendance

K Mthimunye

B Compt (Hons), B Com HD (Tax), CA (SA)

non-executive

4/4

N Zikalala

BSc (Chem Eng)

non-executive

3/4

C Leso

BTech (Bus Mgt), Nat Dip (IT)

non-executive

3/4

A Mngomezulu

BSc Hons (Geology), GDE

executive

3/4

M Moalusi

B Acc; CA (SA)

independent

4/4

N Medupe*

CA (SA)

independent

2/2

B Hlongwane**

B Com, HD (Acc), CA (SA)

independent

2/2

S Simelane

MBA BCom Hons (Auditing), BCom

executive

4/4

G Nyanda

BPaed, BA Hons, Dip. HRM

executive

2/4

S Bopape***

B. Juris, LLB, MA (Social Policy),
Certificate in Development Management,
Strategic Leadership Programme

executive

1/4

P Craven

BSc (Chem Eng), Professional Eng, Chartered
Eng, MIChE, MSAIMM

executive

4/4

*Resigned from the audit and risk committee on 30 September 2014
**Appointed to the audit and risk committee on 01 October 2014
***Appointed in December 2014.

Audit and Risk Committee Responsibility
The Mintek ARC wishes to report that it has complied with its responsibilities arising from section 51(1)(a) as well as with
Treasury Regulations 27.1.7 and 27.1.10 (b) and (c) issued in terms of sections 51(1)(a)(ii) and 76(4)(d) of the Public Finance
Management Act 1 of 1999, as amended by Act 29 of 1999. The ARC also wishes to report that it had adopted formal terms of
reference.
The ARC is able to report that external audit; which is performed by the Auditor-General, is independent of Mintek.
The ARC has discharged all its responsibilities as contained in the ARC charter.
Effectiveness of internal control
The PFMA 51(1)(a)(i) states that the accounting authority must ensure that the entity has maintained an effective, efficient and
transparent system of financial and risk management and internal control.
The system of internal control and the concomitant control environment within Mintek were reasonably effective as the various
reports of the Auditor-General and Internal Audit will attest.
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Governance of risk
The PFMA 51(1)(a)(i) states that the accounting authority must ensure that the entity has maintained an effective, efficient and
transparent system of financial and risk management and internal control.
The ARC has the responsibility to ensure that a risk management process is in place at Mintek and as such can report that risks
are being appropriately managed within Mintek.
Additional information regarding the risk events and their effect on this annual integrated report are detailed elsewhere in the
annual integrated report.
Internal audit
The ARC was responsible for ensuring that Mintek's internal audit function was independent and had the necessary resources,
standing and authority within Mintek to enable it to effectively and efficiently discharge its duties. Furthermore, the audit and
risk committee oversaw cooperation between the internal and external auditors, and served as a link between the accounting
authority and these functions.
The ARC considered and approved the internal audit three-year rolling strategic audit plan for the period 2015/2016 –
2017/2018.
Whistle blowing
The ARC received and dealt with any concern or complaints, whether from within or outside of Mintek, relating to fraud,
corruption, theft and maladministration.
The quality of management and monthly/quarterly reports submitted in terms of the PFMA
The ARC reports that, during the year under review, they were presented with regular monthly or quarterly management reports
to enable them to:
 Monitor the integrity, accuracy and reliability of the financial position of Mintek;
 Review the management accounts of Mintek to provide the accounting authority with an authoritative and credible view of
the financial position of Mintek;
 Review the disclosure in the financial reports of Mintek and the context in which statements on the financial health of
Mintek are made; and
 Review all material information presented together with the management accounts.
The quality of budgets submitted in terms of the PFMA
The ARC reports that, during the year under review, they were regularly presented with a budget to enable them to:
 Review and ensure that the annual budgets of Mintek were balanced, credible and realistic against the approved business
plans; and
 Monitor and periodically review the implementation of the approved budget of Mintek by the accounting authority.
Evaluation of financial statements
The ARC has evaluated the group and the company Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2015 and concluded that
they fully complied in all material aspects with the requirements of the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA) no. 1 of 1999, as
amended by Act 29 of 1999, and South African Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice (SA Statements of GAAP).

Ms K Mthimunye (Chairperson)
for the Audit and Risk Committee
May 2015
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DIRECTORS’ RESPOnSIBILITIES AnD APPROVAL
THE DIRECTORS ARE REqUIRED IN TERMS OF THE PUBLIC FINANCE MANAGEMENT ACT to
maintain adequate accounting records and are responsible for the content and integrity of the
financial statements and related financial information included in this report.
It is their responsibility to ensure that the financial statements fairly present the state of affairs of the group as at the
end of the financial year and the results of its operations and cash flows for the period then ended, in conformity with
Generally Accepted Accounting Policies (SA GAAP) and are based upon appropriate accounting policies consistently
applied and supported by reasonable and prudent judgments and estimates. The external auditors are engaged to express
an independent opinion on the financial statements.
The directors acknowledge that they are ultimately responsible for the system of internal financial control established by
the group and place considerable importance on maintaining a strong control environment. To enable the directors to
meet these responsibilities, the directors set standards for internal control aimed at reducing the risk of error or loss in a
cost effective manner. The standards include the proper delegation of responsibilities within a clearly defined framework,
effective accounting procedures and adequate segregation of duties to ensure an acceptable level of risk.
These controls are monitored throughout the group and all employees are required to maintain the highest ethical
standards in ensuring the group’s business is conducted in a manner that in all reasonable circumstances is above
reproach. The focus of risk management in the group is on identifying, assessing, managing and monitoring all known
forms of risk across the group. While operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, the group endeavours to minimise it
by ensuring that appropriate infrastructure, controls, systems and ethical behaviour are applied and managed within
predetermined procedures and constraints.
The directors are of the opinion, based on the information and explanations given by management that the system of
internal control provides reasonable assurance that the financial records may be relied on for the preparation of the
financial statements. However, any system of internal financial control can provide only reasonable, and not absolute,
assurance against material misstatement or loss.
In the opinion of the directors the group has adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the foreseeable
future. This opinion is based on the 2016 budget and the current financial position of the group.
The external auditors are responsible for independently reviewing and reporting on the group’s financial statements. The
financial statements have been examined by the group’s external auditors and their report is presented on pages 83 and 84.
The financial statements set out on pages 85 to 106, which have been prepared on the going concern basis, were
approved by the directors on 29 July 2015 and were signed on their behalf by:

Adv Linda Makatini
Chairperson

MA Mngomezulu
Chief Executive Officer/President
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DIRECTORS’ REPORT
THE 2014/2015 FINANCIAL yEAR was a challenging year for
Mintek as the effects of the struggling economy was clearly
evident in the reduced number of commercial projects that
were secured. This was however counterbalanced with the
research work performed with government funding mainly
from the Economic Competitiveness Support Packages
(ECSP). Changes in Mintek’s surplus margins between
2009/2010 and 2014/2015 years have been in line with
the substantial shifts in the demand for our products and
services which has been a reflection of the volatility of
the underlying global and geopolitical factors affecting
the mineral resources industry. Mintek’s biggest customer
base is predominantly in the South African minerals sector
and the chronic labour unrest, work stoppages, poor
productivity and price inflation in utilities had a knock on
effect on Mintek’s financial results. Our revenue and cash
flows are further influenced by the fluctuation in the South
African Rand. Given the dominant role of the US currency
in our foreign transactions, the depreciation of 15.7% of
the Rand against the US Dollar had a negative impact on
our financial results as the Rand continued its downward
trend during 2014/2015 reaching R12.17 to the US Dollar
at the end March 2015. Mintek does not hedge exchange
rate fluctuations as we do not believe that active currency
hedging would provide long term benefits to our financial
performance and position.
Mintek continuously reviews its operating costs focusing
on its costing model to ensure that project costs do not
spiral out of control over the life cycle of projects. As a
result, significant time and resources are devoted to project
planning, approval and review processes. Notwithstanding
that, our cash generating assets have been adversely
affected by changes in markets and industry structures, high
energy costs, interruptions in supply, equipment damages
and failures and other technical challenges. This has led to
increased operational and capital costs and the envisaged
returns that were anticipated from the assets not being
fully realised.
We contract with a large number of commercial
counterparties including customers and suppliers and the
ongoing global economic volatility has placed strains on
global financial markets, reduced liquidity and adversely
affected business conditions generally and our approach in
managing credit risk is to ensure that all credit exposures
are quantified and strictly managed to prevent financial
losses.

Income
Mintek group revenue increased by 6% during the year
under review and it amounted to R466.6 million (2014 :
R441.0 million). The increase in revenue is mainly due to
the research work performed under the government grants.

The State Grant contributed 47% (2014: 43%) to the
total revenue in 2015, whereas Products and Services
and Contract Research contributed 37% (2014:36%) 10%
(2014:17%) respectively. Total State Grant increased by 18 %
in 2015 from R196.8 million to R232.6 million.

Commercial revenue decreased by R10.1 million to
R234.1 million in 2015. This revenue was generated from
both local and foreign sales. Local sales contributed 59%
(2014:61%) and foreign sales contributed 41% (2014:39%)
on the total commercial revenue. The decrease in foreign
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to revenue is in line with the nature of Mintek operations
which is highly labour intensive and requires a highly
skilled technical staff complement. This ratio has remained
stable between 2009/2010 and 2014/2015 at an average
of 60%.
Review of Financial Position
Cashflow

revenue over the last 5 years has been due to the
weakening of the Rand and lower growth in the mineral
processing, pyrometallurgy and hydrometallurgy fields
where fewer large pilot plants were conducted.
Other income mainly comprises of interest received
from short term investments and rental income. Interest
received has been generated as a result of the investment
of income received in advance from both government
grants and funding for projects from private sector clients
and it amounted to R26.5 million (2014:R16.8 million).
Over the past couple of years Mintek has been prudent in
managing its cash resources and this has been achieved
through investing in higher interest bearing investments so
as to achieve higher short term returns.
Expenditure
Operating costs increased by 8% from R448.9 million
in 2014 to R 485.7 million. Fees for services increased
significantly by R25.8 million to R43.4 million. The
increase is due to significant expenditure incurred for
the management of the derelict and ownerless mines
rehabilitation programme. The review of the useful life
and residual values of property, plant and equipment
decreased depreciation by R4.9 million compared to 2014
where the effect of the depreciation decrease was R2.7
million.
Employees’ costs increased by 12% which is mainly due
to increases in inflation and new staff recruited during
2014/2015. The high ratio of remuneration expenditure

Mintek’s financial position remains strong. Cash resources
are a significant portion of total assets (62%) and have
increased by 20% in the last financial year due to an
increase in MTEF funding and income received in advance
from customers. The operations generated a strong cash
flow which has been used to finance working capital and
capital expenditure requirements. Cash generated by
operations amounted to R57.2 million compared to the
cash generated in the previous year of R74.5 million. This
is largely due to the funds received in advance.
This current status supports Mintek’s continued business
activities and execution of projects. However Mintek will
continue to exercise caution with such investment, given
the uncertainty and volatility of the current economic
conditions.
Working Capital
Mintek continued to manage its working capital efficiently
despite the volatility in global economic conditions. The
current ratio has been maintained at 2 for the past 5 years,
the cash ratio decreased significantly to 3 percent during
the year under review where cash and cash equivalents
decreased from R38.6 million in 2014 to R7.7 million. This
is largely attributable to better investment in short term
investments. Debtor’s days decreased from 61 days in
2013/2014 to 54 days in 2014/2015.
Capital expenditure
Capital expenditure decreased by R4.5 million to R37.0
million during 2014/2015, this was mainly due to fewer
acquisitions and replacement of fixed assets in 2014/2015.
The Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) provides an
indication of how efficiently Mintek has invested the
capital under its control; this ratio remained stable at 4%
between 2012/2013 and 2014/2015.
Mintek received funding of R32.8 million (2013/2014- R58.4
million) in the current year for the purchase of Property, Plant
and Equipment. Total depreciation decreased by R2.3 million
from the previous year, the decrease is due to a more assets
approaching end of life.
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REPORT OF THE AUDITOR-GEnERAL SOUTH AFRICA
REPORT OF THE AUDITOR-GENERAL TO PARLIAMENT ON COUNCIL FOR MINERAL
TECHNOLOGY (MINTEK).
REPORT ON THE CONSOLIDATED AND SEPARATE
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Introduction
1. I have audited the consolidated and separate financial
statements of Mintek and its subsidiary set out on
pages 85 to 106, which comprise the consolidated
and separate statement of financial position as at 31
March 2015, the consolidated and separate statement
of comprehensive income, statement of changes in
equity and statement of cash flows for the year then
ended, as well as the notes, comprising a summary of
significant accounting policies and other explanatory
information.
Accounting authority’s responsibility for the consolidated
and separate financial statements
2. The board of directors, which constitutes the
accounting authority is responsible for the preparation
and fair presentation of these consolidated and
separate financial statements in accordance with
South African Statements of Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice (SA Statements of GAAP) and the
requirements of the Public Finance Management Act
of South Africa, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999) (PFMA) and
the Companies Act of South Africa, 2008 (Act No. 71 of
2008), and for such internal control as the accounting
authority determines is necessary to enable the
preparation of consolidated and separate financial
statements that are free from material misstatement,
whether due to fraud or error.
Auditor-general’s responsibility
3. My responsibility is to express an opinion on these
consolidated and separate financial statements based
on my audit. I conducted my audit in accordance with
International Standards on Auditing. Those standards
require that I comply with ethical requirements, and
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the consolidated and
separate financial statements are free from material
misstatement.
4. An audit involves performing procedures to obtain
audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in

the consolidated and separate financial statements.
The procedures selected depend on the auditor's
judgement, including the assessment of the risks
of material misstatement of the consolidated and
separate financial statements, whether due to
fraud or error. In making those risk assessments,
the auditor considers internal control relevant to
the entity's preparation and fair presentation of the
consolidated and separate financial statements in
order to design audit procedures that are appropriate
in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
entity's internal control. An audit also includes
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies
used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall presentation of the consolidated and separate
financial statements.
5. I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my
audit opinion.
6. In my opinion, the consolidated and separate financial
statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Mintek and its subsidiary as
at 31 March 2015 and their financial performance and
cash flows for the year then ended, in accordance with
the SA Statements of GAAP and the requirements of
the PFMA.
Emphasis of matter
7. I draw attention to the matter below. My opinion is not
modified in respect of this matter.
Restatement of corresponding figures
8. As disclosed in note 29 to the financial statements, the
corresponding figures for 31 March 2014 have been
restated as a result of an error corrected during 31
March 2015 in the financial statements of the Mintek
group as at, and for the year ended, 31 March 2014.
Additional matter
9. I draw attention to the matter below. My opinion is not
modified in respect of this matter.
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Other Reports required by the Companies Act
10. As part of my audit of the financial statements for
the year ended 31 March 2015, I have read the
Directors' Report, the Audit Committee's Report and
the Company Secretary's Certificate for the purpose of
identifying whether there are material inconsistencies
between these reports and the audited financial
statements. These reports are the responsibility of the
respective preparers. Based on reading these reports
I have not identified material inconsistencies between
the reports and the audited financial statements in
respect of which I have expressed an unmodified
opinion. I have not audited the reports and accordingly
do not express an opinion on them.

Report on other legal and regulatory
requirements
11. In accordance with the Public Audit Act of South
Africa, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004) (PAA) and the general
notice issued in terms thereof, I have a responsibility
to report findings on the reported performance
information against predetermined objectives
for selected objectives presented in the annual
performance report, non-compliance with legislation
and internal control. The objective of my tests was to
identify reportable findings as described under each
subheading but not to gather evidence to express
assurance on these matters. Accordingly, I do not
express an opinion or conclusion on these matters.
Predetermined objectives
12. I performed procedures to obtain evidence about the
usefulness and reliability of the reported performance
information for the following selected objectives
presented in the annual performance report of the
public entity for the year ended 31 March 2015:
• Research and develop efficient mineral processing
technologies and value added products and services:
Strategic objective 2 on page 21.
• Promote the mineral-based economies of rural and
marginalised communities: Strategic objective 3 on
page 22.
13. I evaluated the reported performance information
against the overall criteria of usefulness and reliability.
14. I evaluated the usefulness of the reported
performance information to determine whether
it was presented in accordance with the National
Treasury's annual reporting principles and whether
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the reported performance was consistent with the
planned objectives. I further performed tests to
determine whether indicators and targets were well
defined, verifiable, specific, measurable, time bound
and relevant, as required by the National Treasury's
Framework for managing programme performance
information (FMPPI).
15. I assessed the reliability of the reported performance
information to determine whether it was valid,
accurate and complete.
16. I did not identify any material findings on the
usefulness and reliability of the reported performance
information for the selected objectives.
Additional matters
17. Although I identified no material findings on the
usefulness and reliability of the reported performance
information for the selected objectives, I draw
attention to the following matter:
Achievement of planned targets
18. Refer to the annual performance report on pages 20 to
25 for information on the achievement of the planned
targets for the year.
Compliance with legislation
19. I performed procedures to obtain evidence that the
public entity had complied with applicable legislation
regarding financial matters, financial management and
other related matters. I did not identify any instances
of material non-compliance with specific matters in
key legislation, as set out in the general notice issued
in terms of the PAA.
Internal Control
20. I considered internal control relevant to my audit
of the financial statements, performance against
objectives report and compliance with legislation. I
did not identify any significant deficiencies in internal
control.

Pretoria
31 July 2015

STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION AT 31 MARCH 2015
MINTEK GROUP
Figures in Rand(s)

Note(s)

2015

MINTEk

2014
(restated)

2015

2014
(restated)

Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment

2

207 560 236

213 073 348

207 560 236

213 073 348

Intangible assets

3

1 450 482

2 390 352

1 450 482

2 390 352

Investments in subsidiaries

4

-

-

100

100

209 010 718

215 463 700

209 010 818

215 463 800

5 516 762

4 491 490

5 516 762

4 491 490

Current Assets
Inventories

5

Trade and other receivables

6

52 839 249

55 005 262

52 839 249

55 005 262

Short term investments

7

437 848 120

333 243 663

437 848 120

333 243 663

7 652 361

38 577 625

7 652 361

38 577 625

503 856 492

431 318 040

503 856 492

431 318 040

712 867 210

646 781 740

712 867 310

646 781 840

Cash and cash equivalents

Total Assets
Equity and Liabilities
Equity
Reserves

127 528 399

128 882 718

127 528 399

128 882 718

Retained Income

326 657 941

307 693 915

287 142 998

268 178 972

454 186 340

436 576 633

414 671 397

397 061 690

8

29 405 623

29 387 260

29 405 623

29 387 260

9

-

-

39 515 043

39 515 043

Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Retirement benefit obligations
Current Liabilities
Loans from group companies
Trade and other payables

10

64 350 697

56 911 213

64 350 697

56 911 213

Deferred income

11

164 665 210

123 288 108

164 665 210

123 288 108

Provisions

12

259 340

618 526

259 340

618 526

229 275 247

180 817 847

268 790 290

220 332 890

Total Liabilities

258 680 870

210 205 107

298 195 913

249 720 150

Total Equity and Liabilities

712 867 210

646 781 740

712 867 310

646 781 840
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STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2015
MINTEK GROUP
Figures in Rand(s)

Note(s)

2015

MINTEk

2014
(restated)

2015

2014
(restated)

Continuing operations
Revenue

13

466 653 371

441 055 541

466 653 371

441 055 541

Other operating income

14

10 136 722

3 701 957

10 136 722

3 701 957

1 236 291

1 089 561

1 236 291

1 089 561

Surplus on exchange differences
Investment income

15

Employee costs
Operating expenses
Finance costs

16

26 483 150

16 764 249

26 483 150

16 764 249

(318 585 881)

(283 788 867)

(318 585 881)

(283 788 867)

(95 847 872)

(102 976 237)

(95 847 872)

(102 976 237)

(4 186 826)

(3 184 375)

(4 186 826)

(3 184 375)

Auditors remuneration

17

(1 886 361)

(1 700 195)

(1 886 361)

(1 700 195)

Fees for services

18

(54 229 692)

(40 550 039)

(54 229 692)

(40 550 039)

Depreciation, amortisation and impairments

19

(15 187 216)

(17 514 831)

(15 187 216)

(17 514 831)

Reassessment of assets useful lives

19

4 971 647

2 748 670

4 971 647

2 748 670

Loss on sale of assets

(558 706)

(1 723 389)

(558 706)

(1 723 389)

(1 388 920)

(879 129)

(1 388 920)

(879 129)

17 609 707

13 042 916

17 609 707

13 042 916

-

(459 822)

-

-

Surplus for the year

17 609 707

12 583 094

17 609 707

13 042 916

Total comprehensive income

17 609 707

12 583 094

17 609 707

13 042 916

Actuarial losses
Surplus before taxation
Taxation
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STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2015
Figures in Rand(s)

Revaluation
reserve

Retained
income

Total
equity

MINTEK GROUP
Balance at 01 April 2013
Restated surplus for the year

130 237 037

293 756 502

423 993 539

-

12 583 094

12 583 094

Depreciation on revaluation of land and buildings

(1 354 319)

1 354 319

-

Total comprehensive income for the year

(1 354 319)

13 937 413

12 583 094

128 882 718

312 473 806

441 356 524

-

(4 779 891)

(4 779 891)

128 882 718

307 693 915

436 576 633

-

17 609 707

17 609 707

Opening balance as previously reported
Adjustments
Prior year adjustments - correction of the prior year error
Balance at 01 April 2014 as restated
Surplus for the year
Depreciation on revaluation of land and buildings

(1 354 319)

1 354 319

-

Total comprehensive income for the year

(1 354 319)

18 964 026

17 609 707

127 528 399

326 657 941

454 186 340

130 237 037

253 781 737

384 018 774

-

13 042 916

13 042 916

Balance at 31 March 2015
MINTEk
Balance at 01 April 2013
Restated surplus for the year
Depreciation on revaluation of land and buildings

(1 354 319)

1 354 319

-

Total comprehensive income for the year

(1 354 319)

14 397 235

13 042 916

Opening balance as previously reported

128 882 718

272 958 863

401 841 581

-

(4 779 891)

(4 779 891)

128 882 718

268 178 972

397 061 690

-

17 609 707

17 609 707

Adjustments
Prior year adjustments - correction of prior period error
Balance at 01 April 2014 as restated
Surplus for the year
Depreciation on revaluation of land and buildings

(1 354 319)

1 354 319

-

Total comprehensive income for the year

(1 354 319)

18 964 026

17 609 707

127 528 399

287 142 998

414 671 397

Balance at 31 March 2015
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STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOW FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2015
MINTEK GROUP
Figures in Rand(s)

Note(s)

MINTEk

2015

2014

2015

2014

528 459 039

487 871 479

528 459 039

487 871 479

(471 234 641)

(413 415 979)

(471 234 641)

(413 415 979)

57 224 398

74 455 500

57 224 398

74 455 500

25 048 956

15 976 216

25 048 956

15 976 216

(618 526)

(310 865)

(618 526)

(310 865)

Cash flows from operating activities
Cash receipts from customers
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Cash generated from operations

21

Interest received
Provisions utilised
Finance costs

(24 584)

(45 967)

(24 584)

(45 967)

81 630 244

90 074 884

81 630 244

90 074 884

(37 027 319)

(41 499 979)

(37 027 319)

(41 499 979)

(126 607)

(516 212)

(126 607)

(516 212)

32 832 633

58 463 012

32 832 633

58 463 012

Increase in investments

(104 604 457)

(77 949 864)

(104 604 457)

(77 949 864)

Net cash from investing activities

(108 925 750)

(61 503 043)

(108 925 750)

(61 503 043)

-

(2 087 218)

-

(2 087 218)

Post-retirement health care - settlement

(3 629 758)

(978 866)

(3 629 758)

(978 866)

Net cash from financing activities

(3 629 758)

(3 066 084)

(3 629 758)

(3 066 084)

Total cash movement for the year

(30 925 264)

25 505 757

(30 925 264)

25 505 757

38 577 625

13 071 868

38 577 625

13 071 868

7 652 361

38 577 625

7 652 361

38 577 625

Net cash from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Additions to property, plant and equipment

2

Additions to intangible assets
Funding received towards purchasing of property,
plant and equipment

2

Cash flows from financing activities
Repayment of pension fund liability

Cash at the beginning of the year
Total cash at end of the year
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2015
1.

Presentation of Financial Statements

Any decrease in an asset’s carrying amount, as
a result of a revaluation, is recognised in the
Statement of Comprehensive Income in the
current period. The decrease is recognised in
other comprehensive income to the extent of
any credit balance existing in the revaluation
surplus in respect of that asset. The decrease
recognised in other comprehensive income
reduces the amount accumulated in the
revaluation surplus in equity.

These accounting policies are consistent with
the previous period.
For purposes of these financial statements, all
references to ‘Company’ refers to Mintek, the
public entity.
1.1 Basis of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements
incorporate the financial statements of the
company and all entities, controlled by the
company.

The useful lives of items of property, plant and
equipment have been assessed as follows:
Item

All intra-group transactions, balances, income
and expenses are eliminated in full on
consolidation.

Average useful life

Buildings

50 years

Plant and machinery

5 - 10 years

Furniture and fixtures

5 - 10 years

Motor vehicles

5 years

The cost of an item of property, plant and
equipment is recognised as an asset when:

Office equipment

5 - 10 years

IT equipment

3 - 5 years



it is probable that future economic benefits
associated with the item will flow to the
company; and



the cost of the item can be measured reliably.

The residual value, useful life and depreciation
method of each asset are reviewed at the end
of each reporting period. If the expectations
differ from previous estimates, the change
is accounted for as a change in accounting
estimate.

1.2 Property, plant and equipment

Property, plant and equipment are initially
measured at cost.

The depreciation charge for each
period is recognised in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income unless it is included
in the carrying amount of another asset.

Costs include costs incurred initially to
acquire or construct an item of property,
plant and equipment and costs incurred
subsequently to add to, replace part of, or
service it. If a replacement cost is recognised
in the carrying amount of an item of property,
plant and equipment, the carrying amount of
the replaced part is derecognised.

When an item of property, plant and
equipment is revalued, any accumulated
depreciation at the date of the revaluation
is restated proportionately with the change
in the gross carrying amount of the asset so
that the carrying amount of the asset after
revaluation equals its revalued amount.

Intangible assets are carried at cost less
any accumulated amortisation and any
accumulated impairment losses.
Gains or losses arising from derecognition
of an intangible asset are measured as
the difference between the net disposal
proceeds and the carrying amount of the
asset and are recognised in the statement
of comprehensive income when the asset is
derecognised.
Amortisation is provided to write down the
intangible assets, on a straight-line basis, to
their residual values as follows:

The gain or loss arising from the derecognition
of an item of property, plant and equipment is
included in the Statement of Comprehensive
Income when the item is derecognised. The
gain or loss arising from the derecognition of
an item of property, plant and equipment is
determined as the difference between the
net disposal proceeds, if any, and the carrying
amount of the item.
1.3 Intangible assets
An intangible asset is recognised when:


it is probable that the expected future
economic benefits that are attributable to the
asset will flow to the entity; and



the cost of the asset can be measured reliably.
Intangible assets are initially recognised at
cost.
Expenditure on research (or on the research
phase of an internal project) is recognised as

Item

Useful life

Computer software

3 - 5 years

1.4 Investments in subsidiaries

The revaluation surplus in equity related
to a specific item of property, plant and
equipment is transferred directly to retained
earnings when the asset is been utilised.

Control exists when the company has the
power to govern the financial and operating
policies of an entity so as to obtain benefits
from its activities.

Land and buildings are carried at revalued
amount, being the fair value at the
date of revaluation less any subsequent
accumulated depreciation on buildings only
and subsequent accumulated impair-ment
losses. Revaluations are made with sufficient
regularity such that the carrying amount does
not differ materially from that which would
be determined using fair value at the end of
the reporting period.

an expense when it is incurred.

Any increase in an asset’s carrying amount,
as a result of a revaluation, is recognised
to other comprehensive income and
accumulated in the revaluation surplus in
equity. The increase is recognised in other
comprehensive income to the extent that it
reverses a revaluation decrease of the same
asset previously recognised in the Statement
of Comprehensive Income.

The financial statements have been prepared
in accordance with South African Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice, the Public Finance
Management Act and Treasury Guidelines. The
financial statements have been prepared on an
accrual basis in accordance with historical cost
basis except for certain assets and liabilities at fair
value, and incorporate the principal accounting
policies set out below. They are presented in South
African Rand.

In the Mintek financial statements,
investments in subsidiaries are carried at cost
less any accumulated impairment.
The cost of an investment in a subsidiary is
the aggregate of:


the fair value, at the date of exchange, of
assets given, liabilities incurred or assumed,
and equity instruments issued by the
company; plus



any costs directly attributable to the purchase
of the subsidiary.
An adjustment to the cost of a business
combination contingent on future events is
included in the cost of the combination if the
adjustment is probable and can be measured
reliably.

1.5 Financial instruments
Classification
The group classifies financial assets and
financial liabilities into the following
categories:


Financial assets at fair value through the
Statement of Comprehensive Income - held
for trading



Held-to-maturity investment



Loans and receivables



Financial liabilities measured at amortised
cost
Classification depends on the purpose
for which the financial instruments were
obtained / incurred and takes place at initial
recognition. Classification is re-assessed on
an annual basis, except for derivatives and
financial assets designated as at fair value
through the Statement of Comprehensive
Income, which shall not be classified out
of the fair value through the Statement of
Comprehensive Income category.
Initial recognition and measurement
Financial instruments are recognised initially
at fair value when the group becomes a
party to the contractual provisions of the
instruments.
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The group classifies financial instruments, or
their component parts, on initial recognition
as a financial asset or a financial liability
in accordance with the substance of the
contractual arrangement.
For financial instruments which are not at cost
through the Statement of Comprehensive
Income, transaction costs are included in the
initial measurement of the instrument.
Subsequent measurement
Financial instruments at cost through the
Statement of Comprehensive Income are
subsequently measured at fair value, with
gains and losses arising from changes in fair
value being included in profit or loss for the
period.
Loans and receivables are subsequently
measured at amortised cost, using the
effective interest method, less accumulated
impairment losses.
Held-to-maturity
investments
are
subsequently measured at amortised cost,
using the effective interest method, less
accumulated impairment losses.
Gains and losses arising from changes in fair
value are recognised in other comprehensive
income and accumulated in equity until the
asset is disposed of or determined to be
impaired.
Financial liabilities at amortised cost are
subsequently measured at amortised cost,
using the effective interest method.
Derecognition
Financial assets are derecognised when
the rights to receive cash flows from the
investments have expired or have been
transferred and the group has transferred
substantially all risks and rewards of
ownership.
Impairment of financial assets
At each reporting date the group assesses all
financial assets, other than those at fair value
through the Statement of Comprehensive
Income, to determine whether there is
objective evidence that a financial asset or
group of financial assets has been impaired.
For amounts due to the group, significant
financial difficulties of the debtor, probability
that the debtor will enter bankruptcy and
default of payments are all considered
indicators of impairment.
Impairment losses are recognised in the
Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Impairment losses are reversed when an
increase in the financial asset’s recoverable
amount can be related objectively to an
event occurring after the impairment was
recognised, subject to the restriction that the
carrying amount of the financial asset at the
date that the impairment is reversed shall
not exceed what the carrying amount would
have been had the impairment not been
recognised.
Reversals of impairment losses are recognised
in the Statement of Comprehensive Income
except for equity investments classified as
available-for-sale.
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contracts to hedge exposure rate and foreign
fluctuations. It is the Group’s policy not to
hedge its exposure from foreign currency
fluctuations, as it does not consider the
impact to be significant. It is the policy of
the Group not to trade in derivative financial
instruments for speculative purposes.

Impairment losses are also not subsequently
reversed for available-for-sale equity
investments which are held at cost because
fair value was not determinable.
Where financial assets are impaired through
use of an allowance account, the amount
of the loss is recognised in the Statement
of Comprehensive Income within operating
expenses. When such assets are written off,
the write-off is made against the relevant
allowance account. Subsequent recoveries of
amounts previously written off are credited
against operating expenses.

1.6 Investments
Investments consist of short-term money
market instruments initially recorded at cost,
which is the fair value of the cash placed with
the institution. These investments are surplus
funds which are classified as held-to-maturity
financial assets.

Loans to/(from) group companies

Interest is accrued using the effective interest
rate method and included in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income on an accrual basis.

These include loans to and from the holding
company and the subsidiary.
Loans to group companies are classified as
loans and receivables.

1.7 Taxation

Loans from group companies are classified as
financial liabilities measured at amortised cost.

Current tax assets and liabilities
Current tax for current and prior periods is, to
the extent unpaid, recognised as a liability. If
the amount already paid in respect of current
and prior periods exceeds the amount due for
those periods, the excess is recognised as an
asset.

Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables are measured at
initial recognition at fair value, and are
subsequently measured at amortised cost
using the effective interest rate method.
Appropriate allowances for estimated
irrecoverable amounts are recognised in
the Statement of Comprehensive Income
when there is objective evidence that
the asset is impaired. Significant financial
difficulties of the debtor, probability that
the debtor will enter bankruptcy or financial
reorganisation, and default or delinquency in
payments are considered indicators that the
trade receivable is impaired. The allowance
recognised is measured at the carrying
amount.
The carrying amount of the asset is reduced
through the use of an allowance account, and
the amount of the loss is recognised in the
Statement of Comprehensive Income within
operating expenses. When a trade receivable
is uncollectable, it is written off against the
allowance account for trade receivables.
Subsequent recoveries of amounts previously
written off are credited against operating
expenses in the Statement of Comprehensive
Income.
Trade and other payables
Trade payables are initially measured at fair
value, and are subsequently measured at
amortised cost, using the effective interest
rate method.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash-onhand and demand deposits, and other shortterm highly liquid investments that are readily
convertible to a known amount of cash and
are subject to an insignificant risk of changes
in value. These are initially and subsequently
recorded at fair value.
Derivatives
The Group does not use derivative
financial instruments including forward
rate agreements and forward exchange

Current tax liabilities/(assets) for the current
and prior periods are measured at the
amount expected to be paid to/ (recovered
from) the tax authorities, using the tax rates
(and tax laws) that have been enacted or
substantively enacted by the end of the
reporting period.
The company is exempt from paying Income
Tax in terms of section 10(1) cA(i) of the
Income Tax Act no.58 of 1962, but registered
for VAT. Mindev is registered for Income Tax.
The tax currently payable is based on taxable
profit for the financial year. Mindev’s liability
for current tax is calculated using tax rates
that have been enacted or substantively
enacted at the financial year end date.
1.8 Irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure
Irregular expenditure means expenditure
incurred in contravention of, or not in
accordance with, a requirement of any
applicable legislation, including:


The Public Finance Management Act; or,



Any provincial legislation providing for
procedures in that state owned entity.
Fruitless and wasteful expenditure means
expenditure that was made in vain and could
have been avoided had reasonable care been
exercised. All irregular, fruitless and wasteful
expenditure is charged against income in the
period in which they are incurred.

1.9 Financing costs
Interest in Mintek arises from bank overdraft,
creditors and post retirement medical aid
liability. Financing costs are recognised in the
statement of comprehensive income in the
period in which they are incurred.
1.10 Leases
A lease is classified as a finance lease if it
transfers substantially all the risks and rewards

of any write-down of inventories to net
realisable value and all losses of inventories
are recognised as an expense in the period
the write-down or loss occurs. The amount of
any reversal of any write-down of inventories,
arising from an increase in net realisable
value, are recognised as a reduction in the
amount of inventories recognised as an
expense in the period in which the reversal
occurs.

incidental to ownership. A lease is classified
as an operating lease if it does not transfer
substantially all the risks and rewards incidental
to ownership.
Finance leases – lessee
Finance leases are recognised as assets and
liabilities in the Statement of Financial Position
at amounts equal to the fair value of the leased
property or, if lower, the present value of the
minimum lease payments. The corresponding
liability to the lessor is included in the
Statement of Financial Position as a finance
lease obligation.

1.12 Impairment of assets
The group assesses at each end of the
reporting period whether there is any
indication that an asset may be impaired.
If any such indication exists, the group
estimates the recoverable amount of the
asset.

The discount rate used in calculating the present
value of the minimum lease payments is the
company’s incremental borrowing rate.
The lease payments are apportioned between
the finance charge and reduction of the
outstanding liability. The finance charge is
allocated to each period during the lease term
so as to produce a constant periodic rate on the
remaining balance of the liability.
Operating leases - lessor
Operating lease income is recognised as an
income on a straight-line basis over the lease
term.
Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating
and arranging operating leases are added to
the carrying amount of the leased asset and
recognised as an expense over the lease term
on the same basis as the lease income.
Income for leases is disclosed under other
operating income in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income.
Operating leases – lessee
Operating lease payments are recognised as an
expense on a straight-line basis over the lease
term. The difference between the amounts
recognised as an expense and the contractual
payments are recognised as an operating lease
asset.
This liability is not discounted.
1.11 Inventories
Inventories are measured at the lower of
cost and net realisable value on the weighted
average cost method.
Net realisable value is the estimated selling
price in the ordinary course of business less
the estimated costs of completion and the
estimated costs necessary to make the sale.
The cost of inventories comprises of all costs
of purchase, costs of conversion and other
costs incurred in bringing the inventories to
their present location and condition.
The cost of inventories of items that are
not ordinarily interchangeable and goods
or services produced and segregated for
specific projects is assigned using specific
identification of the individual costs.
When inventories are sold, the carrying
amounts of those inventories are recognised
as an expense in the period in which the
related revenue is recognised. The amount

Irrespective of whether there is any indication
of impairment, the group also:


tests intangible assets with an indefinite
useful life or intangible assets not yet
available for use for impairment annually
by comparing its carrying amount with its
recoverable amount. This impairment test is
performed annually.
If there is any indication that an asset may
be impaired, the recoverable amount is
estimated for the individual asset. If it is not
possible to estimate the recoverable amount
of the individual asset, the recoverable
amount of the cash-generating unit to which
the asset belongs is determined.
The recoverable amount of an asset or a cashgenerating unit is the higher of its fair value
less costs to sell and its value in use.
If the recoverable amount of an asset is less
than its carrying amount, the carrying amount
of the asset is reduced to its recoverable
amount. That reduction is an impairment
loss.
An impairment loss of assets carried at
cost less any accumulated depreciation or
amortisation is recognised immediately
in profit or loss. Any impairment loss of a
revalued asset is treated as a revaluation
decrease.
The company assesses at each reporting
date whether there is any indication that an
impairment loss recognised in prior periods
for assets may no longer exist or may have
decreased. If any such indication exists, the
recoverable amounts of those assets are
estimated.
A reversal of an impairment loss of assets
carried at cost less accumulated depreciation
or amortisation other than goodwill is
recognised immediately in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income. Any reversal of an
impairment loss of a revalued asset is treated
as a revaluation increase.

1.13 Share capital and equity
An equity instrument is any contract that
evidences a residual interest in the assets of

an entity after deducting all of its liabilities.
1.14 Employee benefits
Defined contribution plans
Payments to defined contribution retirement
benefit plans are charged as an expense as
they fall due.
Payments made to retirement benefit
schemes are dealt with as defined contribution
plans where the group’s obligation under the
schemes is equivalent to those arising in a
defined contribution retirement benefit plan.
For defined contribution plans, the Group
pays contribution to privately administered
pension insurance plans on a contractual
basis. The Group has no further payment
obligations once the contributions have
been paid. The contributions are recognised
as employee benefit expense when they are
due.
Defined benefit plans
Actuarial valuations are conducted on an
annual basis by independent actuaries
separately for each plan.
Actuarial gains and losses are recognised
in full in the reporting period it relates to
and is the excess over the greater of the
present value of the past service obligation
at the reporting period before deducting the
present value of assumed assets at the same
date.
valuations of these obligations are carried out
annually by independent, qualified actuaries
using the appropriate mortality tables, longterm estimates of increases in medical costs
and appropriate discount rates.
Consideration is given to any event that
could impact the funds up to the end of the
reporting period where the interim valuation
is performed at an earlier date.
Past service costs are recognised immediately
to the extent that the benefits are already
vested, and are otherwise amortised on a
straight line basis over the average period
until the amended benefits become vested.
The liability recognised in the Statement of
Financial Position in respect of the defined
benefit pension plans is the present value of
the defined obligation at the Statement of
Financial Position date less the fair value of
plan assets, together with adjustments for
unrecognised past-service costs. The defined
benefit obligation is calculated annually by
independent actuaries using the projected unit
credit method.
Prepaid contributions are recognised as an asset
to the extent that a cash refund or a reduction in
the future payment is available.
The Group has an obligation to fund the medical
aid benefits of all its past employees and
dependents of past employee who retired or
were in the employment of the Group prior to 1
January 2000. The plan liability is unfunded and
fully provided for in the financial statements.
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The Group uses the projected unit credit
actuarial method to determine the present value
of its past service cost. General increases to
medical aid contributions were estimated taking
into account the projected future changes in
the cost of medical services resulting from both
inflation and specific changes to medical costs.

are presented in the Statement of Financial
Position by setting up the grant as deferred
income or by deducting the grant in arriving
at the carrying amount of the asset.
Grants related to income are presented as
a credit in the Statement of Comprehensive
Income (separately).

1.15 Provisions and contingencies
the group has a present obligation as a result of
a past event;



it is probable that an outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits will be required
to settle the obligation; and



Where some or all of the expenditure required
to settle a provision is expected to be reimbursed
by another party, the reimbursement shall be
recognised when, and only when, it is virtually
certain that reimbursement will be received if the
entity settles the obligation. The reimbursement
shall be treated as a separate asset. The amount
recognised for the reimbursement shall not
exceed the amount of the provision.
Provisions are not recognised for future
operating losses.
If the company has a contract that is onerous,
the present obligation under the contract shall
be recognised and measured as a provision.

the amount that would be recognised as a
provision; and



the amount initially recognised less cumulative
amortisation.

Interest is recognised, in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income, using the effective
interest rate method.



the group retains neither continuing
managerial involvement to the degree usually
associated with ownership nor effective
control over the goods sold;



the amount of revenue can be measured
reliably;



it is probable that the economic benefits
associated with the transaction will flow to
the group; and



the costs incurred or to be incurred in respect
of the transaction can be measured reliably.
When the outcome of a transaction involving
the rendering of services can be estimated
reliably, revenue associated with the
transaction is recognised by reference to the
stage of completion of the transaction at the
end of the reporting period.
The outcome of a transaction can be
estimated reliably when all the following
conditions are satisfied:

it is probable that the economic benefits
associated with the transaction will flow to
the group;

Government grants are recognised at fair
value when there is reasonable assurance
that:



the stage of completion of the transaction
at the end of the reporting period can be
measured reliably; and



the group will comply with the conditions
attaching to them; and





the grants will be received.

the costs incurred for the transaction and
the costs to complete the transaction can be
measured reliably.

1.16 Government grants

Government grants related to assets,
including non-monetary grants at fair value,
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- they are capable of being reliably 		
measured.

the group has transferred to the buyer the
significant risks and rewards of ownership of
the goods;



A government grant that becomes receivable
as compensation for expenses or losses
already incurred or for the purpose of giving
immediate financial support to the entity
with no future related costs is recognised as
income of the period in which it becomes
receivable.

- to the extent that it is probable that they
will result in revenue; and



the amount of revenue can be measured
reliably;

Government grants are recognised as income
over the periods necessary to match them
with the related costs that they are intended
to compensate.

variations in contract work, claims and
incentive payments:

Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised
when all the following conditions have been
satisfied:



Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are
not recognised. Contingencies are disclosed in
note 24.



Revenue is measured at the fair value of the
consideration received or receivable and
represents the amounts receivable for goods
and services provided in the normal course of
business, net of trade discounts and volume
rebates, and value added tax.

After their initial recognition contingent
liabilities recognised in business combinations
that are recognised separately are subsequently
measured at the higher of:


the initial amount of revenue agreed in the
contract; and

1.17 Revenue

a reliable estimate can be made of the obligation.
The amount of a provision is the present value
of the expenditure expected to be required to
settle the obligation.

Contract revenue comprises:


Where a loan is received from government
at below market interest rate, the difference
between the fair value of the loan and
the amount received is recognised as a
government grant.

Provisions are recognised when:


period during which the service is performed.

When the outcome of the transaction
involving the rendering of services cannot
be estimated reliably, revenue shall be
recognised only to the extent of the expenses
recognised that are recoverable.
Service revenue is recognised by reference to
the stage of completion of the transaction at
the end of the reporting period.
Stage of completion is determined by the
actual costs in relation to the planned cost of
a project.
Service fees included in the price of the
product are recognised as revenue over the

1.18 Translation of foreign currencies
Foreign currency transactions
A foreign currency transaction is recorded, on
initial recognition in Rand, by applying to the
foreign currency amount the spot exchange
rate between the functional currency and
the foreign currency at the date of the
transaction.
At the end of the reporting period:


foreign currency monetary items
translated using the closing rate;

are



non-monetary items that are measured in
terms of historical cost in a foreign currency
are translated using the exchange rate at the
date of the transaction; and



non-monetary items that are measured at
fair value in a foreign currency are translated
using the exchange rates at the date when the
fair value was determined.
Exchange differences arising on the settlement
of monetary items or on translating monetary
items at rates different from those at which
they were translated on initial recognition
during the period or in previous financial
statements are recognised in profit or loss in
the period in which they arise.
Cash flows arising from transactions in a
foreign currency are recorded in Rand by
applying to the foreign currency amount the
exchange rate between the Rand and the
foreign currency at the date of the cash flow.

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2015
MINTEK GROUP and MINTEk
2015
Cost/
Valuation

2014

Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying value

Cost/valuation

Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying value

2. Property, plant and equipment
Land

91 747 897

-

91 747 897

91 747 897

Buildings

89 236 382

(24 627 271)

64 609 111

Plant and machinery

32 615 815

(25 968 794)

6 647 021

Furniture and fixtures

6 648 543

(4 028 888)

7 330

(7 256)

315 989 186
11 193 988
547 439 141

Motor vehicles
Equipment
Capital assets under construction
Total

-

91 747 897

89 236 382

(22 622 923)

66 613 459

32 135 090

(24 480 569)

7 654 521

2 619 655

5 979 560

(3 589 705)

2 389 855

74

990 581

(935 375)

55 206

(285 246 696)

30 742 490

276 601 181

(234 068 622)

42 532 559

-

11 193 988

2 079 851

-

2 079 851

(339 878 905)

207 560 236

498 770 542

(285 697 194)

213 073 348

Reconciliation of the carrying value of property, plant and
equipment
Opening balance

MINTEK GROUP and MINTEK - 2015

Additions

Disposals

Funded Assets

Transfers

Adjustments

Depreciation

Total

Land

91 747 897

-

-

-

-

-

-

91 747 897

Buildings

66 613 459

-

-

-

-

-

(2 004 348)

64 609 111

Plant and machinery

7 654 521

436 573

(6 538)

-

79 146

997 526

(2 514 207)

6 647 021

Furniture and
fixtures

2 389 855

777 849

(14 775)

-

-

316 791

(850 065)

2 619 655

Motor vehicles
Equipment
Capital assets under
construction
Total

55 206

-

-

-

-

-

(55 132)

74

42 532 559

22 245 317

(281 898)

(24 817 582)

(3 640 754)

3 421 928

(8 717 080)

30 742 490

2 079 851

13 567 580

-

(8 015 051)

3 561 608

-

-

11 193 988

213 073 348

37 027 319

(303 211)

(32 832 633)

-

4 736 245

(14 140 832)

207 560 236

Reconciliation of the carrying value of property, plant and
equipment
Opening balance

MINTEK GROUP and MINTEK - 2014

Additions

Disposals

Funded Assets

Transfers

Adjustments

Depreciation

Total

Land

91 747 897

-

-

-

-

-

-

91 747 897

Buildings

68 617 808

-

-

-

-

-

(2 004 349)

66 613 459

Plant and machinery

10 146 840

1 360

(895 304)

-

125 023

579 349

(2 302 747)

7 654 521

2 765 336

341 903

(20 274)

-

561

255 081

(952 752)

2 389 855

139 930

-

-

-

-

-

(84 724)

55 206

Equipment

55 812 900

17 134 982

(807 697)

(24 933 269)

4 587 104

1 509 717

(10 771 178)

42 532 559

Capital assets under
construction

16 300 548

24 021 734

-

(33 529 743)

(4 712 688)

-

-

2 079 851

245 531 259

41 499 979

(1 723 275)

(58 463 012)

-

2 344 147

(16 115 750)

213 073 348

Furniture and
fixtures
Motor vehicles

Total
other information
details of properties

Funding received during the current financial year for the purchase of assets is R32,832,633 (R58,463,012 for 2014).
A register containing the information required by Regulation 25(3) of the Companies Regulations, 2011 is available for inspection at the registered office of the
company. Funded assets with a total acquisition value of R235,405,996 (2014 - R189,665,236) are still in use.
Mintek reassessed the useful life of all zero value assets due to the fact that they are still in use and have future economic value. The useful lives were extended
based on the assumptions that assets will be replaced in the next two years due to a capitalisation plan. The original acquisition value for these assets were
R28,613,175 and the resultant depreciation write back was R4,971,647, of which R4,736,245 relates to property, plant and equipment and R235,402 relates to
intangible assets (refer to note 19).
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2015
MINTEK GROUP
Figures in Rand(s)

MINTEk

2015

2014

2015

2014

Land

91 747 897

91 747 897

91 747 897

91 747 897

Buildings

64 609 111

66 613 459

64 609 111

66 613 459

6 647 021

7 654 521

6 647 021

7 654 521

30 742 490

42 532 599

30 742 490

42 532 599

74

55 206

74

55 206

2. Property, plant and equipment (continued)
Carrying value

Plant
Equipment
vehicles
Furniture and fittings
Capital work in progress

2 619 655

2 389 855

2 619 655

2 389 855

11 193 988

2 079 851

11 193 988

2 079 851

207 560 236

213 073 348

207 560 236

213 073 348

11 759 900

11 759 900

11 759 900

11 759 900

Freehold land and buildings at costs:
Land and buildings original cost
Revaluation until 31 March 2006

75 373 132

75 373 132

75 373 132

75 373 132

Revaluation 31 March 2008

49 324 836

49 324 836

49 324 836

49 324 836

Additions and transfers 2009

3 068 180

3 068 180

3 068 180

3 068 180

Additions and transfers 2010

12 401 768

12 401 768

12 401 768

12 401 768

Additions and transfers 2011
Revaluation 31 March 2011

882 252

882 252

882 252

882 252

24 485 158

24 485 158

24 485 158

24 485 158

Additions and disposals 2012

1 088 371

1 088 371

1 088 371

1 088 371

Additions for 2013

2 600 682

2 600 682

2 600 682

2 600 682

Revaluation at cost

180 984 279

180 984 279

180 984 279

180 984 279

Directors' valuation

180 984 279

180 984 279

180 984 279

180 984 279

Portion 175 and portion 226 of the farm Klipfontein, 203-Iq Johannesburg, with buildings thereon and the sectional title of units at Malanshof Heights
located at Erf 560 Malanshof. The value of the land and building complexes were estimated at R177,295,226 by Resurgent Projects (Pty) Ltd, an
independent valuator, during the financial year ending 31 March 2011. The valuation is done every 5 years and the latest valuation report was issued
on 25 May 2011. The key assumptions used were that the value of the property be based as sale of vacant land and buildings for rental investment
using various rental income figures for different areas of the Mintek property. These calculated rentals were then capitalised at 13%.
The estimated useful lives of depreciable property, plant, equipment and vehicles are as follows:
Buildings
50 years
Plant
5 - 10 years
Equipment
5 - 10 years
Computer equipment 3 - 5 years
vehicles
5 years
Furniture and fittings 5 - 10 years
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Figures in Rand(s)

2015

2014

3. Intangible assets
Cost /
Valuation
Computer software

Accumulated
amortisation

5 513 992

Carrying
value

(4 063 510)

Cost /
Valuation

1 450 482

8 118 896

Accumulated
amortisation

Carrying
value

(5 728 544)

2 390 352

Reconciliation of intangible assets - Mintek Group and Mintek - 2015
Opening balance
Computer software

Acquisitions

2 390 352

Disposals

126 607

Adjustments

(255 495)

235 402

Amortisation

Total

(1 046 384)

1 450 482

Reconciliation of intangible assets - Group and Mintek - 2014
Opening balance
Computer software

Acquisitions

2 868 814

Disposals

516 212

Adjustments

(114)

404 523

Amortisation

Total

(1 399 083)

2 390 352

The estimated useful lives of amortisable intangible assets are as follows: 3 - 5 years
MINTEK GROUP
Figures in Rand(s)
4. Investments in subsidiaries
Mindev (Pty) Ltd

Held by
Mintek

MINTEk

2015

2014

2015

2014

% holding

% holding

Carrying amount
(R)

Carrying amount
(R)

100

100

100

100

2015

2014

2015

2014

Mindev is engaged in the commercialization of Mintek's patents
and technology through the identification of suitable partners to
advance such interests by way of direct investment in equity and
through joint ventures.
Mintek holds 100% of the issued share capital of Mindev
(Propriety) Limited. The carrying amounts of the subsidiaries are
shown net of impairment losses.
Figures in Rand(s)
5. Inventories
Consumables
Finished goods
Work-in-progress
Carrying value of inventories carried at fair value less costs to sell

4 780 586

3 328 768

4 780 586

3 328 768

541 794

565 148

541 794

565 148

194 382

597 574

194 382

597 574

5 516 762

4 491 490

5 516 762

4 491 490

5 516 762

4 491 490

5 516 762

4 491 490

32 784 364

38 338 743

32 784 364

38 338 743

Consumables are held in stock for daily business requirements.
Finished goods relate to products manufactured by the MAC
division.
6. Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables
SARS - vAT

1 462 658

-

1 462 658

-

Prepayments

1 225 410

3 091 805

1 225 410

3 091 805

Unearned interest on fair value debtors (discounting)
Project work-in-progress
Other receivables
Less: Provision for impairment

124 908

53 961

124 908

53 961

17 154 825

13 428 065

17 154 825

13 428 065

285 339

278 152

285 339

278 152

(198 255)

(185 464)

(198 255)

(185 464)

52 839 249

55 005 262

52 839 249

55 005 262

Project work-in-progress relates to projects where work has been executed, but not yet billed.
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Figures in Rand(s)

2015

MINTEk

2014

6. Trade and other receivables (continued)
Age Analysis
The following is an age analysis of trade receivables at balance sheet date:
0-30 days
29 555 002
31-60 days past due
2 399 666

2015

2014

33 065 942

29 555 002

33 065 942

2 593 125

2 399 666

2 593 125

61-90 days past due

261 470

1 353 897

261 470

1 353 897

90+ days past due

568 226

1 325 779

568 226

1 325 779

32 784 364

38 338 743

32 784 364

38 338 743

52 839 249

55 005 262

52 839 249

55 005 262

The age analysis reflects the categories of overdue debtors.
Fair value of trade receivables
Trade and other receivables

In terms of IAS 39 outstanding customer invoices are discounted throughout the year to show the deemed interest that Mintek has forfeited. An effective interest rate
has been used due to the fact that this is a fair representation of the interest that Mintek earns through fixed term deposits.
Provision for impairment
Included in the trade receivable balance are debtors which are past the original expected collection date at the reporting date, with a carrying amount of
R631,441 (2014: R2,494,212) for which the company has not provided as there has not been a significant change in credit quality and the amounts are
still considered recoverable. The company does not hold any collateral over these balances. The average age of outstanding balances is 54 days (2014 :
61 days). A summarised age analysis of due debtors is set out below.
The ageing of amounts due but not impaired is as follows:
60 - 90 days
261 470
1 353 897
261 470
1 353 897
More than 90 days

369 971

1 140 315

369 971

1 140 315

631 441

2 494 212

631 441

2 494 212

Trade and other receivables impaired
The amount of the provision was R198,255 as at 31 March 2015 (2014:R185,464 ). The ageing of these trade receivables is as follows:
More than 90 days

198 255

185 464

198 255

185 464

Opening balance

185 464

124 870

185 464

124 870

Provision for impairment

198 255

185 464

198 255

185 464

-

(67 185)

-

(67 185)

(185 464)

(57 685)

(185 464)

(57 685)

198 255

185 464

198 255

185 464

Reconciliation of provision for impairment of trade receivables

Amounts written off as uncollectable
Amounts settled

In determining the recoverability of a trade receivable, the company considers any change in the credit quality of the trade receivable from the date credit was initially granted
up to the reporting date. Accordingly, the directors believe that there is no further credit provision required in excess of the provision for doubtful debts.
The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is the fair value of each class of receivable. The group does not hold any collateral as security.
Currencies
The carrying amount of trade receivables are denominated in the following currencies
Rand

27 818 872

37 094 057

27 818 872

USD

4 500 293

714 913

4 500 293

714 913

GBP

-

129 533

-

129 533

EUR

258 752

3 444

258 752

3 444

AUD
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37 094 057

206 447

396 796

206 447

396 796

32 784 364

38 338 743

32 784 364

38 338 743
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MINTEK GROUP
Figures in Rand(s)

MINTEk

2015

2014

2015

2014

437 848 120

333 243 663

437 848 120

333 243 663

7. Short term investments
Short term investments - Current Portion

Investments in short-term fixed deposits are held with various reputable financial institutions at market value and interest has been earned at prime overdraft
rates less a varied percentage over the year. Fixed investments held with various financial institutions are partly earmarked for the financing of Mintek’s liabilities.
A cession of R 2,155,000 (2014: R2,155,000) is held over these investments. Refer to note 24.
8. Retirement benefits
Carrying value
Post-retirement medical aid
Number of employees

29 405 623

29 387 260

29 405 623

29 387 260

102

112

102

112

Post-retirement medical benefits
Medical cover is provided through a number of different schemes. Post-retirement medical cover in respect of qualifying employees is recognised as an expense
over the expected remaining service lives of the relevant employees. Mintek has an obligation to provide medical benefits to certain pensioners and dependents.
These liabilities have been provided for in full, calculated on an actuarial basis. These liabilities are unfunded. Periodic valuation of this obligation is carried out
by an independent actuaries every year, the latest one being 31 March 2015.
The amounts included in the balance sheet arising from Mintek’s obligation in respect of post-retirement medical benefits are as follows:
Present value of obligations as at 31 March 2015

29 405 623

29 387 260

29 405 623

29 387 260

Post-retirement medical benefit obligations
Fixed investment held with various financial institutions is partly earmarked as financing for post-retirement medical aid liability. Mintek has not assigned a
specific fund to hedge the post-retirement medical aid liability.
Movement in the net liability recognised in the statement of financial position
Net-past service benefit liability: Beginning of the year

29 387 260

27 700 000

29 387 260

27 700 000

Interest costs

2 400 000

2 300 000

2 400 000

2 300 000

Contributions paid to service providers

(140 799)

(125 925)

(140 799)

(125 925)

Net actuarial loss

1 388 920

492 051

1 388 920

492 051

Settlements

(3 629 758)

(978 866)

(3 629 758)

(978 866)

Net-past services benefit liability: End of the year

29 405 623

29 387 260

29 405 623

29 387 260

Expected rate of return on assets

8.50 %

9.10 %

8.50 %

9.10 %

Expected increase in salaries health care costs

7.20 %

7.40 %

7.20 %

7.40 %

2 400 000

2 300 000

2 400 000

2 300 000

140 799

125 925

140 799

125 925

Discount rate increased by 1% p.a.

25 705 623

25 687 260

25 705 623

25 687 260

Discount rate decreased by 1% p.a.

33 905 623

33 587 260

33 905 623

33 587 260

Subsidy inflation increased by 1% p.a.

33 805 623

33 487 260

33 805 623

33 487 260

Subsidy inflation decreased by 1% p.a.

25 705 623

25 687 260

25 705 623

25 687 260

Retirement age 58

30 905 623

31 787 260

30 905 623

31 787 260

Key assumptions

Amounts recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income are as
follows:
Current costs
Benefits paid
Contributions paid
The results are dependent on the assumptions used. The table below
shows how the past service cost as at 31 March 2015 would be
impacted by changes to these assumptions.
Sensitivity analysis on past service cost
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Figures in Rand(s)

2015

MINTEk

2014

2015

2014

39 515 043

39 515 043

9. Loans from group companies
Subsidiaries
Mindev (Pty) Ltd

-

-

The loan granted is unsecured and does not have any fixed
repayment terms.
The carrying amount of the loan to Mintek is denominated in Rands.
Figures in Rand(s)

2015

2014
(restated)

2015

2014
(restated)

10. Trade and other payables
Trade payables

21 071 519

20 666 673

21 071 519

20 666 673

-

1 076 014

-

1 076 014

Other payables

8 415 876

8 186 462

8 415 876

8 186 462

Incentive bonus

13 000 000

5 057 238

13 000 000

5 057 238

Accrued leave pay

10 487 935

10 089 307

10 487 935

10 089 307

Accruals

11 266 896

11 789 069

11 266 896

11 789 069

108 471

46 450

108 471

46 450

64 350 697

56 911 213

64 350 697

56 911 213

64 350 697

56 911 213

64 350 697

56 911 213

2015

2014

2015

2014

150 342 899

106 982 531

150 342 899

106 982 531

SARS – vAT

Unpaid interest - creditors
Fair value of trade and other payables
Trade and other payables
In terms of IAS 39 outstanding supplier invoices are discounted
throughout the year to show the deemed interest that Mintek
has forfeited. An effective interest rate been used due to the fact
that this is a fair representation of the interest that Mintek earns
through liquid deposits.
Figures in Rand(s)
11. Deferred income
Deferred income
Advance client billing (Unearned income)

14 322 311

16 305 577

14 322 311

16 305 577

164 665 210

123 288 108

164 665 210

123 288 108

Deferred income arises as a result of contracts undertaken for several government departments and institutions in respect of amounts received in cash
not yet accounted for as revenue.
Advance client billing income arises as a result of contracts undertaken in terms of commercial work where invoices are raised based on work that has
not been done. The quantum of costs incurred provides the basis for the level of revenue recognised in the period.
12. Provisions
Reconciliation of provisions - Group and Mintek - 2015
Opening
balance
Product warranties

618 526

Additions
259 340

Reversed
during the year
(618 526)

Total
259 340

Reconciliation of provisions - Group and Mintek - 2014
Opening
balance
Product warranties

310 865

Additions
618 526

Reversed
during the year
(310 865)

Total
618 526

The provision for product warranties arises from Mintek recognising its probable liability for meeting its obligation in terms of products and services as
stipulated in its contracts with its customers.
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Figures in Rand(s)

2015

MINTEk
2014

2015

2014

13. Revenue
Government grants

232 565 451

196 770 632

232 565 451

196 770 632

State Grant

325 310 526

319 907 895

325 310 526

319 907 895

84 884 755

10 780 200

84 884 755

10 780 200

Portion of grant utilised to acquire fixed assets and set-off against
infrastructure improvements

(41 412 320)

(49 032 708)

(41 412 320)

(49 032 708)

Portion of grant carried over for committed fixed asset purchases
and expenses

(136 217 510)

(84 884 755)

(136 217 510)

(84 884 755)

Other revenue streams

234 087 920

244 284 909

234 087 920

244 284 909

Products and services

182 166 414

166 005 406

182 166 414

166 005 406

51 921 506

78 279 503

51 921 506

78 279 503

466 653 371

441 055 541

466 653 371

441 055 541

30 071

34 907

30 071

34 907

Prior year carry-over
Less:

Contract research

14. Other operating income
Library services

379 211

254 001

379 211

254 001

Insurance claims received

Breach of contract (employees)

6 008 119

8 403

6 008 119

8 403

Sundry income

1 381 471

1 119 429

1 381 471

1 119 429

Rental income - properties

2 337 850

2 285 217

2 337 850

2 285 217

10 136 722

3 701 957

10 136 722

3 701 957

24 990 376

15 961 604

24 990 376

15 961 604

58 580

14 609

58 580

14 609

1 434 194

788 036

1 434 194

788 036

26 483 150

16 764 249

26 483 150

16 764 249

15. Investment income
Short term deposits
Bank balances
Fair value interest on debtors

Total interest income, calculated using the effective interest rate, on financial instruments not at fair value through the Statement of Comprehensive
Income amounted to R26,483,150 (2014: R16,764,249).
16. Finance costs
24 585

45 967

24 585

45 967

Fair value interest on creditor

Trade creditors

1 762 241

838 408

1 762 241

838 408

Retirement benefits

2 400 000

2 300 000

2 400 000

2 300 000

4 186 826

3 184 375

4 186 826

3 184 375
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Figures in Rand(s)

2015

MINTEk

2014

2015

2014

17. Auditors' remuneration
External audit fees
Other audits

1 682 532

1 551 105

1 682 532

1 551 105

203 829

149 090

203 829

149 090

1 886 361

1 700 195

1 886 361

1 700 195

43 434 027

17 609 157

43 434 027

17 609 157

914 777

6 857 021

914 777

6 857 021

Legal fees

2 069 390

2 524 139

2 069 390

2 524 139

Contract services

7 640 709

12 681 526

7 640 709

12 681 526

-

199 401

-

199 401

18. Fees for services
Technology services
Facility management

Other
Professional consultancy

170 789

678 795

170 789

678 795

54 229 692

40 550 039

54 229 692

40 550 039

19. Depreciation, amortization and impairments
Buildings

2 004 348

2 004 349

2 004 348

2 004 349

Plant

2 514 207

2 302 747

2 514 207

2 302 747

Equipment

8 717 080

10 771 178

8 717 080

10 771 178

55 132

84 724

55 132

84 724

vehicles
Furniture and fittings
Computer software (intangible assets)

Reassessment of assets useful lives

850 065

952 750

850 065

952 750

1 046 384

1 399 083

1 046 384

1 399 083

15 187 216

17 514 831

15 187 216

17 514 831

(4 971 647)

(2 748 670)

(4 971 647)

(2 748 670)

Mintek reassessed the useful life of all zero value assets due to the fact that they are still in use and have future economic value. The useful lives were
extended based on the assumptions that assets will be replaced in the next two years due to a capitalisation plan. The original acquisition value for these
assets were R28,613,175 and the resultant depreciation write back was R4,971,647 (refer to note 2).
20. Taxation
Reconciliation of the tax expense
Reconciliation between applicable tax rate and average effective tax rate.
Applicable tax rate

28.00 %

28.00 %

-

-

No provision for income tax was made for the company during the current financial year as Mintek is exempt in terms of section 10(1)(CA)(i) of the
Income Tax Act,No. 58 of 1962; and Mindev is a dormant company. Tax provisions and liabilities are with respect to Mindev and are payable through
those entities.
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Figures in Rand(s)

2015

MINTEk

2014
(restated)

2015

2014
(restated)

21. Cash generated from operations
Surplus for the year

17 609 707

13 042 916

17 609 707

13 042 916

15 187 216

17 514 831

15 187 216

17 514 831

558 706

1 723 389

558 706

1 723 389

Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation
Loss on sale of assets
Actuarial losses
Interest received - investments
Finance costs
Provisions raised
Fair value adjustment - trade receivables

1 248 121

753 202

1 248 121

753 202

(26 483 150)

(16 764 249)

(26 483 150)

(16 764 249)

4 186 826

3 184 375

4 186 826

3 184 375

259 340

618 526

259 340

618 526

1 434 194

788 036

1 434 194

788 036

Fair value adjustment - trade payables

(1 762 242)

(838 408)

(1 762 242)

(838 408)

Assets adjustment

(4 971 647)

(2 748 670)

(4 971 647)

(2 748 670)

(1 025 272)

1 059 037

(1 025 272)

1 059 037

Increase/(decrease) in trade and other receivables

2 166 013

(9 541 544)

2 166 013

(9 541 544)

Increase in trade and other payables

7 439 484

12 958 162

7 439 484

12 958 162

Changes in working capital:
(Increase)/decrease in inventories

Increase in deferred income

Figures in Rand(s)

41 377 102

52 705 897

41 377 102

52 705 897

57 224 398

74 455 500

57 224 398

74 455 500

2015

2014

2015

2014

22. Insurance and Risk Management
The insurance and risk management policies adopted by Mintek are aimed at obtaining sufficient cover at the minimum cost to protect its asset base,
earning capacity and legal obligations against acceptable losses.
All property, plant and equipment are insured at current replacement value. Risks of a possible catastrophic nature are identified and insured at acceptable risks.
23. Commitments
Authorised capital expenditure
Authorised and contracted for
• Property, plant and equipment
This committed expenditure relates to plant and equipment and will
be financed by available, existing cash resources,
external grant funding.
Operational expenditure
Contracted for

5 751 675

4 633 032

5 751 675

4 633 032

48 006 044

3 426 413

48 006 044

3 426 413

228 986
123 621
352 607

248 846
85 079
333 925

228 986
123 621
352 607

248 846
85 079
333 925

-

162 544

-

162 544

Operating leases for vehicles – as lessee (expense)
Minimum lease payments due
- within one year
- in second to fifth year inclusive
Operating leases for office equipment
Minimum lease payment due
- within one year
24. Contingencies
Mintek has disputed employment contracts with former employees, the aggregate of which is not expected to exceed R355,915 (2014: R4,688,634
restated). This amount includes estimated legal costs and disbursements and does not factor the success rate of the individual cases.
Cessions in favour of Absa Bank for R2,155,000 (2014: R2,155,000) to meet requirements for credit card and other banking facilities has been registered.
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Figures in Rand(s)

2015

MINTEk

2014

2015

2014

25. Related parties
Controlling entity
The Group comprises of Mintek and its wholly owned subsidiary Mindev
(Proprietary) Limited. Mindev is engaged in the commercialisation of
Mintek patents and technology through the identification of suitable
partners. The Group, in the ordinary course of business, enters into various
sale and purchase transactions with related parties.
None of the directors, officers or major shareholders of the Mintek Group
or, to the knowledge of Mintek, their families, had any interest, direct or
indirect, in any transactions which has affected or will materially affect
Mintek or its investment or subsidiary.
Related party transactions
Related party transactions exist within the Group. During the year all
sales transactions were concluded at arm’s length.
Details of material transactions with related parties not disclosed
elsewhere in the financial statements are as follows:
Loan accounts - Owing to related parties
Mindev (Pty) Ltd

-

-

39 515 043

39 515 043
84 884 755

Amounts included in Deferred Income regarding related parties
136 217 510

84 884 755

136 217 510

Mining qualification Authority

1 052 551

525 782

1 052 551

525 782

Department of Science and Technology

8 218 941

11 012 743

8 218 941

11 012 743

National Research Foundation

4 064 424

4 643 484

4 064 424

4 643 484

-

313 883

-

313 883

789 474

789 474

789 474

789 474

Mining qualification Authority

1 094 061

1 772 735

1 094 061

1 772 735

Water Research Commission

1 000 000

-

1 000 000

-

913 978

199 759

913 978

199 759

2 511 693

695 326

2 511 693

695 326

Department of Mineral Resources

Minquiz Sponsorship
Technology Innovation Agency
Amounts included in Trade receivables regarding related parties

Department of Science and Technology
National Research Foundation
Minquiz Sponsorship
Technology Innovation Agency

20 000

-

20 000

-

717 816

-

717 816

-

230 410 106

196 770 632

230 410 106

196 770 632

44 022 045

44 759 232

44 022 045

44 759 232

-

100 000

-

100 000

572 296

2 545 203

572 296

2 545 203
1 368

Sales to related parties
Department of Mineral Resources
Department of Science and Technology
Water Research Commission
National Research Foundation
Department of Trade and Industry

-

1 368

-

39 377

-

39 377

-

7 724 820

7 892 240

7 724 820

7 892 240
98 507

Minquiz Sponsorship
Mining qualification Authority
CSIR
Water Research Council

-

98 507

-

877 193

-

877 193

-

-

620 089

-

620 089

National Lottery Board
Relationships
Subsidiary:

Mindev (Pty) Limited

Parent National Department:

Department of Mineral Resources

Other Government Science Departments:

Department of Science and Technology and its Entities

Other Government Departments and Entities:

Department of Trade and Industries and its Entities
Department of Higher Education and Training and its Entities
Department of Public Enterprises and its Entities
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Performance
bonuses, labour
costs and other
expenses

Basic salary

Total

26. Board members and executive management remuneration
2015 Executive Management
Mr MA Mngomezulu

2 564 678

Mr AD McKenzie

1 556 464

77 974

1 634 438

Mr P Craven

1 647 612

77 702

1 725 314

Mr SA Simelane

1 709 786

36 427

1 746 213

Ms FG Nyanda

1 496 915

19 868

1 516 783

Dr M Makhafola

1 556 464

131 226

1 687 690

492 358

5 787 901*

6 280 259

11 024 277

6 199 967

17 224 244

Ms DR Bopape (Reinstated 01/12/2014)

68 869

2 633 547

* This amount relates to the settlements made in terms of a labour dispute.
Fees for
services as
directors

Entity

Other expenses

Total

2015 Non-Executive Board members
Adv L Makatini

Independent Management Consultant

69 124

-

69 124

Ms ND Zikalala

De Beers Group

40 346

-

40 346

Independent Management Consultant

65 632

15 428

81 060

University of Cape Town

21 920

-

21 920

Adv D Block
Prof FW Petersen (Resigned 29/09/2014)
Dr v Toni Penxa
Dr NS Nhlapo
Ms K Mthimunye

IMS Labs

52 960

20 096

73 056

Cape Peninsula University of Technology

30 912

-

30 912

Independent Management Consultant

51 768

-

51 768

332 662

35 524

368 186

MINTEK GROUP
Figures in Rand(s)
Travel
Independent committee members - fees & travel costs
Other expenses

MINTEk

2015

2014

2015

2014

104 427

155 492

104 427

155 492

49 526

-

49 526

-

36 730

23 886

36 730

23 886

190 683

179 376

190 683

179 376

Mr. I Patel and Ms. C Leso were not paid any directors’ emoluments during the year under review as they are serving as government employees.
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Basic salary

Other expenses

Total

26. Board members and executive management remuneration
2014 Executive Management
Mr MA Mngomezulu

2 294 178

18 068

2 312 246

Mr AD McKenzie

1 392 178

18 918

1 411 096

Mr P Craven

1 473 836

38 440

1 512 276

Mr SA Simelane

1 529 452

2 200

1 531 652

929 390

-

929 390

1 386 719

42 151

1 428 870

9 005 753

119 777

9 125 530

Ms FG Nyanda (Appointed 01/08/2013)
Dr M Makhafola

Fees for
services as
directors

Entity

Other expenses

Total

2014 Non-Executive Board members
Adv L Makatini

Independent Management Consultant

58 594

-

58 594

Ms ND Zikalala

De Beers Group

31 616

-

31 616

Independent Management Consultant

58 888

2 895

61 783

University of Cape Town

47 804

240

48 044

Adv D Block
Prof FW Petersen
Dr v Toni Penxa
Dr NS Nhlapo
Ms K Mthimunye

IMS Labs

49 480

5 812

55 292

Cape Peninsula University of Technology

27 616

3 092

30 708

Independent Management Consultant

51 768

-

51 768

325 766

12 039

337 805

MINTEK GROUP
Figures in Rand(s)
Travel
Strategic planning

2015

MINTEK
2014

2015

2014

155 492

201 448

155 492

201 448

-

113 089

-

113 089

Legal fees

-

52 632

-

52 632

Independent committee members - fees and
travel costs

-

20 472

-

20 472

23 886

65 984

23 886

65 984

179 378

453 625

179 378

453 625

Other expenses

Mr. I Patel and Ms. C Leso were not paid any directors' emoluments during the year under review as they are serving as government employees.
All the board members were appointed on 01 April 2013.
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27. Financial Instruments
Foreign currency risk
Foreign currency risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flow of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in foreign exchange
rates. The group undertakes certain transactions denominated in foreign currencies hence exposure to exchange rate fluctuations arises. Exchange rate
exposures are managed by operating a US Dollar based bank account within approved policy parameters and the group does not use derivatives to hedge
its exposure.
Credit risk management
Financial assets that could subject the group to credit risk consist principally of bank balances and cash, deposits, trade and other receivables, and shortterm investments. The Group bank balances and short-term investments are placed with several financial institutions with at least BBB credit ratings
as rated in terms of the Fitch Global Rating system. The Group reviews its trade and other receivables at each balance sheet date to ensure adequate
allowances for doubtful receivables or loan write-offs are made, the level of this provision is disclosed in note 6. Credit risk with respect to trade receivables
is limited to the large number of customers comprising the Group’s customer base and their dispersion across different industries and geographical areas.
Accordingly the Group does not have significant concentration of credit risk.
The Group considers its short-term investments to be secured and readily available as cash should the need arise for the conversion of the investments.
The carrying amounts of financial assets included in the balance sheet represent the Group’s exposure to credit risk in relation to these assets. The Group
does not have any significant exposure to any customer or counter party.
Liquidity risk
Prudent liquidity risk management implies maintaining sufficient cash resources to meet cash flow requirements. Management monitors forecasts of
liquidity reserve on the basis of expected cash flow. Analysis of the various requirements is disclosed in note 7 of the financial statements.
Fair values
As at 31 March 2015 the carrying amount of bank balances and cash, deposits, trade and other receivables, trade and other payables, contracts in progress,
advances received and short-term borrowings approximated their fair values due to the short-term nature of these assets and liabilities.
The group does not hedge foreign exchange fluctuations.
Interest rate risk
The valuation of interest rate exposure and investment strategies is done on a regular basis. The risk arises from substantial interest-bearing assets at
variable interest rates. To minimise exposure to this risk, the Group uses a mixture of variable and fixed interest rates.
MINTEK GROUP
Figures in Rand(s)

2015

MINTEk

2014

2015

2014

28. Irregular expenditure
Reconciliation of irregular expenditure
Opening balance

-

-

-

-

9 772 923

609 078

9 772 923

609 078

Condoned or written off by relevant authority

(9 772 923)

(609 078)

(9 772 923)

(609 078)

Irregular expenditure awaiting condonement

-

-

-

-

Tender awarded to a company whose tax clearance certificate expired
during the awarding process (has been condoned).

5 280 561

609 078

5 280 561

609 078

Tender awarded to company that did not meet minimum criteria
(has been condoned).

4 492 362

-

4 492 362

-

9 772 923

609 078

9 772 923

609 078

Irregular expenditure current year

Details of Irregular Expenditure —
Current and prior year
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2015
MINTEK GROUP
Figures in Rand(s)

2015

MINTEk

2014

2015

2014

29. Comparative figures
Correction of Prior Period Errors
In the financial year ending 31 March 2014, Mintek disclosed a contingent liability for possible claims from former employees disputing their employment
contracts. These amounts were not provided for in the financial statements at that time as it was uncertain if the event of settlement would occur. Some
of the cases have developed to the extent that settlement was made and therefore an error was made in the comparative period. The Statement of
Financial Position balances as at 31 March 2014 were restated as follows:


Trade and other payables was increased by R4,779,891 to record the provision for the liability arising from disputed employment contracts. This
increase to trade and other payables was as follows:

 Accruals by R4,779,891.
 Retained Earnings were decreased by R4,779,891.
 Employee costs was increased by R4,779,891.
The comparative amount on note 24 Contingencies with regards to the amount for disputed employment contracts was reduced from R8,056,635 as
previously stated to R4,688,634 as a result of this prior year adjustment.
Restatement of Financial Statement as a Result of a Correction of a Prior Year Error
31 March 2014 (Comparative year)
Financial Statement Line Item / Balance Affected

Note

Actual 2014

Correction of Error
Adjustment

Restated Actual 2014

Statement of Financial Position (Extract)
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Deferred Income
Provisions

10

52,131,322

4,779,891

56,911,213

123,288,108

-

123,288,108

618,526

-

618,526

Total Current Liabilities

176,037,956

4,779,891

180,817,847

Total Liabilities

205,425,216

4,779,891

210,205,107

Retained Earnings

312,473,806

(4,779,891)

307,693,915

Non-current Liabilities

128,882,718

-

128,882,718

Total Equity and Liabilities

441,356,524

(4,779,891)

436,576,633

(279,008,976)

(4,779,891)

(283,788,867)

17,362,985

(4,779,891)

12,583,094

Equity

Statement of Financial Position (Extract)
Employee costs
Surplus for the year
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GLOSSARy

GLOSSARy
AEMFC

African Exploration Mining and Finance Corporation

kPI

Key Performance Indicators

ALFTM

Advanced Leach Facility

LDA

Local Development Agency

ALP

Artisan Learnership Programme

LG

Lower Group

AMD

Advanced Materials Division

LTIFR

Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate

AMI

Advanced Metals Initiative

MaC

Measurement and Control

ARC

Audit and Risk Committee

MAM

Macro-and Supra-molecular Architectures and Materials

ASSM

Artisanal and Small Scale Mining

MESU

Minerals Economics and Strategy Unit

BEE

Black Economic Empowerment

METF

Minerals Education Trust Fund

CANSA

Cancer Association of South Africa

MG

Middle Group

CDFR

Client Dissatisfaction Frequency Rate

MoU

Memorandum of Understanding

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

MQA

Mining qualifications Authority

CPM

Ceramic and Pottery Manufacturers

MTC

Metals Technology Centre

CRM

Certified Reference Materials

MTEF

Medium Term Expenditure Framework

CSDP

Competitive Supplier Development Programme

NAM

Non-Aligned Movement

CSFR

Client Satisfaction Frequency Rate

NFTN

National Foundry Technology Network

CSR

Corporate Social Responsibility

NIC

Nanotechnology Innovation Centre

DFS

Definitive Feasibility Phase

NNR

National Nuclear Regulator

DMR

Department of Mineral Resources

NRF

National Research Foundation

DMS

Dense Media Separation

NUM

National Union of Mineworkers

DoE

Department of Energy

NYDA

National youth Development Agency

DRC

Democratic Republic of Congo

PAC

Partially Altered Chromite

DST

Department of Science and Technology

PDFR

Public Dissatisfaction Frequency Rate

DTI

Department of Trade and Industry

PDP

Professional Development Programme

EAP

Employee Assistance Programme

PFMA

Public Finance Management Act

EIFR

Environment Incident Frequency Rate

PGM

Platinum Groups Metals

EMD

Engineering and Maintenance Services

PLH

Percentage Loss of Hearing

EWIT

E-waste Implementation Toolkit

PMDN

Precious Metals Development Network

FMDN

Ferrous Metals Development Network

R&D

Research and Development

FSGRO

FloatStar Grade-Recovery Optimiser

REE

Rare Earth Elements

FSLS

FloatStar level Stabiliser

RNMPC

Robust Nonlinear Model Predictive Control

GAAP

Generally Accepted Accounting Practice

RSC

Risk Steering Committee

GDP

Graduate Development Programme

SANBS

South African National Blood Services

GEP

Gauteng Enterprise Propeller

SAPREF

South Africa Petroleum Refineries

GRI

Global Reporting Initiative’s

SAQA

South African qualifications Authority

HCD

Human Capital Development

SARCO

South African Roll Company

HEI

Higher Education Institutions

SARUC

South African Roll Users Conference

HIFR

Health Incidence Frequency Rate

HLS

Heavy Liquid Separation

SASSETA

Safety and Security SETA

HMD

Hydrometallurgy Division

SEDA

Small Enterprise Development Agency

HRC

Human Resources Committee

SETA

Skills Education Training Authority

HRD

Human Resources Division

SHEQ

Safety, Health, Environment and quality

SISO

Single Input, Single Output

HSS

High Speed Steel

SMMEs

Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises

HTR

High Temperature Reactors

SPPIA

HTYB

High Tensile yellow Brass

Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal
Auditing

HySA

Hydrogen and Fuel Cells Programme

SSMB

Small Scale Mining and Beneficiation Division

IA

Internal Audit

STEM

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics

IMA

International Mineralogical Association

TC

Technical Committee

IMS

IiNgcaphephe Metallurgical Services

TCTC

Total Cost to Company

IP

Intellectual Property

TE

Transnet Engineering

IPAP

Industrial Policy Action Plan

UCT

University of Cape Town

IUPAC

International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry

WIL

Work Integrated Learning
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RESEARCH OUTPUTS
Publications
1.

Bada SO, Falcon RMS & Falcon LM. 2015. Characterisation and co-firing
potential of a high ash coal with Bambusa balcooa. Fuel 151 (2015) pp.
130–138.

2.

Bada S.O, Falcon RMS, Falcon LM and Bergmann CP. 2014. Co-firing
potential of raw and thermally treated phyllostachys aurea bamboo with
coal. Energy Sources: Part A: recovery, utilization and environmental
effects: decision on manuscript ID UESO-2014-0168. R3.

3.

4.

Chetty D, Andrews L, de Villiers JPR, Dixon R, Nex P, Reimold W-U,
Richards J, Smith A, Smith C, Verryn S & Viljoen F. 2014. 21st General
Meeting of the International Mineralogical Association South Africa
abstract volume. IMA 2014. 1-5 September 2014. Sandton, Johannesburg.
Cloete E, Buckley C, Godfrey L, Hildebrandt D, Makhafola M, Pouris A,
van Zyl E & Watson J. 2014. The state of green technologies in South
Africa. Academy of Sciences of South Africa and Ministry of Science and
Technology, Republic of South Africa, Pretoria, South Africa. ISBN: 978-09922286-6-8.

14. Mantyi HC, Cornish LA, Chown LH and Mwamba LA. 2014. High
temperature oxidation of y-TiAl alloy Ti-52.5 Al-1Ni-0.2 Ru (at%).
Microscopy Society of Southern Africa: Proceedings. Volume 44, 2014. 2-5
December 2014. Protea Hotel, Stellenbosch.
15. Mantyi HC, Cornish LA, Chown LH and Mwamba IA. 2014. Investigating
the high temperature oxidation behaviour of Ti-based alloys with nickel
and ruthenium additions. Advanced Materials Research. vol. 1019. 2014.
pp.294-301.
16. Odera BO, Papo MJ, Couperthwaite R, Rading GO, Billing D & Cornish LA.
2015. High-order additions to platinum-based alloys for high-temperature
applications. The Journal of The Southern African Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy. Volume 115. March 2015. pp.241-250.
17. Odera BO, Papo MJ, Rading GO & Cornish LA. 2014. Experimental
solidification projection, liquidus surface projection and isothermal section
at 1000 °C for the Pt-Cr-V system. Journal of Phase Equilibrium. May 2014.
pp. 547-7037.

5.

Du Preez AC & Kotze MH. 2014. Evaluation of a Versatic 10 acid/Nicksyn
synergistic system for the recovery of nickel and cobalt from a typical
lateritic leach liquor. The Journal of The Southern African Institute of
Mining & Metallurgy, vol. 114 May 2014. pp. 1-8.

18. Pillay S, Pillay J, Ejikeme PM, Makgopa K and Ozoemena KI. 2015.
Nanostructured Cobalt(II) Tetracarboxyphthalocyanine Complex Supported
Within the MWCNT Frameworks: Electron Transport and Charge Storage
Capabilities. Electroanalysis 2015, 27, 1-7.

6.

Erasmus M, Cason ED, van Marwijk J, Botes E, Gericke M & van Heerden
E. 2014. Gold nanoparticle synthesis using the thermophilic bacterium
Thermus scotoductus SA-01 and the purification and characterization of its
unusual gold reducing protein. Gold Bulletin. 06 August 2014.

19. Rakgalakane BP, Sikhwivhilu LM, Moloto MJ, van Wyk J & Moloto N.
2015. Effect of the propanol water volume ratios on the properties of
SnO2 nanocrystals. Materials Research Express, Volume 2, no. 1 January
(2015) 015012. pp. 1-8.

7.

Foster CW, Pillay J, Metters JP & Banks CE. 2014. Cobalt phthalocyanine
modified electrodes utilised in electroanalysis: nano-structured modified
electrodes vs. bulk modified screen-printed electrodes. Sensors 2014, 14,
pp. 21905-21922.

20. Steenkamp JD, Pistorius PC & Tangstad M. 2015. Wear mechanisms of
carbon-based refractory materials in silicomanganese tap holes - Part
I: Equilibrium calculations and slag and refractory characterization.
Metallurgical Transactions B. 2015, volume 46, Issue 2. pp. 653-667.

8.

Govindraju S, Kalenga MP, Airo M, Moloto MJ, Sikhwivhilu LM & Moloto
N. 2014. Size quantization in Cu2Se nanocrystals. Optical Materials 38
(2014) pp. 310-313.

9.

Harrison AT, Kriel FH, Papathanasopoulos MA, Mosebi S, Abrahams S &
Hewer R. 2014. The evaluation of statins as potential inhibitors of the
LEDGF/p75 HIV-1 integrase interaction. Chemical Biology & Drug Design.
2014.

21. Steenkamp JD, Pistorius PC and Tangstad M. 2015. Wear Mechanisms
of Carbon-Based Refractory Materials in SiMn Tap-HolesPart II: In Situ
Observation of Chemical Reactions. Metallurgical Transactions B. 2015,
Volume 46, Issue 2, pp 668-679.

10. Kalenga MP, Govindraju S, Airo M, Moloto MJ, Sikhwivhilu LM & Moloto
N. 2014. Fabrication of a Schottky Device Using CuSe Nanoparticles:
Colloidal versus Microwave Digestive Synthesis. Journal of Nanoscience
and Nanotechnology. Volume. 14, no. 17, 2014.
11. Kriel FH, Szucs Z, van Staden JA, Bester CJ, Mongane M, Lamprecht
S, Rae WLD & Zeevaart JR. 2015. Biodistribution of a potential
chemotherapeutic, dinuclearbisphosphinogold(I) dithiocarbamate, as
determined by its 198Au radiolabelled analogue. Journal of Radioanalytical
Nuclear Chemistry. March 2015, Volume 303, Issue 3, pp 1949-1954.
12. Ledwaba P. 2014. Tigers eye in the Northern Cape Province: potential for
employment creation and poverty alleviation. The Journal of the Southern
African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. Volume 114. November 2014.
pp.1-6.
13. Mahumapelo NP. 2014. Beneficiation of marble from Griekwastad,
Northern Cape Province. The Journal of the Southern African Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy. Volume 114. November 2014. pp. 951-955.
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22. Steenkamp JD, Pistorius PC and Tangstad M. 2015. Chemical wear analysis
of a tap-hole on a SiMn production furnace. The Journal of the Southern
African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. Volume 115. March 2015.
pp.199-208.
23. Traut-Johnstone T, Kanyanda S, Kriel FH, Viljoen T, Kotze PDR, van Zyl
WE, Coates J, Rees DJG, Meyer M, Hewer R, & Williams DBG.2015.
Heteroditopic P, N ligands in gold(I) complexes: synthesis, structure and
cytotoxicity. Journal of Inorganic Biochemistry 145 (2015) 108-120.
24. Traut-Johnstone T, Kanyanda S, Kriel FH, Viljoen T, Kotze PDR, van Zyl
WE, Coates J, Rees DJG, Meyer M, Hewer R, and Williams DBG. 2015.
Heteroditopic P, N ligands in gold (I) complexes: Synthesis, structure and
cytotoxicity. Journal of Inorganic Biochemistry 145 (2015) 108-120.
25. Woollacott LC, Bwalya M & Mabokela L. 2015. A validation study of the
King stratification model. The Journal of the Southern African Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy. Volume 115. February 2015. pp. 1-10.
26. Traut-Johnstone T, Kriel FH, Hewer R & Williams DBG. 2014.
4-(3-Azaniumylpropyl) morpholin-4-ium chloride hydrogen oxalate:
an unusual example of a dication with different counter-anions. Acta
Crystallographica Section C. 2014.

COnFEREnCE PRESEnTATIOnS
Oral Presentations
1.

Archer SJ, Coetzee V, Scheepers J, du Preez AC & Kotze MH. versatic
10 acid/NICKSyNTM synergistic system versus D2EPHA- cynex 272 for
the recovery of cobalt from typical DRC/Zambian copper leach liquors,
International Solvent Extraction Conference (ISEC 2014), 07 – 11
September 2014, Congress Centre Wurzburg, Germany.

14. Harris RA & Shumbula PM. Molecular Mechanics Modelling of the
interaction of the surfactants oleic acid and oleylamine with iron
oxide nanoparticles, 7th International Symposium on Macro- and
Supramolecular Architectures and Materials (MAM-14), 23 – 27 November
2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.

2.

Baloyi J, Seadira T, Moutloali R, Raphulu P & Ochieng P. Kinetic
investigation of Hg (II) photoreduction using TiO2-immobilized on calcium
alginate beads: Effect of ferric ion and organic compound, International
Conference on Chemical Engineering and Advanced Computational
Technologies (ICCEACT 2014), 24 – 25 November 2014, Pretoria, South
Africa.

15. Hewer R. The Design and Identification of Novel Inhibitors that target HIv1 Integration. The South African Society of Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology Conference 2014. May 2014 (Oral presentation).

3.

Chetty D & Mngomezulu A. Mineralogy for metallurgists and process
engineers: An integral part of Mintek’s Graduate Development
Programme, 21st General Meeting of the International Mineralogical
Association (IMA 2014), 01 – 05 September 2014, Sandton Convention
Centre.

4.

Chili J. The gravimetric determination of silver by lead fire assay, Mintek
Symposium 2014: Analytical Chemistry in the Mining Industry, 07
November 2014, Randburg, Johannesburg, South Africa.

5.

Coetzee LC. Stabilising and optimising a primary closed-loop milling circuit
feeding a flotation circuit using StarCS RNMPC, 19th IFAC World Congress,
28 August 2014, Cape Town, South Africa.

6.

Couperthwaite RA, Cornish LA, Mwamba IA & Papo MJ. Effect of
processing route on the microstructure and properties of an Fe-Al alloy
with additions of precious metals, 7th International Symposium on Macroand Supramolecular Architectures and Materials (MAM-14), 23 – 27
November 2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.

7.

8.

9.

Ford E. Benchmarking of industrial wet ball mill media wear rates on
a normalised basis using the bond abrasion index, Mineral Processing
(MINPROC), 07 – 08 August 2014, Lord Charles Hotel, Somerset West,
South Africa (Oral Presentation).
Gericke M, Pawlik C, Dew DW, van Aswegen P & Barnett SCC. Bioleaching
of nickel cobalt-arsenic containing flotation by products of the talc
industry, Biohydromet’14, 09 – 11 June 2014, St. Michael’s Hotel & Spa,
Falmouth, Cornwall, UK.
Govender-Ragubeer Y & Gericke M. Evaluation of treatment options
for Chromium (vI). Minesafe Conference 2014, 20 – 22 August 2014,
Emperors Palace, Johannesburg, South Africa.

10. Gryffenberg L, Chetty D & Clark W. Processes mineralogy of REE ores,
21st General Meeting of the International Mineralogical Association
(IMA 2104), 01 – 05 September 2014. Sandton Convention Centre,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
11. Harris R, Shumbula P, Rende D & Coleman C. Influence of surface modifier
and solvent interactions on magnetization of iron oxide nanoparticles, 7th
International Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures
and Materials (MAM-14), 23 – 27 November 2014, Johannesburg, South
Africa.
12. Harris RA & Rende D. Molecular dynamics study on the effect of
solvent interactions with surface coatings on iron oxide nanoparticles
magnetisation, NanoAfrica 2014 International Conference, 30 March – 2
April 2014, vanderbijlpark, South Africa.
13. Harris RA & Rende D. Magnetic nanoparticles as polarity-sensors: a
molecular dynamics study on the effect of solvent interactions with
surface atoms on Fe-O nanoparticles magnetisation, The 59th Annual
Conference of the SA Institute of Physics (SAIP) 2014, 07 – 11 July 2014,
University of Johannesburg, Johannesburg, South Africa.

16. Jones RT. Pyrometallurgy in Southern Africa: Documenting Southern
African pyrometallurgical operations, Southern African Institute of Mining
& Metallurgy (SAIMM) Furnace Tapping Conference 2014, 27 – 29 May
2014, Muldersdrift, Johannesburg, South Africa.
17. Jones RT. Pyrometallurgical process modelling: The journey so
far, Southern African Institute of Mining & Metallurgy (SAIMM)
Pyrometallurgical Modelling Conference, 04 – 05 August 2014, Emperors
Palace, Johannesburg, South Africa.
18. Jones RT. The role of extractive metallurgy societies, 53rd Annual
Conference of Metallurgists, 28 September – 01 October 2014, Hyatt
Regency Hotel, vancouver, Canada.
19. Jones RT. Pyrometallurgy: Key challenges, current developments, and
future directions, AMIRA International Meeting, 08 May 2014, Cape Town,
South Africa.
20. kapito A, Stumpf WA & Papo MJ. Carbide-free bainitic steel for transport
applications, 7th International Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular
Architectures and Materials (MAM-14), 23 – 27 November 2014,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
21. keter F. Design and synthesis of anti-cancer compounds: an inorganic
chemist perspective of drug design and development, 7th International
Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures and Materials
(MAM-14), 23 – 27 November 2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.
22. King I. The importance of ore sorting technology in the future, Annual
Prospectors & Developers Association of Canada’s 2015 Convention (PDAC
2015), 01 – 04 March 2015, Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto, Canada.
23. King I. Chromite processing: challenges and the future, Chromite 2014
Conference, 02 – 03 September 2014, Hyatt Regency, Johannesburg, South
Africa.
24. Kraus R, Torto N. & Vilakazi S. A colorimetric probe for dopamine based
on gold nanoparticles hosted in electrospun nanofibres. 7th International
Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures and Materials
(MAM-14). 23-27 November 2014. Johannesburg South Africa.
25. Kwenda E, Ramulifho T & Pattrick G. Synthesis and scale up of platinum
ruthenium electrocatalysts and electrocatalytic activity towards
methanol electro-oxidation, 7th International Symposium on Macro- and
Supramolecular Architectures and Materials (MAM-14), 23 – 27 November
2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.
26. Lakay EM & Yahorava O. Intelligent integration of mineral processing
technologies for sustainable mining waste treatment. 1st International
Conference on Minerals in Circular Economy (MINCE 2014), 26 – 27
November 2014. Espoo, Finland.
27. Larmour-Ship K, Kotze M & du Preez AC. Continuous piloting to recover
nickel from cladag nickel leach solution using the Nicksyn and versatic 10
acid synergistic solvent extraction system, International Solvent Extraction
Conference (ISEC 2014), 07 – 11 September 2014, Congress Centre
Wurzburg, Germany.
28. Ledwaba P. The regulatory framework for ASSM in South Africa, The
Impacts of Artisanal Gold Mining, 02 – 03 September 2014, Future
University, Khartoum.
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29. Le Noury D. Comparison of the HIV-1 Vpu Interaction with CD4 and CD74,
7th International Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures
and Materials (MAM-14), 23 – 27 November 2014, Johannesburg, South
Africa.

44. Ndlovu G. 2014. Mintek advanced leach facilityTM. MAM-14. 7th
International Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures
and Materials. 23-27 November 2014. Johannesburg, South Africa. (Oral
Presentation).

30. Lokothwayo R. Comparison of palladium inquarting and silver in the
fire assay determination of rhodium in geological materials, Mintek
Symposium 2014: Analytical Chemistry in the Mining Industry, 07
November 2014, Mintek, Randburg, Johannesburg.

45. Nyamane S. 2014. Geometallurgy for improved operational and mineral
processing designs and efficiencies. NG Mining Africa. 25-27 November
2014. Sheraton. Pretoria (Oral Presentation).

31. Mahumapelo NP. Improvement Initiatives to Benefit Rural Communities
in Pottery Making, International Conference on Engineering, Project and
Production Management, 26 – 28 November 2014, Protea Marine Hotel,
Port Elizabeth, South Africa.
32. Mantsho S, Streczynski S and Gonzalez M. MillStar and FloatStar
advanced process control system at a Silver (Ag) concentrator, XXVII IMPC
2014, 20 – 24 October 2014, Santiago, Chile.
33. Marsland S. Certification and use of iron ore standard, Test and
Measurement 2014 Conference, 28 September 2014, Muldersdrift, South
Africa.
34. Maruma MG. Siyasiya CW. & Stumpf WE. Effect of composition on texture
evolution of AISI 441 FSS, 7th International Symposium on Macro- and
Supramolecular Architectures and Materials, 23 – 27 November 2014
(MAM-14), Johannesburg, South Africa.
35. Mashaba S. Cyanide speciation and cyanide detoxification using Mintek’s
Advanced Leach Facility, MineSafe Conference, 20 – 21 August 2014,
Emperors Palace, Johannesburg, South Africa.
36. Masia NDE. & Mwamba IA. 2014. Evaluation of the compacting response
of Nickel powder produced by HMD processing through its properties. 7th
International Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures and
Materials (MAM-14). 23-27 November 2014. Johannesburg, South Africa
(Oral Presentation).
37. Matabola KP. & Moutloali RM. 2014. Poly (vinyledene fluoride) nanofibers
decorated with Palladium nanoparticles. NanoAfrica 2014 International
Conference. 30 March – 2 April 2014. Vanderbijlpark, South Africa (Oral
Presentation).
38. Matabola KP. 2014. Graft polymerization of Polystyrene sodium
sulfonate (PSS) onto polyethersulfone (PES) powder: preparation
and characterization. 7th International Symposium on Macro- and
Supramolecular Architectures and Materials (MAM-14). 23-27 November
2014. Johannesburg, South Africa (Oral Presentation).
39. Mbambo M. 2014. PVDF/Organoclay-copper nanoparticles hybrid:
synthesis and characterization. 7th International Symposium on Macroand Supramolecular Architectures and Materials. 23-27 November 2014.
Johannesburg South Africa (Oral Presentation).
40. Mdluli P. & Skepu A. 2014. Design of NanoGold based invitro diagnostics
and application. NanoAfrica 2014 international conference. 30 March – 2
April 2014. Vanderbijlpark, South Africa. (Oral Presentation).
41. Moema SJ, Mampuru AS. & Maja M. 2014. Influence of Vanadium on
Microstructure and Properties of High: High-Chromium White Cast Iron
(HCWCI). 7th International Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular
Architectures and Materials (MAM-14). November 23 - 27. Johannesburg,
South Africa (Oral Presentation).
42. Mudaly S. 2014. Geomechanical test work on African ores. Copperbelt
Conference. 28-29 April 2014. Kitwe, Zambia. (Oral Presentation).
43. Naidoo A, De Gee BE & Viviers N. 2014. Implementation of an Advanced
Milling and Flotation Control System at Mopani Mufulira Copper Mine.
12th AUSIMM Mill Operators’ Conference 2014, Townsville, Queensland,
Australia, 1- 3 September (Oral Presentation).
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46. Nyembe S, Sikhwivhilu L, Harris R, Mpelane S, Shumbula P & Moloto
N. 2014. Gold icosahedron and decahedron nanostructures formation
mechanism. 7th International Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular
Architectures and Materials. 23-27 November 2014. Johannesburg, South
Africa (Oral Presentation).
47. Pillay J. 2014. Electrocatalytic detection of progesterone using
Electrochemical ELISA. 5th International IUPAC Conference on Green
Chemistry. 17-21 August 2014. Durban, South Africa. (Oral Presentation).
48. Raphulu M. 2014. Complexities affecting speed from research to
commercialization. MAM-14. 7th International Symposium on Macro- and
Supramolecular Architectures and Materials. 23-27 November 2014.
Johannesburg, South Africa. (oral)
49. Rasmeni S. 2015. Risk assessment of abandoned asbestos sites in the
Mafefe Area, Limpopo Province. 5th Annual EnviroMining Conference:
Ensuring Environmental Compliance and reporting in mining. 18-14 March
2015. Gallagher Estate, Gallagher 3, Richards Drive, Midrand. Gauteng.
(Oral)
50. Reynolds QG.2014. Interaction of dust with the DC plasma arc – a
computational modelling investigation. Southern African Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy (SAIMM) Pyrometallurgy Modelling 2014. 4- 5
August 2014. Emperors Palace, Johannesburg.
51. Reynolds QG.2014. HPC in Pyrometallurgy: applications, challenges and
opportunities. CHPC National Meeting 2014. 1-5 December, Skukuza,
Mpumalanga. (oral)
52. Seadira T, Baloyi J, Raphulu M, Moutloali R & Ochieng A. 2014. Treatment
of Cr (VI)-Laden Acid Mine Drainage Using Constructed Wetland and UV/
TiO2 Photocatalysis. International Conference on Chemical Engineering &
Advanced Computational Technologies (ICCEACT2014) Nov. 24-25, 2014
Pretoria (South Africa). pp.1-7. (oral)
53. Shipman, W, Chetty D and Nell A. 2014. Towards effective and rapid
registration of SEM images and micro-CT scans with commodity graphics
processing hardware. IMA 2014: Computed Tomography: Pushing
Frontiers in Imaging of the Third and Fourth Dimension. 1-5 September.
2014. Sandton Convention Centre, Johannesburg. (oral)
54. Sikhwivhilu L. 2014. IBSA 10 year anniversary. IBSA India-Brazil-South
Africa Trilateral Initiative. IBSA 10 Year Anniversary Celebrations IBSA
Nanotechnology, 2014. 3-4 April 2014. Birchwood Hotel, Johannesburg,
Gauteng, South Africa.
55. Sikhwivhilu K. 2014. Functionalized microfiltration membranes for
catalytic degradation of Azo dyes in water. MAM-14. 7th International
Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures and Materials.
23-27 November 2014. Johannesburg, South Africa. (oral)
56. Sithole G. 2014. Laboratory management: a lean approach. MINTEK
Symposium 2014: Analytical Chemistry in the Mining Industry. 7
November 2014. Mintek, Randburg, Johannesburg (presentation)
57. Smit HS. Carbon Concentration Measurement and Control in a Counter
Current Carbon Adsorption Circuit. 53rd Conference of Metallurgists (COM
2014), Vancouver, Canada, September 28 to October 2, 2014 (paper &
presentation)
58. Stevenson M & Pattrick G. 2014. Fuel cell catalysts for current markets
from HySA-catalysis. CARISMA Conference, Cape Town, South Africa, 1-3
December 2014.

59. Tetyana P. 2014. Identification of biomarkers of tumour blood vessels
for therapeutic targeting. 7th International Symposium on Macro- and
Supramolecular Architectures and Materials. 23-27 November 2014. (oral)
60. Tshikhudo R & Makhafola M. 2014. Industrialisation of innovative
nanotechnology based systems and devices for health applications.
TechConnect World 2014. 15-18 June 2014. Washington DD. (oral)
61. Tshikhudo R. 2014. Research and Innovations in Nanotechnology. All
African Nanoscience Technology Initiative (ANNI) for African States. 19-21
November 2014. University of Western Cape, Bellville, Cape Town, 7535,
South Africa. (oral)
62. Tshikhudo R. 2014. Transferring nanoAfrica innovation towards business
perspectives: challenges and opportunities. NanoAfrica 2014 International
Conference. 30 March – 2 April 2014. vanderbijlpark, South Africa. (oral)
63. Tetyana P. 2014. Identification of biomarkers of tumour blood vessels
for therapeutic targeting. 7th International Symposium on Macro- and
Supramolecular Architectures and Materials. 23-27 November 2014.
64. Van der Walt H. 2014. Real time toxicity testing of iron oxide
nanoparticles. NanoAfrica 2014 international conference. 30 March – 2
April 2014. vanderbijlpark, South Africa. (oral)
65. Van der Walt H. 2014. Determining nanoparticle toxicity. MAM-2014. 7th
International Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures and
Materials. 23-27 November 2014. Johannesburg, South Africa. (oral)
66. Van Schalkwyk F & Pattrick G.2014. Compositional and Structural
Engineering of Nano Pt Alloy Catalyst Material for H2 Fuelled PEMFCs.
CARISMA2014. 1-3 December 2014.
67. Vilakazi S, Nombona N, Mashazi P & Muchindu M. 2014. Design and
Development of Electrochemical Immunosensors for the Detection of
Disease Biomarkers. International Conference on Chemical Environmental
Biomedical Technology (IsCEBT) 2014. 10-14 September 2014. Chang Gung
University. (oral)
68. Vilakazi S. 2014. DST/Mintek Nanotechnology Innovation Centre (NIC).
SA-Swiss Nanotechnology Workshop. 14-15 April 2014. Ithemba Labs,
Western Cape, South Africa. (oral)

Poster Presentations
1.

Abrahams SA, Papanathasopoulos M, Mosebi S & Hewer R. Repositioning of
the NIH clinical collection to identify possible HIv-1 integrase inhibitors, 7th
International Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures and
Materials (MAM-14), 23 – 27 November 2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.

2.

Baloyi J, Seadira T, Raphulu M & Ochieng A. Preparations and
characterisations of dandelions-like TIO2, 7th International Symposium on
Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures and Materials (MAM-14), 23 –
27 November 2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.

3.

Chauke N & Vikalazi S. Cu-Au nanoparticles alloy for the detection of
ascorbic acid, 7th International Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular
Architectures and Materials (MAM-14), 23 – 27 November 2014,
Johannesburg, South Africa.

4.

Fish M, Papathanasopoulos M, Mosebi S, Harrison A & Hewer R.
Allosteric effects of chicoric acid on HIv integrase, 7th International
Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures and Materials
(MAM-14), 23 – 27 November 2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.

5.

Gryffenberg L, Harrison A, Kriel E, Papathanasopoulos M, Mosebi S,
Abrahams S & Hewer R. The identification and evaluation of potential
inhibitors of the HIv-1 IN-LEDGF interaction, 7th International Symposium
on Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures and Materials, 23 – 27
November 2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.

6.

Harris P, Shumbula P, Rende D, & Coleman C. Influence of nanoparticle
surface modification through solvent interactions on magnetization of iron
oxide nanoparticles, Centre for Higher Performance Computing, 01 – 05
December 2014, Skukuza, Mpumalanga, South Africa.

7.

Harrison A, Kriel E, Papathanasopoulos M, Mosebi S, Abrahams S &
Hewer R. The identification and evaluation of potential inhibitors of the
HIv-1 IN-LEDGF interaction, 7th International Symposium on Macro- and
Supramolecular Architectures and Materials (MAM-14), 23 – 27 November
2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.

8.

Makhula M. Statistical analysis and concentration of iron ore using Longi
LGS 500 WHIMS, Mineral Processing (MINPROC) 2014, 07 – 08 August
2014, Lord Charles Hotel, Somerset West, South Africa.

9.

McEwan L, Khumalo T. & Pattrick G. Commercialisation of gold
nanoparticle catalysts for emission control and respiratory protection, 7th
International Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures and
Materials (MAM-14), 23 – 27 November 2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.

10. Mosebi S, Abrahams S, Harrison A & Hewer R. Repositioning of the NIH
Clinical Collection as potential HIv-1 integration inhibitors, 17th World
Conference of Basic & Clinical Pharmacology (WCP 2014), 13 – 18 July
2014, Cape Town, South Africa.
11. Mphahlele M, Hewer R, Ketseoglou I, Mosebi S, Travers S &
Papathanasopoulos M. The impact of invitro selected drug resistance
mutations on HIv-1 subtype C integrase transfer capacity. 7th International
Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures and Materials,
23 – 27 November 2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.
12. Nemadodzi L & Moutloali RM. Removal of chromium (vI) ions by
adsorption using polymeric beads, 7th International Symposium on Macroand Supramolecular Architectures and Materials (MAM-14), 23 – 27
November 2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.
13. Pillay K, Becker M & Chetty D. Mineralogical factors affecting the dense
medium separation of nickel sulfide ores, IMA 2014, 01 – 05 September
2014, Sandton Convention Centre, Sandton Johannesburg, South Africa.
14. Ramulifho T, Kwenda E & Pattrick G. Electrochemical characterisation of
the electrooxidation of methanol on PT/RU/C electrodes, CARISMA 2014,
30 November – 03 December 2014, Cape Town, South Africa.
15. Rashamuse TJ, Hewer R, Mosebi S, Harrison AT, Abrahams S, Le Noury
DA, Kleynhans RES, Coyanis EM & Bode ML. Synthesis of heterocyclic
compounds using the van Leusen reaction under microwave irradiation
and their biological Evaluation as inhibitor s of HIv-1 replication. SACIACS Bi-National Organic Chemistry Conference 2014, 30 November – 04
December 2014, Stellenbosch, South Africa.
16. Seadira T, Baloyi J, Raphulu P & Ochieng A. Synthesis of core-void shell
TiO: characterization and Uv/TiO2 photocatalysis. 7th International
Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular Architectures and Materials
(MAM-14). 23 – 27 November 2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.
17. Shapo CL, Matabola KP. Bamboo MF & Moutloali RM. Synthesis and
characterisation of poly (vinyledene fluoride)/palladium composite
nanofibers. 7th International Symposium on Macro- and Supramolecular
Architectures and Materials (MAM-14), 23 – 27 November 2014,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
18. Silinda P, Muchindu M & Vilakazi S. An electrochemical detection of
Chromium(vI) by a solid gold electrode modified with gold decorated
carbon nanotubes, 7th International Symposium on Macro- and
Supramolecular Architectures and Materials (MAM-14), 23 – 27 November
2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.
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research Outputs

Other Outputs
1.

Gryffenberg L & Sebola P. The Okorusu fluorspar deposit in Namibia,
African Exploration Showcase, 07 November 2014, Glen Hove
Conferencing, Melrose, South Africa (Oral Presentation).

2.

King I. Uranium ore processing, Workshop on “Application of United
Nations Framework Classification: 2009 (UNFC-2009) for Uranium
Resources”, 10 – 14 November 2014, Johannesburg, South Africa.

3.

Landu L. Presentation to Fossil Fuel Foundation Conference: Junior Mining
in South Africa, 9th Junior Coal Mining Ventures (JCMV) Workshop, 27
June 2014, Glen Hove Conferencing, Melrose, Johannesburg, South Africa.

4.

Makhafola M. 2014. Overview of Mintek’s Research & Development. US
Joint Services & OSD Africa Technical Exchange Meeting. May 5 9 2014,
Arlington, VA (Oral Presentation).

5.

6.

Moutloali RM. 2014. Incorporation of nanotechnology into water
treatment systems current progress within the NIC. Nano4Water 4th
Joint Workshop. 23-24 April 2014. Sheraton, Stockholm, Sweden (Oral
Presentation).
Mulaudzi FML. 2014. An investigation into metal dusting corrosion on
Fe and Ni-based alloys. DST/NRF Centre of Excellence in Strong Material
Workshop. 16 April 2014. Wits University, Johannesburg, South Africa (Oral
Presentation).

7.

Mwamba A. 2014. Plasma technology at Mintek. Establishment of a South
African National Plasma Center Workshop. 26 August 2014. Protea Hotel
Midrand, Johannesburg, Gauteng, South Africa. (Oral Presentation).

8.

Papo J. 2014. US Joint Services & OSD Africa Technical Exchange Meeting
BRICC, Arlington, VA. US Joint Services and OSD Africa. Technical Exchange
Meeting. 5-9 May 2014. Arlington AV. (presentation)
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9.

Papo MJ. 2014. Overview of Advanced Materials Division (AMD). MINTEK/
University of Limpopo Workshop. 23 September 2014. (oral)

10. Pattrick G, Blair S, Conrad O, Stevenson M, van Schalkwyk F, Kwenda E
& Ramulifho T. 2014. HySA/Catalysis. 23 September 2014. University of
Cape Town, Cape Town. (oral)
11. Reynolds QG.2014. Applications of High Performance Computing in
Pyrometallurgy: an open source Odyssey. OpenSim Symposium. 12
November. University of Pretoria, South Africa.
12. Sikhwivhilu K. 2015. Nanotechnology-Enabled Water Treatment Solutions.
Water for Humanity in Africa Workshop. Research and Innovation Week,
University of South Africa, 3rd March 2015. Pretoria, South Africa.
(presentation)
13. Sikhwivhilu K. 2014. The DST/Mintek Nanotechnology Innovation Centre.
University of Johannesburg Water Workshop. 29 August 2014. Room 2212,
John Orr Building, Doornfontein Campus, University of Johannesburg,
Johannesburg Gauteng, South Africa. (oral)
14. Sikhwivhilu K. 2014. Nanotechnology life solutions. National Science
Week. 2-10 August 2014. Sci-Bono, Johannesburg Gauteng South Africa.
(oral)
15. Singh N.2014. The Status Quo of Artisanal Mining in South Africa. The
Impacts of Artisanal Gold Mining. 2-3 September 2014. Future University,
Khartoum. (Workshop)
16. Tshikhudo R. 2014. DST/Mintek NIC: innovation to commercialisation.
Nanotechnology Innovation Workshop. 16-17 September 2014. Centurion
Hotel, Johannesburg Gauteng, South Africa. (oral)
17. Moutloali RM. 2014. The DST/Mintek Nanotechnology Innovation Centre.
Mintek/University of Limpopo Workshop. 23 September 2014. Turfloop,
Polokwane, Limpopo Province (Oral Presentation).
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